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ABSTRACT
The primary objectives of this thesis are to, circularly, deconstruct
contemporarydomestic violence policy while developing and evaluating methods
for deconstructingpolicy. Policy is theorisedas a discursivepractice,which allows
a variety of policies to be comparedand critiqued by how they position the people
they affect. Theseare known as subjectpositions, or subjectivities,and throughout
this thesis I attempt to critique policy by examining the (re)construction of
functioning
because
is
In
through
theorised
addition,
as
not
subjectivity.
policy
direct causalrelationsthere is an openingfor psychoanalyticsubjectivitieswherethe
have
I
Consequently,
level
the
the
occurs
unconscious.
subject positioning
at
of
chosen to draw upon Parker's critical transformative psychoanalytic discourse
discourse
(CTPDA)
analysis and
where
as
a
method
psycho-discursive
analysis
is
be
in
to
that
understood
psychoanalysis
psychoanalysisare combined suchas way
a culturally produced theory of selL

Three separate analyses of two key,

by
CTPDA
demonstrate
domestic
the
of
utility
violence policies
contemporary
developing it as a method alongside the topic under consideration; the use of
'family' to name concern of policy is consideredin Te Rito from Aotearoa/New
Zealand (A/NZ), who are world leadersin the domain of domestic violence, and
'consultation' where decisions have already been made and gender through the
gender-neutralterm 'domestic violence' are consideredin Safety and Justice (S&j)
from the UK, wheremuch of this thesiswas undertaken. In the final chapter,I argue
that critique needsto be able to imagineits own policies and ways of realisingthem
andhighlight that psychoanalysishasthe potentialto offer an effective approach.
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PREFACE
In the midst of putting the final touchesto my thesis, I had a brief conversation
with Sue Dominey, a counsellor with the Bradford Reducing Anger & Violent
Emotions (BRAVE') programme. Dominey has had considerableexperienceas a
in
domestic
domain
the
of
practitioner
violence in the UK and recently travelled to
Australia and Aotearoa/NewZealand to look at violence prevention work with men
I
and young boys (Dominey, 2006), which has led to the conferenceEducating Young
Men & Boys: Transforming Anger & Violence into 'Soft Power' and Emotional
Intelligence (Leeds Metropolitan University, November, 2006).

During our

four
key
domestic
UK's
talked
the
policy
published
violence
about
conversation,we
like
described
having
it
is
Dominey
the
antiviolence
work
as
a
on
effect
yearsago and
Tsunami: a huge wave travelling with such speedand force as to flood the concerns
and changethe practicesof all working in the field of domesticviolence. It is because
its
has
to
the
across
constituency
change
potential realisemanifold
governmentpolicy
that I think it invites critical considerationin a thesislike this.
However,the critical attentionthat policy invites can be contrastedwith the roles
do
in
funding
I
in
directing
has
the
academe.
not
and
scholarship
research
and
policy
meanto suggestthat I am going to undertaketo explicatetheseroles. Here, I think it is
is
in
large
least,
UK
the
to
that,
a
at
amount of academicresearch only
enough say
undertakenif it receivesfunding from a governmentresearchcouncil and there is an
assumptionin academiathat funding applicationsthat delineatethe relevanceof the
proposedresearchfor governmentpolicy will be more successfulthan those that do
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not. I do not considerthe researchproposalsof Ph.D. applicantsto be immune from
the influences of policy, even if Ph.D. applications are very different from, for
example,large grant applications. While I suspectthat the majority of Ph.D. students
are fundedby their host institution, there is a certain kudos to obtaining a scholarship,
termed studentship,from a researchcouncil. As such, looking back to my successful
studentship application to the government funded Economic and Social Science
ResearchCouncil (ESRC), my interestin policy seemsless critical than selfish. That
is, focusing on policy was a shrewdway to ensurethe application was well received.
Indeed,in this thesis I take the concernwith governmentpolicy to its logical extreme
and solely focus, almost obsessively, on the documents in which policies are
presented.
I am wary of presentingmyself as a researcherthat unernotionally exploresan
issue becauseit will receive funding. This is what I would call the enlightemnentobjective-scientistturned neo-liberal:that is, seekingfunding rather than truth. When
I started this Ph.D., I had (and still do have) a personal interest in the work of
governmentthat was much akin to the early Che Guevara(rather than the militant Che
Guevara; see, Anderson, 1997); keeping up-to-date with current affairs, travelling,
reading political works, such as Marx, talking and disagreeingabout political issues
friends
and acquaintances,but never quite deciding on a position or taking
with
political action. Consequently,the researchI have undertaken during this Ph.D.
seemedto be a happy marriagebetweenmy own interestsin governmentpolicy and
institutional pressures to conduct researchthat will, vis-ii-vis policy, receive funding.

I See http: //www. brave-proiect. orq/.
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In particular, given that feminist activism has sought to get domestic violence
recognisedas a seriousissue,currentgoverment policy that explicitly doesso, suchas
in Aotearoa/NewZealand and the UK, would seem to have internalised a feminist
approachto understandingviolence within the domestic unit. As such, a thesis on
domestic violence policy seemed to potentially offer me a positive appraisal of

government(and a way to define my own political position). I was also awarethat the
adoption of a feminist position by government could be one way of neutralising
criticisms by feminists without presenting a serious challenge to the structural
(cultural, historical, patriarchical) supports for domestic violence. Therefore, the
domain of domestic violence was a policy area that I thought particularly invited
critical consideration. Consequently,my motivation to write a thesis on domestic
violence could be surnmarisedas personal-interest-in-the-politicaI(while recognising
that the 'personal' is tied up with institutional pressurefor researchersto be interested
in the political).
It is worthwhile pointing out that I do not assumethere is necessarilyany direct
link betweenthe policy of a governmentand the changethe policy realises(although,I
do assumepolicy will leadto somechange).For example,a mandatoryarrestpolicy in
incident
its
force
domestic
to arrestthe
officers
violence
requires
attending
a
a police
accusedto demonstratethat suchviolence constitutesa crime worthy of their attention.
While I would agree that the institution of such a policy will lead to changes,the
increaseduse of arrestat domesticviolence incidentsis not a changeI would presume.
The arrest policy would most likely be written in a formal document,disseminated
throughout the police force, and become part of the training of new recruits. Officers

may even have to answerpersonallyfor thosedomesticviolence incidents wherethey
3

did not use arrest, which they may respondto by re-categorisingdomestic violence
incidents(wherethey do not use arrest)as somethingthat doesnot require arrest. It is
through such practices, as dissemination, training, and bureaucratic accounting
procedures,that I understandchangeto be evidenced.As such,I do not theorisepolicy
to be a meansof effecting changein a causalrelation but as a discursivepractice in
which, for example,domesticviolence,the responsesto it, and the peopleaffectedare
(re)constructed. It is for this reason that I have chosen to draw upon discursive
methods.
The benefit of theorising policy as a discursive.practice is that it provides a
conceptthroughwhich a variety of policies canbe comparedand critiqued. Discursive
practices(re)construct,and limit, the positions (such as perpetrators,victims, policymakers)which are available for peopleto take. Theseare known as subjectpositions,
by
I
throughout
to
thesis
critique
policy
examining
and
or subjectivities,
my
attempt

the (re)constructionof subjectivity. In particular, becausepolicy is not theorisedas
functioning through direct causal relations there is an opening for psychoanalytic
subjectivities where the subject positioning occurs at the level of the unconscious.
Consequently,I have chosento draw upon discursivemethods,psychoanalytictheory,
and the concept of subjectivity to 'deconstruct' (broadly defined) domestic violence
policy in this thesis.
The word 'deconstructing' was used in the title of the thesis to suggestboth the
act of deconstructingpolicy as well asreflecting on how to deconstruct. I shall explain
this fin-therby referenceto two extensive,theoretical papers,in which Hook (2001;
2005) has consideredhow "to enablethe project of political criticism" (2005, p. 4) or,
more specifically, how researchcan be a "mode of critique" (ibid.). In the first paper,
4

Hook (2001) argues that, from a Foucauldian perspective, two current trends in
discourseanalysis(Parker, 1992;Potter & Wetherell, 1987)utilise discoursein sucha
way that it will have "limited political relevance,restrictedgeneralisabilityand stunted
critical penetration"(2001, p. 543). The secondpapercan consequentlybe understood
as Hook's (2005) attempt to outline a method - genealogy - which will allow effective

critique. However, the relevance of mentioning Hook's work here is neither to
describewhat he seesas the failings of discourseanalysis nor is it to considerthe
methodhe outlines. Rather,there is a paradoxin Hook's work becausehe did not use
the genealogicalmethod to critique discourseanalysis. That is, Hook provides a
critique of discourseanalysisand then explainshow critique can be done through the
gqnealogicalmethodbut the critique of discourseanalysisdid not use the genealogical
method. I do not mean to suggestthat Hook should have provided a genealogical
critique of discourseanalysis. It may be that he thinks there are more importanttopics
for such work. Nevertheless,this paradoxprovides the impetus for my thesis,which,
in a circular fashion, is to developcritique at the.sametime as askinghow critique can
be done.
Elsewhere (Branney, 2006a; 2006b), a similar approach has been to use a
particular method to critique itself. I (2006a)have reviewed Hollway and Jefferson's
Free-Association Narrative Interview method (FANI; 2000), which theorises a
Kleinian defendedsubject (Klein, 1952a),by reading for the constructionof Kleinian
psychoanalytic constructs in FANI.

In the text, the rational, unitary subject

traditionally assumed by social and psychological scholarship is bad, "a depleted
product of a depleted method" (Hollway & Jefferson, 2000, p. 155) whereas the

defended subject is good, offering "an enriched, more complex, nuanced and,
5

arguably, more humane and ethical view" (ibid.).

In my view, this perspective

(re)constructsthe Kleinian paranoid-schizoidposition where rational subjectivity is
demonisedand split off, open to the critical gaze of the researcher,while Kleinian
defendedsubjectivity is idealised and free to be introjected as a new-hegemonyin
research. In addition, I (2006b) have also reviewed Potter's ShowcasingQualitative
Methods seminar, Methods and practices: SomeNew Dilemmas (March I Oth2006)
where he outlines four interview issues- flooding, footing, stake and interest, and
by
four
in
in
(described
Potter
2005)&
Hepburn,
these
using
psychology practice
issuesto analysehis argumentthat interviews are unnecessarilycentral in qualitative
is
Hepburn
(ibid.
),
Potter's
Potter
seminar
available,
and
where
much
of
research.
develop -this argument by reviewing two qualitative methods textbooks (Camic,
Rhodes,& Yardley, 2003b; Smith & Klein, 2003a)to suggestthat of the six qualitative
perspectives covered ('ethnography', 'phenomenology', 'psychoanalysis', 'narrative

discursive
'grounded
'discourse
theory',
psychology')
and
and
analysis
psychology',
interviews
include
discursive
but
('discourse
as their
psychology')
all
one
analysisand
footing
for
data.
Potter's
My
technique
as the
considers
review
sole
generating
disinterestedobserverreviewing the textbooks while pointing out that his own stake
interviews)
does
(as
interest
the
that
the
of
not
rely
on
author
chapter
on
method
and
makessucha position untenable.
The point of turning FANI's Kleinian approachand Potter's interview issuesin
on themselvesis to highlight the dual potentialof researchto developa critique of, and
to consider how to critique, domestic violence policy.

Consequently, the two aims of

my thesisare to, first, deconstructcontemporarydomesticviolence policy and, second,
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develop and evaluate methods for deconstructingpolicy. I want to outline how I
achievetheseaims and mentionthe notableabsenceof gender.
Chapter 1 reviews the literature to considerto what extent researchcan add to
considerationsabout how to critique domesticviolence policy. To selectresearch,the
chapterdrawsupon the UK's contemporarydomesticviolence policy, Safety& Justice
(S&J; Home Office, 2003a), which is representativeof a general approachrepeated
across the world.

S&J outlines three primary interventions - protection orders,

mandatoryarrest,and psychotherapy- and Chapter I considersthe researchfor each
intervention. It is argued that the researchon each intervention seemsto require
further, in-depth work to examine the processesof implementing, as policy, and
enacting,as intervention, protection orders,arrest,and psychotherapy. Nevertheless,
this chapter concludesthat such in-depth, situation-specificresearchwill do little to
critique policy, which aims to achieve change regardless of context, and argues that

thereis a needto deconstructthe policy documentitself.
The next three chapters provide analyses of parts of policy ffamily',
'consultation', and 'domesticviolence' respectively)in key texts of domesticviolence.
As one of the aims is to develop and evaluate methodology, methodological
considerationsare situated in each analysis rather than in a separatechapter on
methodology.
Aotearoa/NewZealand (A/NZ) is consideredto be a world leader in domestic
violence policy. For example,ANZ was the first country to have legislation specific
to domestic violence (the Domestic Violence Act, 1995) and ANZ is, like the UK,
signed up to the UN Convention for the Elimination of All Discrimination Against
Women (CEDAW).

It is not surprising that Dominey (2006), the counsellor I
7

introducedat the start of this Preface,travelledto ANZ to look at bestpracticein antiviolence work with men and boys. At the end of the first year of my Ph.D., I spent
three months as a visiting doctoral studentin the PsychologyDepartmentat Massey
University, PalmerstonNorth, A/NZ working with Mandy Morgan and colleaguesin
the Domestic Violence Interventions & Services Research Programme (Morgan, 2005).

Consequently,it is A/NZ's contemporarydomestic violence policy, Te Rito (NZ
Ministry of Social Development, 2002), that I turn to first.

Unlike UK domestic violence policy, Te Rito explicitly concerns itself with
families and ensuring they are free of violence. Sociologistshave, for a long time
now, critiqued the roles 'family' plays in society (see, Fahey, 1995).

More

specifically, sociological thought on the 'private' and 'public' highlights the
importance of the way in which 'family' is constructedand the subjectivities such
'domestic'
'family'
For
to
terms
the
the
and
example,
of
constructionsproduce.
use
free
from
in
domain
that
they
should
remain
occur a private
nameviolences suggests
in
by
'family'
Te
Rito
deconstructs
intervention.
Chapter
2
Consequently,
state
developing'a method that reads for the constructionof discoursesof psychoanalytic
subjectivity. More specifically, this paper develops a psycho-discursiveanalysis in
is
As
theory
of
self.
such,
considered
produced
as
a
culturally
which psychoanalysis
psychoanalysisis utilised as a theoretical framework through which a project of
critique of domestic violence can be undertaken. Consistentwith researchdrawing
upon psychoanalytictheory for psycho-discursiveapproaches(Hollway et al., 2001)
and in domesticviolence researchmore specifically (e.g. Gadd, 2000b), this chapter
utilises the Kleinian psychoanalyticperspective.
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The analysis in Chapter2 questionsTe Rito as a domestic violence policy that
presentsas being developedin a consultationprocesswith harmoniousviolence-free
relations. Te Rito attemptedto use consultationin a collaborative decision making
process. However, even though 'consultation' is a common aim of policy,
collaboration on the decisions of policy is rarely realised in practice. Consequently,

Chapter3 deconstructs'consultation' in S&J, the UK's key domesticviolence policy,
where views are sought after decisionshave already been made and implemented.
Chapter3 drawsupon a distinction betweencontentand form, which can be explained
with referenceto Kleinian psychoanalysiswhere defenceagainst anxiety is central.
Content would be whatever is anxiety causingwhereasform is the need to defend
againstanxiety. As Kleinian analysisassumesthe needto defendagainstanxiety,form
is not questioned. Focusingon the content of 'consultation' risks adding little more
than that the attempt to consult was trite.

For example, the analysis in Chapter 2

interprets the consultation in Te Rito as enactingviolence to Maori (the content of
consultation)but does not questionthe needto consult in the first place (the forin of
consultation). Consequently, Chapter 3 develops a Lacanian psycho-discursive
analysis (Parker, 2005a) as a method that can radically question the form of
consultation. I draw upon Lacanian conceptsto interpret consultation in S&J as a
practice that forces those consultedto recognisethe deficienciesof governmentand
identify with their alienated position in the decision making processesof policy
development.
The combination

of discursive methods and psychoanalytic theory used

throughout these last two analytic chapters (Chapters 2 and 3) is termed psycho-

discursive(Wetherell & Edley, 1999),which has beenthe subject of lively debatefor
9

some time now.

Changing the Subject (Henriques, Hollway, Urwin, Venn, &

Walkerdine, 1984)and Subjectivityand Method in Psychology:Gender,Meaning,and
Science(Hollway, 1989)are two classicstexts, which have beenfollowed up with, for
example,the developmentof FANI and a numberof articles in the British Journal of
Social Psychology(e.g. Hollway & Jefferson,2005; Spears,2005; Wetherell, 2005)
when Margaret Wetherell was one of the editors. After utilising psycho-discursive
4
in
last
I
Chapter
to acknowledgeand addressthis
two
the
use
methods
chapters,
debate. I arguethat psychoanalysishasbeenusedin a way that recoversandprivileges
the psychological dimension, which in domestic violence policy risks resulting in
theorisingan abuserwho is largely responsiblefor their actionsand immuneto change
through public policy. To avoid this problem, I develop a Lacanian analysis that
build
in
discursive
(Billig,
1999)
to
text
the
so
as
up an account
a
practices
considers
1997b).
Specifically,
I
(Parker,
discursive
how
acts
as
a
resource
of
psychoanalysis
develop a stepwise analysis that first interprets the (re)constructionof a discursive
before
then
moving onto to arguethat
concept,
a psychoanalytic-discursiveconcept
theseconstructa psychoanalyticconcept. In the final chapterof my thesis,I discuss
other psycho-discursivework more generally.
Throughoutmy thesis,I consistentlyand painstakinglyrefer to domesticviolence
without considering gender; the thesis title uses the gender-neutralterm 'domestic
violence'; the introduction reviews researchregardlessof the genderof the victim or
perpetrator studied; Chapter 2 deconstructs'family' and Chapter 3 deconstructs
'consultation' without mentioninggender;andthe subjectsof domesticviolencepolicy
are namedwith legalistic gender-neutralterms, such as perpetratorand victim. I am
awarethat such genderneutrality obscureshow violence is gendered. S&J explicitly
10

setsout the LJK "governmentsproposalson domesticviolence" (Home Office, 2003a,
title) and Chapter 4 subsequently deconstructs 'domestic violence' in S&J.
Consequently,I have deliberately sought to mimic the (gender neutralising) policies
examined in this thesis so as to leave gender until the final analysis. Like other
research on domestic violence (e.g. Batsleer et al., 2002; Morgan, 2005), 1 argue that

S&J constructs complex relations between gender and violence while sustaininga
patriarchical heterocentricism.

Domesticviolence now constitutesa vast enterpriseof activism, scholarship,and
international,
local
level
initiatives
the
policy
at
of goverment. For
national, and
example, books devoted to domestic violence now take up more than a couple of
shelvesin University libraries. Gadddescribesit well in his introduction to a paperon
UK domesticviolence policy:
"During the course of the last 30 years, work to tackle the problem of
high
female
has
intimate
to
gained
a
profile in the UK.
men's violence
partners
I
In the 1970s and 1980sfeminist activists campaigned hard to establish refuge

provision for womenfleeing abusive relationships. It is as a result of this
campaigning that today virtually every region of the UK has someform of
domesticabusepartnership, working group, orforum. Throughtheseforumsa
range ofpractitionersfrom within criminaljustice agencies,social and weýfare
organizations, independentsector and campaigninggroups come together in
order to raise awarenessabout theproblem of domesticabuseand coordinate
and developserviceprovisionfor womenexperiencingit" (2004,p. 174)
While I would arguethat it is becausedomesticviolence policy is such a large
enterprisethat it invites critical consideration,a thesis such as this will have to limit
11

the scopeof the critique it develops. The main theme of my thesis is to ask how
domesticviolence policy can be deconstructedwith psycho-discursiveanalysdsand to
do so through analysesof 'family', 'consultation', and 'domestic violence' in key
policy documents. As such, my thesis does not develop a single comprehensive
how
but
in
I
domestic
the
chapter
suggest
each
analytic
critique of
violence policy
be
furthered.
In
'domestic
'family,
'consultation',
can
violence' and
critiques - of
difficult
draw
I
to
the
obscure
and
seem
upon
can
addition,
psychoanalyticconcepts
I
have
keep
brief
I
to
these
and
askthe readerto persevere.
attempted
so
understand
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CHAPTER 1 RESEARCHING

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

POLICY'

This chapterreviews current researchon domesticviolence in order to explore
how to critique domesticviolence policy. This review examinesresearchon the three
interventionsfor domestic violence - protection orders (POs), mandatoryaffest, and
psychotherapy- currently outlined as goverment policy in England and Wales.
Effectivenessemergesas a themeof the researchfor all three interventions,along with
differential effects of POs and arrest, and the effect of individuals (police officers, the

aggrieved(victim), and the accused(perpetrator)). It is arguedthat the researchon
each intervention requires further, in-depth work to examine the processesof
implementing,as policy, and enacting,as intervention,POs, arrest,and psychotherapy.
Nevertheless,this chapter concludes that such in-depth research will do little to
critique policy itself, which generally aims to achieve changeregardlessof context,
and arguesthat there is a needto deconstructthe policy text.

1A. Introduction
Textually, policy represents (in a 'policy' document or legislation), the course of

influence
its
has
decided
to
that
to
or
regulate
use
actions,
government
action, or
has
laid
institutions.
is
Simply
the
a
government
out to
and
plan
citizens
put, policy
achieve a particular aim and, as such, provides a useful focus to consider all those
activities linked to that aim. For example, a number of police forces across the
western world now have a mandatory arrest policy that requires a police officer

I would like to thank Prof SashaRoseneilfor feedbackon an earlier draft of this
chapter,when shewas,examinerfor the upgradeviva of my doctoralresearch.
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attending a domestic violence incident to arrest the accused/offender2. Criminaljustice systemsare unwieldy, complicatedinstitutions and arrest policies may lead to
changes in, for example, officer training, legislation (to allow the arrest), specialist

police domestic violence units to support officers, and information systemsthat
officers draw upon, such as databasesholding infonnation on past incidents. The
mandatoryarrestpolicy will be the text that ties theseactivities togetherand possible
how
be
including
the policy
that
questions
may
asked of mandatoryarrest policies
treats domestic violence as a serious violation of criminal law or how the policy
criminalisesindividuals.
As an instrument with the potential to control and changepeoples lives, it is
particularly important to critique policy in the sphereof domesticviolence. In her now
broad
demonstrates
have
(198
1)
feminists
McIntosh
that
engaged
with
a
classicpaper,
for
that
childcare
and
social
policy
example,
welfare,
range of
economics,
marginalises women, often making them reliant on a husband, and therefore a
heterosexualrelationship, for financial support. Indeed, feminist work has been
invaluable for setting an agendaof critique of, and engagementwith, social policy.
Perhapswomen's suffrage (the right to vote) is the most well known example but
domesticviolence has been a commontheme. Writing in Surviving Sexual Violence,
Kelly (1988) argued that sexual violence can be understoodalong a continuum that
would include rape with those more insidious and recurrentactivities, such asjokes.
The concept of a continuum of violence assimilates overt physical aggression with

2 Consistentwith the terminology of governmentpolicy, this chapter utilises legal
terms that lack genderspecificity. I acknowledgethat gender-neutralterms mask
how domestic violence is genderedand provide my own responseto this in
Chapter4 where 'domesticviolence' is deconstructed.
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broaderissuesof power and its abuse. An interestingpoint here is that policy itself is
from
Indian
Protection
For
the
example,
not excluded as a potential violence.
Domestic Violence Act (2002), by allowing a husbandto occasionallybeat his wife
(see; Ahmed-Ghosh,2004), condonesdomesticviolence and marginaliseswomen's,
and privileges men's, roles in marriage.

Nevertheless,domesticviolence policy (globally) may not be as clearly abusive
is
how
it
is
important
legislation
Indian
to
therefore
the
critique
consider
and
as
recent

done. This thesis is concernedwith domesticviolence policy - specifically, the key,
Wales,
England
(A/NZ)
Aotearoa/New
Zealand
and
and
contemporarypolicies of
before
in
following
detail
in
be
introduced
the
and,
chapters
greater
which will
it
in
2,3,
4),
is
done
Chapters
developing
(which
and
a critique of policy
embarkingon
for
be
to
such policy to consider to what
examine
research
relevant
prudent
would
domestic
how
it
to
to
violence policy.
considerations
about
critique
extent can add
To decide how to selectresearchfor this review, the domesticviolence policy,
Safety and Justice (S&J; Home Office, 2003a), for England and Wales, provides a
useful starting point.

First, S&J operitionalises an international human rights

instrument, the UN Convention for the Elimination of All Discrimination Against
Women (CEDWA3) and, therefore,the generalapproachof S&J is repeatedacrossthe
S&J
have
developed
S&J
Second,
this
thesis
other.
was
alongside
each
and
world.
publishedin June2003 andthe work for this thesisstartedSeptemberof the sameyear.
In addition, S&J is a policy for England and Wales and the work for this thesis was
largely undertakenin EnglandwhereI grew up.

3Full text availableat http://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/cedaw/cedaw.
htm.
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Within the Home Office proposals are three core interventions - protection
below)
be
in
detail
(which
explained
more
will
orders, pro-arrest, and psychotherapy
first
in
The
focus
for
it
two
this
the
that
the
these
chapter.
review
of
shall
provide
and
interventions are enshrined within the Domestic Violence, Crime, & Victims Act

(DVCA; 2004), which was a direct result of S&J.

First, non-molestation and

include
by
(2004)
DVCA
(protection)
(POs)
to
the
are amended
orders
occupation
breaching
these
to
as
make
same-sex
couples,
as
well
couples not cohabiting and
breached
if
Previously,
the police
such an order was
orders an arrestableoffence.
(see
Family
for
had
intervene
the
the
arrest
warrant
an
victim
applied
once
could only
Law Act (1996)). While the power to arrestcould be attachedto an order this would
be only to specific parts and would not be recorded centrally, leaving the police
unclear as to whether they could use arrest. Second, and pushing along a pro-arrest
Office
Wales
(Home
in
forces
England
introduced
and
across
all
police
policy already
Circular 60/19904), common assault is made an arrestable offence.

As with the

it
implementing
complicated
and
a pro-arrest policy was
protection orders, actually
was not clear if the power of arrest could be used. When the victim was not visibly
harmed, unwilling to proceed, and the offender had left the scene it was not clear if the
Police
Criminal
25
justified
(see
law
the
the
of
and
use
of
arrest
section
current
Evidence Act 1984). Common assault is being made an offence that does not require
an arrest warrant and therefore simplifies the application of a pro-arrest policy. Last,
under the title of preventing 'offenders re-offending' (Home Office, 2003, p. -23) are

4 For Home Office Circulars,the four digit numberafter the forward slash(0 refersto
the year it relatesto andthe numberbeforeis the circular number. In this case,the
circular was the 601hin 1990 (some sourcesrefer to it as 60/90). Copies of this
circular are availableon requestfrom the Home Office.
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programmesdesignedto changethe behaviour of the perpetrator. These are being
developedby the Prison Serviceand the National Probation Service(which are being
combined as the National Offender ManagementService or NOMS; Carter, 2003;
Home Office, 2004) and if they prove successfulare going to be used acrossthe
country. Consequently,this chapterwill considerhow to critique domesticviolence
policy by reviewing researchrelating to the use of protection orders,mandatoryarrest,
and psychotherapyto treat domesticviolence. The researchfor each interventionhas
been organisedinto aspectsthat are most common among them, which are termed
themes.

1.2.Protection Orders
POs come under various guises and are multifarious in what they specifically
'order' but, nonetheless,they are homogeneousin their aims. They are civil, rather
than criminal, so that it is not the statebut the individual citizen that may makeuseof
them. However, it is still the statethat sanctionsand managesthem and their usemay,
dependingon the specifics of POs that a state has laid down, have implications for
individual
criminal law. Consequently,they are a form of state-endorsed-and-directed
intervention. Variously termed occupation, protection, protective, and restraining
orders,they authorisecourts to prohibit (restrain)a citizen or citizens from partaking
in some specified activity or activities. For simplicity, this chapterwill discussonly
POsthat involve two citizens,one applying for the PO (the plaintiff, also known asthe
applicant,claimant, or petitioner) and the other that will be subjectto it. For example,
a victim of domestic violence may ask the court to prohibit their abuser from
occupyingtheir home and place of work. The overall aim, regardlessof the specifics
of what is ordered, is to restrain the abuser and protect the victim.
17
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indirect
is
just
in
the
an
meansof achieving this.
example,
previous
occupation,as
Violating a PO becomesa criminal offence, so that if the subject of the order does
have
been
least
home
two
them,
the
offences
at
and
assaults
enter
plaintiffs
committed;assaultandviolation of a PO.
The court must be persuadedthat the activities to be prohibited would, if allowed
to continue,result in harm (Finn & Colson, 1990). As harming someoneis a crime, I
individual
POs
to prevent a crime
that
to
this
empowering
an
are
mean
understand
This
has
intervene
the
occurred.
a
crime
only
once
state
will
occurring whereas
highlights a complicatedcontradictionin the existenceof POs becauseif they areused
to prevent a crime, which by its nature is illegal, then POs are alreadyredundanti.e.
POsdo not make abusingsomeoneany more illegal than it alreadyis. Although, there
is an important distinction as civil law requiresthat the court is only persuadedthat
this is likely to occur on the balanceof probabilitieswhen criminal law requiresproof
beyond a reasonabledoubt, which may justify using POs. Regardlessof how these
termsare interpreted,it doesat leastmeanthat whenjustice is playedout betweenstate
between
but
doubt,
the
benefit
is
the
citizens
the
of
given
citizen
and citizen,
have
both
to
to
be,
Also,
is,
agree
a
usually
parties
equal.
should
more
or
relationship
PO and they are therefore not obtained swiftly.

On the other hand, emergency

days,
hours
10
24
last
for
just
limited
(EPOs)
and
or
period, suchas
a
protectionorders
do not require the agreementof the subject of the order (although they must still be
POs
POs
EPOs
temporary
to
the
normally
whereas
order).
are referred as
notified of
for
Where
limited
be
to,
they
termed
though
a
year.
example,
are
may
permanenteven
thereis agreementbetweenthe plaintiff and the subjectof the order on the termsof the
PO it is termedmutual but wherethere is not it is non-mutual. Two themesemergein
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PO research,which are the effectivenessof bringing about changein the individual
andthe differential effectsof POson the subjectof the order.
1.2.1.

Effectiveness of Protective Orders

The purpose of a PO is ultimately to protect and a large number of US

researchershave askedif POs are effective at changingthe behaviourof the subjectof
the order, or perpetrator.

Typically, research into POs comes from a scientific-

positivist-experimentalparadigmand would (in a quasi-experiment)take the subjects
of PO cases(which may or may not have issueda PO) found in court recordsand then
follow them up for a set period (such as two to four months) in court and police
recordsto seeif there were offencessubsequentto the initial PQ case. Over the last
two decadesthe overwhelming messagehas been that POs are effective at deterring
further incidents of domestic violence. From 15 studies, nine found them to be
effective and two showedmixed effects whereasonly four found no deterrenteffect
(seeTable 1.1). However, as study length increaseseffectivenessdecreases;from six
Simonidis,
Simonidis
(1996),
Horton,
Smith
Harrell
to
two
and
months
years
and
(1987), and Klein (1996) found that 40 to 60% of women reportedno further abuse.
Over two and four months, Chadhuri and Daly (1990) and Grau, Fagan,and Wexler
(1984) found it to be 60 to 76%. The messageis still certainly optimistic for POsbut
theremay be other ways to achievethe samedeterrenceof abuse.

Table 1.1: Outcomesfor studiesof the effectivenessof ProtectionOrders
Authors
Berk,

Findings
No deterrenteffect

Berk,

Loseke,& Raurria
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(1983)
Mixed

Fiedler, Briar, &
Pierce(1984)

Effective

Grau, Fagan, &
Wexler (1984)

Effective

Horton,
&

Simondis,

Simondis (1987)

Mixed

Harrell, Smith, &
Newmark (1993);
Harrel & Smith
(1996)

Effective

Chadhuri & Daly
(1990)
Finn &

Effective

Colson

(1990)
Committee
Criminal

Effective

on

Courts

(1993)
Kaci

Mixed

(1992;

1994)
Klein (1996)

No deterrenteffect

Keilitz,

Effective

Hannaford,

&
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Efkeman(1997)
Baker(1997)

Effective

Meloy,

Effective

Cowett,

Parker, Hofland,
&

Friedland

(1997)
Carlson, Harris,

Effective

& Holden (1999)

Unfortunately,thesestudiespredominatelyturn to court and police recordsas an
outcome,which relies on any subsequentabusebeing reported. Effectivenessof POs
is not simply the absenceof further reportsof abuseto the criminal-justice system.
Nevertheless,focusing on effectivenessas an outcome of POs will only ever
provide a limited considerationof POs as an intervention of domesticviolence policy.
These outcome studies mentionedabove do not cbmment on the processesthrough
I
which POs are implemented as a policy by a government or enacted as a legal
instrumentby a civil- and criminal-justicesystem.
1.2.2.

Explaining Differential Effects of Protection Orders

In trying to understandthe ability of a PO to bring about changein the subjectof
the order, researchershave looked at differencesamongplaintiffs, their relationshipto
the subjectof the order,.and prior abuse. Looking at the plaintiff, Carlson,Harris, and
Holden (1999) found black women and women with lower socioeconomicstatus
(SES) to be more at risk. An alternativeinterpretationis that these groupsare more
likely to report the violation of a PO whereasother groups,such as thosewith a higher
21
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SES, may not. Those in longer relationshipsalso reported less continued abusebut
only in the higher SES groups:for lower SESplaintiff's the relationship length made
no difference. Those with shared biological children also reported more abuse
(Carlson,Harris, & Holden, 1999; Harrell & Smith, 1996). If arrest occurredat the
incident that led to the PO, Harrell & Smith (1996) found less abuseafter applyingfor
the PO but Klein (1996) did not. Harrell and Smith (1996) investigatedprior abuse
and found that the duration of that abusehad no affect,on PO outcomesbut severity
did. Unsurprisingly, if the subjectof the order used severeviolence before,they also
did so after a PO.
Thesestudieslargely rely upon infonnation that is recorded,or can be concluded
from (in the case of SES) in court and police records (such as sex, ethnicity, SES,
relationship status and length, and employment status and income) to attempt to
explain the differential effects of POs. Such an approach fails to expand on the
processesthrough which POs are implementedor enacted. POs, criminalising that
which is already criminal, certainly invite critical discussion. The information from
the studiesinto POs could be enhancedand contextualisedby endeavouringto provide
greaterdetail of the experiencesof the various individuals who come into contactwith
POs. Nevertheless,context-specificresearchfrom a scientific-positivist-experimentaI
perspectiverisks being irrelevant for policy, which usually intends to implement
changeregardlessof context or acrossmultiple, unpredictablecontexts. For example,
even if plaintiffs are at greaterrisk if their relationshipwith the subjectof the PO has
been for a few months (rather than a number of years), the court concerns itself with

the evidenceof abusepresentedin eachcaseand it is unlikely to include relationship
lengthaspart of this evidence.
22
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1.3.Mandatory Arrest
The very terms domesticviolence,domesticassault, domesticincident summon
up a violencethat is in someway different from other forms of violence, not becauseit
is any worse but becauseit occurswithin the confines'of the house(domus)or home.
One implication, perhaps,is that the police shouldnot intrude into the homeor meddle
have
been
domestic
family
1989a).
Hence,
(Ferraro,
would
not
violence
affairs
with
somethingthat would have warrantedarrestand mandatoryarrestpolicies are pushing
for it to becomethe routine response(ibid.). While this treats domesticviolence as a
law,
(see
Stanko,
1985),
trivial
than
mandatory
a
violation of criminal
serious,rather
affest would seem to individualise violence, focusing on the act of an agent and
ignoring the effect of society. As with POs,a themeof effectivenessin bringing about
individual changesemergesfrom the research,as does explaining differential effects.
However, the effect of individuals, the police officer, the aggrieved(victim), and the
accused(perpetrator),on the arrestdecisionalso emerges.
1.3.1.

The Decision to Use Arrest

The majority of researchinto arrest and pro-arrest for domestic violence was
likely
lead
factors
it
looks
in
1980s
90s
to
to
the
are
at
what
and early
and
undertaken
the decision to use or not to use arrest. Most officers choosenot to arrest (Brown,
1984;Buzawa & Austin, 1993;Dolon, Hendricks,& Meagher, 1986; Ferraro, 1989b;
Oppenlander,1982;Zoomer, 1989).Although, the frequencywith which affest is used
1995).
(Klinger,
Police
be
different
to
officers responsesto
offences
may
no
other
for
domestic
how
they
their
or
concern
violence
surveysasking about
professional
be
imagined
to
shows
can
affected by the police
responses
situation
would react an
officers' gender(Homant & Kennedy,1985)and ethnicity (Belknap, 1995). When the
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aggrieved is black and female there seem to be more arrests regardlessof police
officer's genderand ethnicity (Bachman& Coker, 1995). Indeed,this is a common
finding (seealso, Buzawaet al., 1993;Ferraro, 1989a;Smith & Klein, 1984)and may
be part of bigger problem of ethnicity in the actionsof the police forces. For example,
after two prolongedpolice investigationsinto the murder of StephenLawrencethere
are still no satisfactoryconvictions, which a public inquiry (MacPherson,1999) has
explained by highlighting that racism is deeply ingrained in the police force. From a

scientific-positivist-experimentaIperspective,these studiespredominatelyuse survey
methodology- obtaining respondent'sdemographicsand askingwhich of a numberof
responses(such as arrest) they would use for an imagined situation - or examine
criminal records to find offenders and then follow them up to look for subsequent
offences. Consequently,these studiesfail to explore the processesof implementing
arrest as a policy (such as through officer training) or enacting arrest as a criminal

intervention (such'as the categorisationof 'incident' and reporting of the response
taken by the attending officer) for domesticviolence. While O'Connor (2002) and
Pema(1996) have useda numberof qualitative methodsto explore the experiencesof
individuals affected by arrest, they -are yet to be published and do not appearto
considergender,ethnicity, or class.
Power also seems important, with early arrest researchby Ford (1983) and
Pepinsky(1976) finding that if victims were rational and deferential then arrestwas
more likely. This is insteadof being quarrelsomeor demandingand suggestsa power
struggle between the aggrieved and police officer, with the officer using arrest only if

the aggrieved is cooperative. However, Buzawa and Austin (1993) did find that
aggrieved'spreferencesfor what they wanted to happenaffected the arrest decision.
24'
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The difficulty with pro-arrest policies is that they may disempower the aggrieved,

meaningthat arrestis used even if that is not their preference. Nonetheless,it would
seemthe police will use arrest if the victim prefers it, but only if the aggrievedis
rational and deferential. In addition, power may be linked with class, gender,and
ethnicity but the researchon the arrestdecisionfails to commenton this.
1.3.2.

Effectiveness of Mandatory Arrest

The US Police Foundationfunded what was to becomethe first of a pioneering
seriesof studies into the effectivenessof arrest. Shennanand Berk (1984a; 1984b)
worked with the Minneapolis Police Departmentto follow up suspectsof domestic
assaultincidentswhere the police had beencalled. They soughtto ask whetherarrest
was an effective interventionto end partnerabuse. The Minneapolis study led the US
National Institute of Justice (NIJ) to fund a further six replications acrossthe US. I
refer to these as the NIJ studies, which are part of the same scientific-positivistexperimentalperspectiveusedin the PO researchabove. More specifically, however,
the NIJ studies pioneered an instrumental-positivist approach that uses experimental
methodology to 'discover' if a particular intervention is effective- ask if it works, not,
for example, is it right. However, focusing On arrest ignores what happens afterwards
as it is possible the arrested person may be released within a few hours whereas others

imprisoned.
be
Researchhascontinuedthe themeof effectiveness
may prosecutedand
into court dispositionspost-arrest.
1.3.2.1.NIJ Studies

The NIJ studieswere randomised-controlledfield trials, where on-sceneofficers
were told which of at least three randomly selected interventions to use. The
interventionsapplied to over 1,000incidentsin eachsite were, (1) arrest,(2) threatof
25
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arrest (have them leave), or (3) no arrest (restoreorder). Within a few days of the
incident, researchersinterviewed the victim and gained information on the suspect
from police records. Then, at least six monthslater, the researchersre-interviewedthe
victim, asking about any violence subsequentto the incident, as well as searching
criminal recordsfor any repeatoffencesby the suspect.
Table 1.2: NIJ series of RCTs assessingthe effectiveness of arrest
Site

Finding

Author
s

s

Minneapolis,

Sherman &

Arrest

Minnesota

Berk (1984a;

effective

most

1984b)
No differences

Charlotte,North

Hirschel,

Carolina

Hutchinson,
Dean,

&

Kelly (1990)
Colorado

Berk,

Arrest

Springs,

Campbell,

effective

Colorado

Klap,

most

&

Western
(1992)
Dade
Florida

County,

Pate,

Arrest

Hamilton, &

effective

Anan (1991);
Pate
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Hamilton
(1992)
Milwaukee, -

Sherman,

Wisconsin

Smith,
Schmidt,

No differences

&

Rogan(1992)
Omaha,

Dunford,

Nebraska

Huizinga, &

No differences

Elliott (1989;

1990)

The Minneapolis study found affest to be the most effective and the US Attorney
General's Task Force on Family Violence recommendedpro-arrest as a responseto
domestic assault incidents that should be favoured (1984) with many police forces
making this their policy (Cohn & Sherman,1987; Sherman& Cohn, 1989) and by
1991appropriatelaws had beenpassedin 15 states(Zora, 1992)5,which may explain
why there is little researchinto mandatoryarrest after the early 1990s. Indeed, as
noted earlier mandatoryarrestis a policy that is being taken by the LJK Governmentin
S&J. However, the replicationsinitiated by the NIJ are not so supportive,with two of
the five studies(Colorado Springs& Dade County) finding arrestto have a deterrent
effect. Charlotte, Milwaukee, and Omaha each found no differences between the
interventions, suggesting that arresting suspects in incidences of domestic violence

5This is not to saythat the NIJ studieswere the only influence in developingpro-arrest
policies (seeBuzawa& Buzawa,1996,for a discussionof influences).
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does not affect their abusive behaviour6(See Table 1.2). Berk et al. (1992) even
combinedfour sites in their analysisand still found no overall differences. They used
two sitesthat found arrestto be effective (DadeCounty and ColoradoSprings)andtwo
that reported null findings (Milwaukee and Omaha). Like the research on the
effectivenessof POs, these studies do little to explore the processof implementing
arrest as a policy or enacting arrest as a criminal intervention for domestic violence.

1.3.2.2.Court dispositions post arrest
If arrestis not followed by prosecutionthen it questionableas to whetherit can
really be distinguished from no arrest (Hirschel, Hutchinson, Dean, Kelley, &
Pesackis,1990). Indeed,it may be worse,leadingsuspectsto believethat this is all the
police will do.

Two studies (Davis, Smith, & Nickles, 1998; Wooldredge &

Thistlewaite,2002)(seeTable 2) have looked at what they term 're-arrestas a function
of court dispositions' but they add little to understandingof the effectivenessof proarrest policies. Both Davis et al. (1998) and Wooldredge and Thistlewaite (2002)
limited themselvesto criminal records as an assessmentof abuseafter involvement
with the judicial systemand, therefore,their notion of effectivenessis restrictedto a
lack of reported criminal activity. Davis et al (1998) did not distinguish between
offencetypes,which meansthat, for example,arrestfor burglary would be considered
a failure for pro-arrestand prosecution. Wooldredgeand Thistlethwaite (2002) used
an analysisthat did not inform of the differencesbetweenoutcomesfor the various

60ne replication, in Atlanta, Georgia, is not reported here as the author could not find
any publications of its results (and the NIJ reports are not available to the author).
Both Pate & Hamilton (1992) and Berk et al (1992) refer to six replications but do
not provide references for the Atlanta study. Yet Davis, Smith, & Nickles (1998).
1
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court responses(no-charge, offender program, and prison and probation with, or
without, an offenderprogramme). Yet, neither looked for comparisonswith no-arrest.
While they admirably aim to provide more information on what happensafter arrest
they fail to make the comparisonwith the people who are never arrestedin the first
place. A question yet to be answeredempirically is whether no-arrest brings any
different outcomesto arrestbut no-charge.Nevertheless,thesetwo studiesadd little to
understandingsof the processof implementingand enactingarrest as an intervention
for domesticviolence (seeTable 3).
Table 1.3: Studiesof court dispositionspost-arrest

S

S

Davis, Smith,
&

Finding

Interventions

Author

Nickles

Dismiss
Decline
No differences

(1998)
Probation& treat
Prison
Wooldredge
&

No charge
Increasein reOffenderprogram
arrests related

Thistlewaite
Prison & probation
(2002)
offender

with
program

to no charge.
No

other

differences

Prison & probation

talk of only five replications. Nevertheless,one more finding would add little to
here.
the discus-sion
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without

offender

program

Differential Effects of Mandatory Arrest
"Even before the [NIJ] 7 replications were available, Sherman[and Berk]
(1984b, p. 270) hypothesized that 'more socially bonded people are more

deterable' and, therefore employedpersons and married persons would be more
likely to be deterredby arrest''(Pate & Hamilton, 1992,p. 692)
The NIJ and court dispositions studies (above), perhapsrecognising that they
were "woefully lacking in informative value about the problem under investigation"
(Dobash& Dobash,2000ap.254), usedregressionanalyses(Berk, Campbell,Klap, &
Western, 1992) to examine what would affect a good outcome. Berk et al. (1992)
looked at which, if any, of the detailsthey collected(demographics,etc) would predict
re-assault,or would mediatethe results of the formal sanction (or lack thereof) from
the police. In an analysis combining four sites (Dade County, Colorado Springs,
Milwaukee, and Omaha),Berk et al. (ibid.) found some suggestionthat marriageand
ethnicity affects the outcome but the overwhelming finding is that arrest has a
deterrenteffect for the employed(which includedpeopleseekingemployment).
Labelling theory suggeststhat the married and employed are deterred from
continuing their abusivebehaviourfor fear of being labelled a 'criminal' or 'batterer'
(see Sherman, Smith, Schmidt, & Rogan, 1992).
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employment status were combined into a measure of stake in conformity (ibid. ), with

the married and employedhaving the higheststakein conforming. Theseresearchers
appear to be unwittingly espousing an ideology that values marriage and employment
(1992)
bonded).
As
Berk
(such
the
et
al.
are
socially
people
more
over
alternatives
indicators
of the strength of social attachments.
are
not
and
employment
note, marriage
Indeed the unemployed who continue to abusemay have a stake in conforming to other

socialvalues.
Arrest decisionresearchservesto showthat laws andpolicies are not appliedin a
further
deserving
A
exploration.
and
gender
social vacuum with ethnicity, class,
jurisprudential perspectiveof the criminal-judicial system sees it as constructedof
individuals"
(Jasinski,
"applied
to
that
all
and
administered
equally
are
rules, rules
2003). Regardlessof the erratic natureof the effect different factors had on the arrest
decision and on the differential effects of arrest, these were all extralegal factors
having an effect on the policies of the institutions of the police and courts.
Effectivenessresearchespousedan instrumental-positivistslant to policy development
but could provide no clear answer as to whether arrest would prevent domestic
implementing
failed
for
Arrest
the
to
or
of
processes
account
research
violence.
individual's
focusing
Attention
to
the
on
an
path
more
context,
enacting arrest.
throughthe systemsof the police and courts,seemsto be necessaryto help build upon
this research. Nevertheless,focusing on context may do little to critique policy that
generallyaims to achievechangeregardlessof context.

7 Squarebracketsare usedto showthat I haveediteda quote. In this case,the brackets
addclarity by namingthe replicationsreferredto.
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1.4.Psychotherapy for domestic violence
Psychotherapy for perpetrators is manifold

and has received an almost

overwhelminglylarge amountof attentionfrom research.Having beenstudiedasearly
as 1981 (Purdy & Nickle, 1981) its manifestationsare numerous- termed variously
AMPs, BPs, BlPs, DAIPs, GT?Bs, MBTGs (anger managementprograms,batterer
domestic
intervention
batterer
interventions
abuse
projects,
programs,
programmes,
group treatments partner abuse, men's batterer treatment groups) - in either individual,

couple, individual-couple, group, and even couple-groupformats from feminist and
cognitive-behaviouralperspectives. The Duluth model8 (Pence & Paymar, 1993)
originally attempted to develop a co-ordinated community responseto domestic
violence from the servicesinvolved (the police forces, criminal and civil courts, and
any other servicesavailable, such as women's refuges)but is frequently only known
for its feminist-cognitive psychotherapyelement,which theorisespsychologicaland
sexualviolence as a meansto maintain power and control. Indeed,the (psychotherapy
by
Duluth
the)
model was used as a pathfinder programme the National
elementof
Probation Service in Cheshire(see Skyner & Water, 1999) and Leeds before being
accreditedfor use acrossEnglandand Wales (The CorrectionalServicesAccreditation
Panel, 2004). Psychotherapyfor domesticviolence engageswith the perpetratorsof
is
further
therefore,
to
a welcome addition to
abuse
and,
violence prevent
occurring
by
body
for
(in
However,
the
provision,
a
government
and
services
victims.
refuges
the case of S&J, the Probation and Prison Services), of the resourcesneededfor
funds,
is
to
to
that
the
psychotherapy seems,while refuges struggle gain
suggest
abuser

Now a non-profit agency: see,http: //www. duluth-modeLor y,
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more important than the victim. Providing psychotherapyfor abusersseemsto be an
extensionof what Stanko (1985) pointed out as the judicial system's greaterconcern
with protectingthe rights of the rapist over and abovethan the rights of the victim.
Nevertheless,the aim of this intervention is to use psychotherapyto treat the
abuserand, as with POs and arrestresearch,the main themeemergingfrom researchis
I
the effectivenessof bringing aboutchangein the individual abuser.

1.4.1.

Effectivenessof Psychotherapy for domestic violence

Competing messages emerge from reviews, concluding that research is
inconclusive,or showing psychotherapyto be effective. The early picture of systemic
orientated couples treatment (conjoint and in groups) was particularly optimistic
(Eisikovits & Edleson, 1989). Later, Rosenfeld (1992) conductedone of the most
rigorous reviews to date,with Tolman and Edleson(1995) updating it, looking at the
"court-ordered treatment of spouseabuse" (ibid., title). The slant towards courtorderedpopulations in the title misleadsas the reviews include self-refeffers. Both
Rosenfeld's (1992) and Tolman and Edleson's (1995) reviews conclude that the
methodologicalflaws leavethe studieson effectivenessinconclusive.
The desire f6r instrumental-positivism is endemic with all three reviews
(Eisikovits et al., 1989; Rosenfeld, 1992; Tolman & Edleson, 1995) noting a lack of
follow-ups
spreadout over many months
control
groups,with
randomassignmentand
but combined as one time point, and inconsistent definitions of 'success' or
'effectiveness'. Nevertheless, in the most recent review to date, Branney (2003) found

only two (Harris, Savage,Jones,& Brooke, 1988;Feder& Dugan,2002) of 42 studies
meetthe requirementsof a randomised-controltrial.
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These are two very different studies, with Harris et al. (1988) finding
psychotherapyto be effective but with a numberof flaws in the study. First, Harris et
al. (ibid.) argue that the choice of partnersof the clients, the victims of the client's
for
because
to
the
continued
abuse,
was
a
success
of
abuse,
end
relationship
demonstrating
I
that the victims
that
such
a
choice,
while
psychotherapy. would argue
for
in
demonstrated
that
the
the
to
take
clearly
relationship,
an active role
were able
eight men involved treatment had not been effective at reducing their abusive
behaviour. Psychotherapyis also a dubious meansby which to end a relationshipas
research(Feazel, Mayers, & Deschner, 1984; Deschner& McNeil, 1986; Gondolf,
1987)indicatesthat the most influential predictor of an abusedpersonreturningto the
have,
There
is
treatment.
the
the
may
abuser's
of
abuser
undertaking
relationshipwith
however,beena statistically significant reductionin violence,but, second,Harris et al.
(1988) made no comparisons between time points, therefore lacking any measure of

)
(ibid.
is
Harris
Third,
there
et
al.
makeno use
a
wait-list
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change.
control
while
of this in comparisonfor levels of violence.
Feder and Dugan (2002) find no differences in abuse before and after
(CTS2;
Straus,
Hamby,
Scale
Conflicts
Tactics
However,
the
revised
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Boney-McCoy,& Sugarmann,1996),which they used,showedvery low incidencesof
for
have
been
difficult
it
(pre-treatment)
the study to
and would
abuseat adjudication
detectany change.
The effectivenessresearchon psychotherapymimics that for POs and mandatory
I
arrest and fails to explore the processesof implementing psychotherapy as a policy or

intervention.
be
for
it
domestic
There
to
seems
a
need
research
enacting as a
violence
for
domestic violence.
the
that
context
of
psychotherapy
methodologies
explore
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Indeed,Dobashand Dobash(2000a)have attemptedto do just that in an evaluationof
two psychotherapeuticinterventions, CHANGE and the Lothian Domestic Violence
ProbationProject (Dobash,Dobash,Cavanagh,& Lewis, 2000b), in Scotland. Termed
the 'Violent Men Study', Dobash and Dobash developed a nuanced approachto
combine interview and questionnairemethodologies. For example, some of the
questionnairesaskedabout specific violent acts. Completing these questionnairesin
interviews,the violent acts were written on a card and verbal questionswould refer to
these cards, such as 'did you do AT rather than 'did you kick your partner in the
faceT. Dobash and Dobash found perpetratorsto reveal more about their violences
when substitutingan alphabeticalletter for the abusethan in responseto open ended
questions,such as, 'Could you please tell me about the event that brought you to
court?'. Consequently,Dobash and Dobash's researchprovides more detail on the
context of abuseand the lives the clients and their partners,which can build upon the
effectivenessresearchmentioned above. Nevertheless,the focus on context (and
Scotlandhas a legal and political systemthat is unique, which is why S&J is only
relevant for England and Wales) risks making the researcheven less relevant for
policy, which generally intends to bring about changeregardlessof the differences
betweenindividuals. It could be suggestedthat the reasonthe Duluth model (which
Dobash and Dobash (ibid.) also used) has become known as a psychotherapyfor
domesticviolence,ratherthan a comprehensiveand co-ordinatedcommunityresponse,
is becausepsychotherapycan be recommendedregardlessof context (which is not to
sayit shouldbe). A co-ordinatedcommunityresponsewould require knowledgeof the
specific context, such as overlap of legal systems(police forces and courts) and other
services, such.as women's refuges, to define the community geographically. In
addition, even if psychotherapyis an effective intervention, such researchdoes not
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enable considerationof the difficulties of funding services for the perpetratorby a
government,which seemsto suggestthe perpetratoris more important than the victim.

1.5.Conclusions
This chapter has looked at research relating to three interventions, POs,
mandatoryarrest, and psychotherapy,which currently feature in governmentpolicy
(Home Office, 2003a)for tackling domesticviolence in England and Wales. The aim
of looking at this researchwas to consider how it helps critique domestic violence
policy.

Examining the research for each intervention by themes, effectiveness

emergedas a dominant theme for all three interventions. Other themes were the
differential effects of POs and arrest,and the effect of individuals, police officers, the
decision.
For each
(perpetrators),
(victims),
the
the
on
arrest
aggrieved
and
accused
intervention,the researchfailed to provide any detail on the processesof implementing
the intervention as a policy or of enacting POs, arrest, or psychotherapyas an
intervention for domestic violence. The dominant messageemerging from the
researchis a call to focus in more detail on theseprocesses.
However, a move to more detailedresearchis not one I think will help develop
interventions
because
domestic
All
three
are
complicated
violence policy.
critique of
it is not entirely clear if they should be usedto prevent domesticviolence. POs draw
upon civil law to criminalise what is already criminal.

Mandatory arrest takes

domestic violence seriously as a criminal violation but places the responsibility of
violence within the realm of the individual, ignoring society. Psychotherapyengages
with abusersbut risks treating them as more important the victims. Further in-depth
researchwill not recogniseor untangle (if this is possible) the challengesposedby
domestic violence policy. I would argue that there is a gap between the detailed
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by
in
Dobash
Dobash
(2000b),
and policy
as
and
action,
such
exploration of policy
itself

Further, I would add that this gap can be filled by taking a step back and

treating policy as a text to be examined. That is, the critique of domesticviolence
by
deconstructing
be
done
the actualtext of the policy.
cy
can
poli
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VIOLENCE

POLICY: A KLEINIAN

DOMESTIC

PSYCHO-DISCURSIVE

ANALYSIS OF TE RIT01
This chapterprovides an analysisof the way in which 'family' is constructedin
Te Rito, a policy that operationalisesa pivotal internationalhumanrights initiative, the
UN Convention for the Elimination of Discrimination Against all Women, in the
domestic violence domain. In addition, this chapter considers the utility of a psycho-

discursive analysis in which psychoanalysisis consideredas a culturally produced
theory of self. My analysisof Te Rito suggeststhat, through the Kleinian conceptof
the Paranoid-Schizoidposition, family is split into 'family/whdnau' and 'violent
family' and that whdnauis presentedas an idealisedother and then taken as a way of
doing policy. This meansthat Mdori are idealised,barredfrom having voice, and that
I
discussion of violences done to Mdori through colonialism and acts of the ANZ
domestic
be
Te
Rito
as
a
questioned
also
can
government are actively avoided.
harmonious
in
developed
being
that
with
a
process
as
presents
violence policy
is
hidden.
The
Kleinian
perspective utilised suggestsa
violence
relations where
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therapeuticresolution,which would meanworking with a more complex, but perhaps
more realistic, conceptof family and relating asboth bad and good.

2.1.Introduction
Interrogating the construction of 'family' within Te Rito,

Aotearoa/New

Zealand's(A/NZ) key domesticviolence policy (NZ Ministry of Social Development,
2002), is important in the domain of domestic violence research and policy because Te

Rito operationalisesa pivotal international civil rights initiative and comes from a
country with a recenthistory of model domesticviolence legislation. In addition, Te
Rito explicitly concernsitself with 'family' andthe sociologicalliteraturehasbeenkey
in highlighting and critiquing the role(s) 'family' takes in society (see,Fahey, 1995).
In this chapter, the importance of Te Rito is further clarified before outlining how
importance
highlights
'private'
'public'
the
thought
the
of the way
sociological
on
and
in which 'family' is constructedand the subjectivities such constructionsproduce.
This chapterthen, in the method section, considerstwo approaches- discursiveand
Kleinian psycho-discursive - to questioning goverment policy before outlining and

then using critical transformativepsychoanalyticdiscourseanalysis (CTPDA; Parker,
1997a)to deconstruct'family' in TeRito.
ANZ,

along with 60 other countries, has ratified (Office of the High

Commissionerfor Human Rights, 2004) the Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), and, like, for example,England,
India, and the USA (except Louisiana), has a system of common law.

In such a

interpret
it.
judiciary
law
Should ajudge find a law
the
system,parliamentmakes
and
to contravene, for example, CEDAW, they may ignore that law and make their
findings in light of CEDAW. Having ratified CEDAW, ANZ is required to report, at
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least every four years, to the committee on the elimination of discrimination against
women (cEDAW) on the measures adopted to effect CEDAW.

In their fifth periodic

for
(considered
2003),
ANZ
Minister
29th
the
the
of
at
session
cEDAW,
report
Women's Affairs presentedTe Rito as a landmark strategyto implement CEDAW.
ANZ is also a world leader in domestic violence work. ANZ were the first to
develop domestic violence specific legislation, the Domestic Violence Act (DVA:
1995), which makes provision for the protection of ViCtiMS2(through civil protection

orders)and attemptsto treat perpetrators(through court ordersto attend anti-violence
legislation,
domestic
Domestic
UK's
Indeed,
the
the
violence
recent
programmes).
Violence, Crime and Victims Act (DVCA; 2004), mimics the DVAs use of protection
orders and anti-violence programmeswhile deliberately opposing the creation of a
piece of legislation specific to domesticviolence. The Bradford ReducingAnger and
Violent Emotions (BRAVE)

project is apposite as a small, local, anti-violence

programmein the north of England,which is informed by ANZ violence prevention
is
Consequently,
Te
Rito
boys
(Dominey,
2006).
a policy
work with
and young men
that many other countries will be looking to as a possible model of effective
implementationof CEDAW.
Te Rito deals explicitly with family and violence. The full title of the policy is
'Te Rito: New Zealand Family Violence Prevention Strategy' and the overarching
vision is to ensure families are free from violence. As such, Te Rito namesthe
violence(s) it concernsitself with 'family violence'. The importance of family has
beenrecognisedin a recent debatein UK sociology on how to theorisethe 'private'.

2 Seenote 2, Chapter1, p. 14.
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Fahey (1995) and Bailey (2000) argue that sociology has relied upon a distinction
between public and private that remains relatively untheorised. As such, Fahey (1995),
McCulloch (1997), Bailey (2000), Ribbens McCarthy and Edwards (2001), and Butt
be
(2003)
Langdridge
considered private,
could
various
examples
of
what
provide
and
importance
demonstrate
(1995)
both.
Fahey
Indeed,
the
that
offers examples
public, or
for
distinction
the
public policy.
public/private
of

For example, across the western

world criminal justice systems tend to focus on stranger violence even though a
known
(Mirleesbe
between
to
to
each
other
seem
people
majority of violence would
Black, 1998). In addition, where violence between people known to each other does
enter the police and court systems, the effects of such violences are minimalised and
trivialised, making prosecution extremely difficult (Stanko, 1985).

The way in which family is constructedas public or private has implications for
dichotomy
Fahey
(1995)
their
theorises
as
and
and
private
public
governmentpolicy.
cultural resourceswith multiple meanings,which are tied to the contextswhere they
are (re)constructed.The conceptof family could be understoodas similarly multiple,
,
be
it
is
(re)constructed
family
to
seem
somethingthat
would
as private
and when
intrusion.
from
government
requires protection

For example, the saying 'an

Englishman'shome is his castle' is one of the basic conceptsof English commonlaw
(Morris & Morris, 1988) and evident in the US Constitutions Bill of Rights where
interference
from
from
in
homes
be
have
their
to
unreasonable
a right
secure
citizens
the government. In this example,the home is 'private', the jurisdiction of government'
is the 'public', and family violence,exceptfor the most severecases,is not the concern
of govenunentpolicy.
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Subjectivitiescan be understoodas constitutedby, and residing within, both the
public and private (Ribbens McCarthy & Edwards, 2001). For example, research
(Pond, 2003; Pond & Morgan, 2005) has shown that family law favours a particular
subjectivity. Interviewing ANZ family lawyers and their clients, in casesrelatedto
domesticviolence, Pond's researchsuggeststhat the criminal-justice systemcalls upon
a rational subjectivity that can unemotionally report the facts of abuse. This
marginalises a relational subjectivity that is emotional in the context of abuse. In this

example,the practiceof family law is a 'public' institution, which can be successfully
negotiatedby the useof reason,whereasdisplaysof emotion are to remain 'private', as
they will only act as stumblingblocks to the work of reasonand family law.
The point, in this chapter,of consideringhow family is constructedas public or
private and the subjectivities such constructionsproduce is that Te Rito uses 'family
violence' to namethe violence(s)it concernsitself with. As such,and as a policy that
will be looked to as a model domesticviolence policy, Te Rito certainly invites critical
consideration. In the next section, on method, this chapter considers how to
deconstruct'family' in Te Rito.

2.2.Methodology
In what seemsto be an attempt to outline a clear conceptual framework for
researchinto the public/private distinction, Bailey (2000) outlines three aspectsof the
sociological private; intimate relations, the self, and the unconscious. Bailey's
framework could prove useful for interrogating the construction of family and violence
in Te Rito. This sociological private, particularly the unconscious aspect, seemsto call
upon psychoanalytic concepts, and this chapter demonstrates the utility of a method
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that combinespsychoanalysisand discourseanalysis(Parker, 1997a);what Wetherell
andEdley (1999) call psycho-discursive.
Psychoanalysishas largely beencriticised, for exampleby Fahey(1995) andButt
and Langdridge (2003), for theorising subjectivity as residing within the individual,
beyond the reach of sociology. For domestic violence policy, this could lead to
fatalism where, for example,the subjectivity of an abuseris consideredunreachable
and unchangeable.Psychoanalysiscan be understoodas a double-edgedsword where
political action is sought through some kind of exploration or deconstructionof self
but where focusing on the self risks undermining political action (Rustin, 1982,
considersthis in relation to Kleinian psychoanalysisand, in the next chapter,I consider
Lacanian psychoanalysis). Nevertheless,concerning themselves with the. risk of
individualism by psychoanalysis,Butt and Langdridge (2003) have offered a
phenomenologicalapproachto show how the self and the unconsciouscan be socialas
well as individual, or what Frosh (2003) calls psychosocial. Alongside Butt and
Langdridge's search for an alternative to psychoanalysisis a body of work that
continues to explore and debate the utility of psychoanalytictheory for theorising
psychosocialsubjectivity (Billig, 2002a;2002b;Frosh,2002; Frosh & Emerson,2005;
Frosh,Phoenix,& Pattman,2003; Gough,2004; Hollway, 1989;Hollway & Jefferson,
2005a;2005b; Henriques,Hollway, Urwin, Venn, & Walkerdine, 1998; Spears,2005;
Wetherell, 2003; 2005). Two contrastingapproachesto domesticviolence researchdiscursive(ONeill & Morgan, 2001) and Kleinian psycho-discursive(Gadd, 2004) recognise the importance of questioning government policy and have relevance for

theorising subjectivity and the public/private distinction in ways that connectwith the
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debate over using psycho-discursive methods.

This chapter considers these two

approachesbeforeoutlining its own methodfor deconstructing'family' within TeRito.
2.2.1.

Discourse Analysis & Domestic Violence Policy

Morgan (2005) takesa discursiveapproachin a researchprogrammeon domestic
violence servicesand interventionsthat usefully allows the questioningof goverment
policy.

One aspect of this research focused on a 'stopping violence' programme in

Manawatu A/NZ run by the New Zealand Men for Non-Violence Network (NZMFNV).

While the NZ-MFNV was establishedin 1991 (ONeill et al., 2001),

programme requirements are now set out, pursuant to the ANZ

DVA (1995)

mentioned above, in the Domestic Violence (Programmes) Regulations (1996).
Meeting theserequirementsis the only way such a programmecan be approved,and
subsequentlygovernmentfunded,to provide servicesfor the courts. Given that ANZ
policy for theseprogrammesmeantthat they would be rolled out nationally and could
becomethe dominant form of therapeuticintervention,the researchinto the Manawatu.
programme by O'Neill and Morgan (2001; Morgan & ONeill, 2001) has relevance for

questioningdomesticviolencepolicy more generally.
O'Neill and Morgan aimed to identify the discoursesat work in the Manawatu
stopping violence programme. For example, 'tension rating' is one of the practices of

the anti-violence programme. The tension rating task requires conceptualisationof
aggressionas somethingclients - predominatelyabusivemen court orderedto attendexperiencein degreesand which can thereforebe recognisedand rated. Nausea(rated
1), tight chest (2), and trembling (3) are taken as physiological signs of the clients
aggressivetensions. Rating then moves to bchaviours; yelling (4), insults (5), and
throwing (6), then cognitions; confusion (7), and visualising attack (8), before
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screaming (9), and physical assault (10).

Consequently, rating requires clients to

understandthemselvesas irrationally controlledby a violent inner impulse (the client's
subject position) and can be understoodas constructing a discourse of expressive
tension itself (ONeill, 1998). O'Neill and Morgan's (2001; Morgan et al., 2001)
discursiveapproachallows the questioningof policy, as, in the exampleof expressive
tension, the DVA is implicated, by funding programmes that (re)construct this
discourse, in allowing perpetrators to avoid responsibility for their violences.

Nevertheless,there is a difficulty with the modes of subjectivity assumedby
discourseanalysisitself (Parker,1997a;2002; seealso,Madill & Doherty, 1994). This
is becausesubjectivity is understoodas constitutedby discoursesbut there is no theory
about.how these discoursescome to inhabit a particular individual, or, more to the
point, that there is a particular individual which the discoursescan inhabit. That is,
where the subject is constructedby discoursesand there is a refusal to say what the
subjectis prior to any discursiveinscription, subjectivity is blank. The discourseuser
is socially determined,lacking any investmentin the discoursesthat lock them into
position. This is a theoretical point with particular relevance for the critique of
domesticviolencepolicy offered by O'Neill and Morgan becausethe blank subjectcan
be so easily filled by the discourseof expressivetension. While the ANZ DVA
(1995) constructsa perpetratorthat is victim of their aggressivetensions,discourse
analysisappliedto domesticviolence would appearto constructa subject(perpetrator)
that is a victim of discourse. In this paper,we suggestpsychoanalysiscan provide the
theory of subjectivity that discourse analysis lacks and which will be useful for
deconstructingpolicy.
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2.2.2.

Psycho-Discourse Analysis & Domestic Violence Policy

Combining discourseanalysiswith Kleinian psychoanalytictheory (Hollway &
Jefferson, 2000; 2001), Gadd (2004) has questionedUK domestic violence policy
through a focus on investmentin discourse. In Keele, England, a counsellingservice
(Gadd,2000b) runs group sessionssimilar to thosethat would be fundedunderA/NZs
DVA (1995). Clients attend voluntarily, although Safety and Justice (S&J; Home
Office, 2003a - the UK Goverm-nenVskey contemporary domestic violence policy)

Gadd
(2004),
become
In
that
a
case
study
could
mandatory.
suggests
attendance
Keele
'Paul',
the
that
antiviolence
attending
a
perpetrator
voluntarily
assumes
Utilising
Kleinian
has
the
strand
subjectivity.
a
multifaceted
psychosocial
programme,
of psychoanalysis(Klein, 1988a;1988b;seealso, Hollway & Jefferson,2000),this is a
by
is
layered
driven
the
theorised
and
as multiply
subjectivity where consciousness
interviewed
in
like
(2000a),
Gadd
Paul
not
was,
most
men
avoidanceof anxiety.
denial abouthis violence, saying,for example,that 'Karen', his partner,was "not there
to be punched and battered" (Gadd, 2004, p. 186). However, Gadd suggeststhat
Paul's violence itself was an act of denial. That is, violence was used to obliterate
incident
become
1991).
In
it
(Hinshelwood,
before
one
of
conscious
could
anxiety
violence:
"Paul was unable to support himselffinancially, let aloneprovidefor his
family. His liver wasfailing, he had beendeniedmedical treatment,he owed
money to a loan shark, and lived in a flat with no furnishings, heating or
cookingfacilities"

(Gadd, 2004, p. 186).

Gadd argues that Paul was motivated to suppresshis failure to meet social
expectationsof hegemonicmasculinityto provide for his family and,hence,that Paul's
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violence requires an understandingof the society of which he is a part as well as
understandingof his individuality. The point for domestic violence policy is that
denial is not open to consciousawarenessand cannotbe simply undoneby getting to
perpetratorsto talk about their emotions. Getting perpetratorsto recognisethat they
are violent - as antiviolence programmes, such as those approved by the ANZ DVA

(1995) and the UK S&J policy (Home Office, 2003a),'do - fails to deal with how
perpetrators may be emotionally but unconsciously invested in particular socio-cultural

discourses.
However, in Gadd's psycho-discursiveanalysis,psychoanalytictheory is usedin
such a way that, while the content of psychoanalyticconceptsis consideredsocially
constructed, their form is something we must assume (Georgaca, 2005). This
distinction between content and form is important. Content is whatever is socially
constructed to be anxiety causing, such as the failure to meet expectationsof
hegemonicmasculinity, whereasform is the very needto defendagainstanxiety. The
psychoanalyticform is an assumptionabout human nature that can be filled with
different contents. For example,if Paul does,even unconsciously,feel that he should
provide for Karen, this doesnot meanthat the social expectationfor him to provide is
in any way natural. Nevertheless,that Paul needsto defendagainstsuch anxiety is an
assumption. While this may be acceptableto some researchers,the difficulty in
domestic violence policy researchis the similarity, with the discourseof expressive
tension. Here, the perpetratoris not so much a victim of their aggressivetension,but a
victim of their psychic need to defend against anxiety. However, the Kleinian psycho-

discursive approachutilised by Gadd (2004) is not the only way in which discourse
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analysisand psychoanalytictheory can be combined. This chapter now outlines an
altemative approach.

2.2.3.

Critical Transformative Psychoanalytic Discourse Analysis

Parkeroffers a psycho-discursivemethod,which he terms critical transformative
psychoanalytic discourse analysis (CTPDA; Parker, 1997a), that attempts to locate

psychoanalytictheory culturally and historically (i. e. Parker, 1997b)and which I shall
use to analyse Te Rito. In line with Foucauldian discourse analysis, CTPDA is
concemedwith the connectionsbetweenlanguage,knowledge,and power (Foucault,
1972). Discoursesspecifying subjectivitiescan be understoodas linguistic resources
that areunited becausethey provide a commonsetof rules that governthe construction
of admissibleways of being. When discoursesaretaken up they constitutea particular
network of power relationsamongsubjectivities. As such,they manifestasregimesof
truth and imply power effects, where alternative discoursesof subjectivity can be
silenced,ridiculed, and deniedtruth value. For example,the discourseof hegemonic
masculinity that Gadd (2004) called in the exampleof Paul given abovedefinesa man
as someonewho can financially supporttheir family. This implies that everyonewho
does provide for their family financially is masculineand, alternatively, that anyone
who cannotis non-masculine,or feminine. Consequently,psychoanalysisis takenasa
discourseand CTPDA reads for its many manifestations:that is, for psychoanalytic
(re)constructionsof subjectivity.
Psychoanalytictheory hasa relatively long history andpsycho-discursiveanalysis
and CTPDA are not necessarilyalignedto any particular school. At least,regardlessof
the type of psychoanalyticconceptutilised - such as Bion's object relations (Parker,
1997b)or Lacan's phallus (Chapter4) - CTPDA should be able to treat the conceptas
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socially constructed. In the analysis of Te Rito, I draw upon Kleinian psychoanalytic

theory. This affords continuity of argument, moving on from Gadd (2004) and
Hollway and Jefferson (2000), as the aim in this paper is to consider the utility of
CT?DA for offering an analysis of policy that does not essentialisepsychoanalytic
theory.

I am not directly concerned with the differences between schools of

psychoanalysis(although, I do considerthe implications of using Kleinian theory in
the Conclusion).
More specifically, CTPDA can add to the theorisation of the public/private
distinction by showinghow psychoanalyticsubjectivitiesare formed in both the public
I

and private spheresand that thesetwo spherescannotbe separated.In the remainder
of this paper, we want to develop this argumentby meansof an analysisof Te Rito
(NZ Ministry of Social Development,2002). Like other researchinto the family (see,
Fahey, 1995), 1 argue that the family is constructedas an ideal where the violence
presentis hidden. However, I add that the way of doing public policy presentedin Te
Rito constructs this notion of family through the paranoid schizoid position. The link

between'doing public policy' and 'family' is somethingI elaboratein the analysis.
2.2.4.

Materials

The aim of Te Rito is to outline planned and current areas of action in the
preventionof family violence. Under a Labour majority, Te Rito was put togetherby
the Family Violence Focus Group (FVFG), a collection of government and nongovernmental organisations (NGOs) brought together by the Ministry of Social
Development(MSD) in ANZ.

In the printed document,Te Rito startsby setting out

the context for the strategy and for family violence in ANZ.

Then, the vision is

presentedwith nine guiding principles. This is followed by five goals,eachwith their
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own objectivesto achievethem. The majority of the documentis subsequentlytaken
up with areasof action (18 in total).
Principle I writes, in a similar fashionto humanrights apparatusof the UN, that
"[a]ll people have a fundamentalright to be safe and to live free from violence" (p.
12). The first goal is to "encourageintoleranceto violence" (p. 14) and one objective
for achieving this is to "promote... non-violent concepts of masculinity" (l. vi p. 14).

The 13th areaof action, public education/awareness,
has 'action details', 'preliminary
targets' and 'measures'that may help lead to the accomplishmentof this goal. Other
actions include legal practice changes,culturally specific focuses (for Mdori and
Pacific communities),screeningto identify thoseat risk, calls for evaluationresearch,
and changesto servicesfor family violences. The importanceof family in Te Rito is
madeclear in the Forewordby the Minister for Social Servicesand Employmentand
in the closing message from the MSD Chief Executive. Both assert that the policy

vision is for families to live free from violence. However, Te Rito also recognisesthat
'family' is the site of frequentviolations of the right to live free from violence. It is
this - the importanceand dangerof family - that is the focus of the CTPDA presented
in this chapter.
There is a history of discourse analysis and CTPDA of modest amounts of
material (seerespectively;Parker, 1994; 1996)and the Kleinian analysisof family in
TeRito presentedin this paperdrawson only a few extractsfrom the policy text. They
have beenselectedas the instanceswhere Te Rito explicitly writes about 'family' and
'family violence'. While theseextractsmay be brief and infrequent,I shall arguethat
they are important for the framing of family throughout the policy documentand for
the way Te Rito presentsitself as doing policy. Theseextracts,I argue,(re)construct
so
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the Kleinian paranoid-schizoidposition, which will be articulated in three successive
discrete,
but
In
the
terms
each
step
shows
construction
of
a
steps.
of method,

overlapping,psychoanalyticconcept:splitting, idealisation,and projection. In termsof
family
interpret
how
Te
Rito
two
understands
and violence.
content, steps one and
Thesefirst two stepsbuild up to the final step,which readsthe documentaspresenting
the processof creatingpolicy asa family whoseviolencesare hidden.
Te Rito explains on its back cover pagethat its name standsfor the core of the
harakeke,or flaxplant. The flaxplant is commonlyusedin the west to makelinseedoil
and linen but the harakekeis quite distinct from this. I understandthe Taxplant' on
the back pageof Te Rito to be a translationof the Maori 'harakeke' to (New Zealand)
English. I do not meanto discussthe differencesin translationor horticulture between
Maori and English but to signal the context for domesticviolence policy generally,and
Te Rito more specifically, in ANZ, which I shall explicate in the analysis and return to

in the conclusion.
2.2.5.

Research Process

What will not be so evident from the analysis is the processby which it was
developed. My upgradeviva was instrumentalin leading to the approachutilised in
this chapter. Up until the upgradeviva, both of the doctoral supervisorsfor this thesis
had beenkeento superviseresearchutilising Hollway and Jefferson'sFreeAssociation
Narrative Interview method (FANI; Hollway & Jefferson,2000). Gadd's work (e.g.
2000), above (section'2.2.2.), is an example of FANI where an individual is
interviewed twice and the analysis combines discourse analysis with Kleinian
psychoanalytic theory. in the upgrade report, I proposed conducting interviews with

the FANI method alongside an analysis of policy.
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highlighted that developing a psychoanalytically informed discourse analysis of

interviews and policy documents would be extremely time consuming and was
doubtful that they could both be completedwithin the time-limits of a Ph.D. For the
examiner, analysing either interviews or policy alone was sufficient for a doctoral
thesis. In addition, the examinerpointed out that the upgradereport had little on how
the policy documentswould be analysed. Subsequentto the upgradeviva, I went in
search of psychoanalytic work on policy documents and found Parker's analysis (2002)

of a documentof the British PsychologicalSociety. As I continued to develop my
analysisof policy documents,the needto conductinterviews dwindled.
The main point of talking about the upgrade viva is that when I started
developingmy theoreticalapproachto analysingpolicy documents,I had alreadybeen
immersed in psychoanalyticallyinformed discourse analysis that utilised Kleinian
psychoanalyticallytheory. That is, I was primed in Kleinian theory. Within a few
weeks of the upgradeviva, I joined the School of Psychologyat MasseyUniversity,
Aotearoa/NewZealand,as a visiting doctoral student. Mandy Morgan was my host
supervisorand hasan interestin psychoanalysisand discourseanalysiswhile critical of
FANI.

Te Rito was the most recent domestic violence policy in Aotearoa/New

Zealand at the time and I startedreading it alongsidefeminist psychoanalyticwork
(e.g. Minsky, 1996).
As I read Te Rito, I was increasingly annoyedthat it was a 'family violence'
policy, which I verbalisedas an annoyancewith the way this word prioritises family
while maskinghow violence is genderedwithin the family. To explore my annoyance
further, I free associatedaround'family violence' and other words and phrasesfrom Te
Rito. I found myself returning to 'family violence' and noticing two different ways in
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which it was used in the policy (outlined in the analysis, below). Initially, this
suggestedthe Kleinian concept of splitting, which I discussedin supervision with
Mandy (and via email with my supervisorsin Leeds). Alongside this analysis,I had
been reading the DVA (1995), watching with interest the clash of Liberal New
Zealandersand Christian-MaorigroupS3over the developmentof a civil union bill, and
interviewing key protagonistsof the developmentof Te Rito. These all servedto
reinforce my Kleinian analysis of Te Rito, which I now present. However, it should be

noted that the analysisincludesno detail from this researchprocess. In presentations
of my analysis(NZ, Paris),I found that including my own involvement in the analysis
resultedin responsesthat focusedon me, allowing, for example,a senior ANZ judge
to paper over the implications for his own work.

In addition, I have avoided

discussion of evaluating the quality of this analysis, or qualitative researchmore
generally.

While recent debates around quality are important (e.g. Antaki, Billig,

Edwards,& Potter, 2003; Burman, 2004), it is difficult to integratethem into my dual
and circular concernswith developingcritique at the sametime as askinghow critique
can be donewithout 'quality' becomingtoo constraining.

2.3.Analysis
To contextualisethe following analysis,I will first explain the paranoid-schizoid
position (Klein, 1952b). Klein suggestedthat the paranoid-schizoidposition occurs
within the first four months after birth, but it is also a position which can be returned
to throughoutlife (Laplanche& Pontalis, 1983). To take a paranoid-schizoidposition

Specifically the evangelical bestiny Church (http: //www. destinychurch.org.n
.
Although some Christians, such as the Student Christian Movement, did support
the civil union bill.
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is to be dominated by a particular type of anxiety and defencesto deal with it.
Schizoidis taken to meanthe combinationof mutually inconsistentelementswithin an
'object'. Paranoiais the fear of persecutionor, more specifically to this context, the
fear that the object will be destroyedby the schizoid inconsistencieswithin it. For a
Kleinian example,it is in forming an ego that the infant must cope with the schizoid
forms
kind
itself
it
death.
As
life
of
some
recognises
soon
as
and
combination of
identity as separatefrom the (m)other - it immediately comesto the possibility of its
disintegrating
dissolution
fear
fragility
'!
the
the
or
ego,
or
of
paranoid
of
and
own
ceasingto be" (Emanuel,2000,p. 14).
2.3.1.

Step 1: Splitting

In the following extract, taken from the introduction, family is constructed as
both victim and perpetrator of violence:

Extract 1: "Family violence in Aotearoa/NewZealand is a significant social
issue. It directly affects the well-being of families/whanauand the
extent to which they can participatein society. It createshigh personal
costs for those affected and significant social and economic costs to
in
footnote
Extract
2]"
[includes
to
given
reference
society as a whole
(p. 6; emphasisin original)
The importanceof family violence is clearly assertedas a social, and therefore
1).
The
Extract
(first
presentationof this
sentence,
not simply private, problem
statementas an unquestionedgiven acts as a counter to the ideological separationof
in
Extract
I
The
(personal)
(social)
sentence
addsto
next
space.
and
public
private
this by noting that it is the families' well-being that is damaged. The later part of the
sentencethen suggeststhat a family with well-being is one that can participate in
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society. Each successiveline of text servesto clarify that which camebefore and the
policy assertsthat the good in a family lies with its societal participation. What
exactly theseparticipative functions are is shown as the text turns to describewhat is
so bad about family. In the third sentence,family violence is presentedas something
that createscosts; personal, social, and economic. However, as with participation,
costs are never specified. Their specificationis developedthrough the oppositionof
costs and participation.

Hence, the understanding of each is created in a circle of

meaning; costs are lossesin participation, be that personal,social, or economic,and
participation is the lack of costs. Yet, the term, costs, favours an economic
interpretation. That is, cost is an active giving or surrenderingof something for
something else. It is the price paid to acquire something, or have it producedor
maintained. Participation is therefore constructedas a finite means of exchange.
Violence is paid for with participation. However, violence is bad becauseit costs,
becauseit uses up this meansof exchange. Consequently,the absenceof violence
meansthat participation can continue and accumulate:wealth can be created. Family
is goodwhen its participation leadsto the continuedcreationof wealth but bad when it
frustratesthat.
Te Rito refers explicitly to money and the following is a footnote to Extract 1,
above,presentedasan asideto the main text.
Extract 2: "Lfootnote to Extract 11 For example, SuzanneShively's 1994
study[,]4 New Zealand Economic Cost of Family Vfolence[j

4 The squarebracketsare usedto show that I am editing the quote. In this case,I am
addingpunctuationto makethe quoteeasierto read.
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conservatively estimated the potential economic cost offamily violence
at [NZI$1.2 billion a ýear" (p. 7)

The 1.2 billion was indeed Snively's most conservativeestimatewith an upper
limit of over 10 billion. This is comparedto the 1 and 2.5 billion made in wool and
forestry exports respectively. However, in Te Rito there is no attempt to make the 1.2

billion reportedunderstandableto the reader. It is presentedas an unimaginablylarge
amountand the point is clear: Family Violence costsa lot! of money. The emphasisof
the good family movesfrom the absenceof violenceto the accumulationof wealth.
However, the textual presenceof good and bad family alone does not mean Te
Rito is using splitting as a defencemechanism,but there is a subtle difference in
wording that allows me to arguethis. This is the use of the word 'whdnau' and its
presenceor absencealongsidethe word 'family'. 'Family/whanau' is a combination
used in Te Rito that is part of a practice of combining, in a gestureof biculturalism,
Mdori and New ZealandEnglish languagesto signify difference, e.g. 'Aotearoa/New
Zealand'. In the caseof 'family/whanau', both terms namethe smallestunit of kinship
relationship recognisedby the respectivecultures. Nevertheless,Te Puni Miri,

a

governmentbody concernedwith Mdori affairs, argues(2004) that the merecitation of
family and whanautogetherdoes not evoke difference and the two words in Te Rito
can be "viewed as the sameconstructswith different languagesusedto describethem"
(ibid., p. 12). The implication is that whanauis Maori for family. However,in TeRito
it is not usedas if the interchangebetweenthe two is complete. In fact, where TeRito
namesviolence, whdnau is omitted. In the title of Te Rito (New Zealand Family
Violence PreventionStrategy),as well as in the following extracts,Family Violence is
namedwithout recourseto the term whdnau:
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Extract 3: "Family violence is a major issue affecting the lives of far too many

New Zealanders"(p. 3)
Extract 4: "[T]he effects of family violence on individuals, families/whanau,
communities and society as a whole are wide ranging and
multidimensional"

(p. 9; emphasis in original)

In both extracts, 'family violence' is used as a name for certain violences and
relations. Where family and whanauare combined,violence is left out as something
it
family/whdnau
is
'in'
is
internal
following
In
to
the
and
extract,violence
separate.
'within' - but it is still somethingother.
Extract 5: "[V]iolence in families/whanau further contributes to the
in
in
families/whanau
and
society
continuation of violence within
general" (p. 9)

This extract could have written that family/whanauviolence further contributes
to the continuation of family/whdnau violence and in society in general. Instead,
family/whZinau
is
in
and, textually, conscious awarenessof
within
violence
and
family/whdnauviolence is absent.
There is one placewherewhdnauis not separatedfrom violence. In the 'Area of
in
for
Maori communities', whanau
5',
'plan
the
violences
of action
preventing
action
is usedto nameviolence (p. 26). Te Rito refersto a report by Te Puni K6kiri entitled
WhanauViolence (2004). Hence,whdnauand violence are only combinedas a noun
when the focus is Maori. Family is left out and whanauusedas a conceptpeculiar to
Mdori. Had family and whanaubeencombinedit would have continuedto construct
them as bilingual synonyms, as names, from different languages,for the same
construct. However, family is absentand whanauis left open to meaningsoutsideof
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this text. That is, WhdnauViolence is the domain of Maori and whanaumay mean
somethingdifferent to family. Yet in family/whanau,whanauis family.
I would suggestthat it is possibleto read the use of family/whdnauas a forra of
cultural dominationthat assumesa fundamentalsimilarity in the referencepoint of the
two signifiers, family and whZinau,but privileges the first.

In addition, through

splitting, Te Rito is avoiding consciousawarenessof the\implication that if whanauis
to mean family, then it must also mean family violence. From a Kleinian perspective,

the splitting suggeststhat Te Rito is anxious about the possibility that, by suggesting
that Maori are,or can be, violent, they will be denigratingMaori. That is, that Te Rito
being
than
to
or
colonialist
rather
avoiding
actually
so.
wants avoid appearingracist
Domestic violence is recognisedto be an issue for Maori in a number of placesand
this is frequentlydoneby also consideringthe violence British colonialisationof ANZ
has done to Wori,

for example in a report from Tc Puni K6kiri (e.g. 2004) and in

Maori theological writing (Shirres, 1994). However, Te Rito appearsdeliberatelyto
avoid discussingBritish colonialism or Mdori violence and we considerthis in the next
stepof the analysis.
2.3.2.

Step 2: Idealisation

Family/whanau divides the people that Te Rito concerns itself with into two
separatecultures, and idealisation occurs through the representationof Mdori. Each
is
family
English and echoes Aotearoa/New
forth
its
language:
word calls
own
Zealand'scolonial roots in Europe. New ZealandEnglish is a languageof European
descentand its people may be called Pdkehd. Wetherell and Potter (1992) define
Pdkehdas white New Zealanders,and Shouksmith(2005) calls Pakehdnon-indigenous
New Zealanders. Although, 'Pakehd' is a contestedterm that many white New
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Zealanderswould reject if it were usedto namethem. The word Pakehdmixes in skin
colour, historical origins, belonging(to New Zealand),and responsibility for a colonial
past, present,and future (for a fuller exploration seeRanford, 2003). The implication
with both usesis that Pdkehdis a Maori name for a group of people and a namethat
Others them. However, the practicesutilised in developing Te Rito - focus groups,
prevention strategy, report writing and publication - culminate in a New Zealand
English language document. That is, Te Rito is Pdkehd and its use of the word whanau

calls forth Mdori as a languageand a peoplethat is Other.
The forward slashbetweenfamily and whanaufurther separates,showingPakeha
andMdori to be different, divided. It is a dualistic practicethat constructstwo cultures
as distinct and yet offers the possibility of merging- or recognisingthat they were one
and the samein the first place. Yet this is contested,with Te Puni K6kiri arguingthat
"using these terms. synonymously in social policy indicates that they are... not well

understood"(2004, p. 12). Whanau.is (re)presentedas a Mdori languageword, for
which Te Puni K6kiri claim ownershipand the power to define. At the sametime,
they disown the use of whdnauin Te Rito. Recognisingthat whanau,like any other
important..
is
Rather than trying to seeka correct
have
word, may
multiple meanings
interpretation from Mdori to English the point is to consider how its meaning is
constructedin Te Rito. In Te Rito, whanauis a signifier for two signifieds; (a) Maori,
a culture split from Pakehaby the binary Othering processesof the English language
and, (b) family, a Pakehaconcept. Whdnausummonsup Mdori but is collapsedback
into Pakeha, to signifyfamily.

It is difficult to understandKlein's concept of splitting without also drawing
is
idealisation.
When
upon
an object split, the good part, lacking anything bad, is
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easily idealised. For example, the mother that only gratifies would seem to offer
unlimited love and nourishment. The use of whdnau in Te Rito ties -family in with
Mdori where whanau,split from the violent family, is the violence free family that Te
Rito, as policy, is aiming for. The point is that, as whanaucollapsesback into Pdkeha,
to signify family, it retains a link to Maori as a culture where there is violenc.e-free

family. Mdori in Te Rito can be read as having families that live free from violence.
That is, Maori are idealised.

2.3.3.

Step 3: Introjection

In Te Rito, whdnau representsthe idealised violence free family and this is
introjected into the strategyas a way of doing public policy. Introjection is similar to
identification, in which an object - the characteristics of another person in
identification - is taken within the self However, introjection is also, for Klein, a
defencemechanismto deal with a hostile internal world (HinshelWOod,1991). For
example,Klein theorisesthat the infant experiencesthe drinking of breastmilk, in a
processof introjection, as the replacementof the hunger(the bad internal object) with
the good mother (the externalgood object). Consequently,by suggestingthat Te Rito
is introjecting the ideal family, this analysisalso addsthat the internal policy world of
Te Rito is indicative of the bad violent family; an interpretation which I now
substantiate.
The developmentof Te Rito was one that used a collaborative approachand Te
Rito writes about this processas if it reproducedan extended family/whanau. A
Family Violence Focus Group (FVFG) was establishedfr9m organisationswithin and
outsideof governmentin order to producethe document:
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Extract 6: "The strategy has been developed by government and nonin
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(p.
3)
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The lead body and publisher of Te Rito is the Ministry of Social Development
(MSD), but many more governmentministries and departmentswere involved. These
includedthosefor criminal-justice,education,health,women, pacific islanders,Mdori,
in
internal
family,
this case,were the
which,
as
affairs,
as
well
and children, youth and
treasury,ethnic affairs and accidentcompensation. Non-governmentalorganisations
(NGOs) included charities and collectives providing refuges,rape crisis, relationship
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egalitarian:
Extract 7: "The strategy is a product of the positive, collaborative working
relationship between governmentand non-governmentorganisations"
(p. 54)
The idealised descriptionsof the relations lack any account of conflict, strife,
disagreement,or violence. However,Te Puni K6kiri was part of the FVFG that put Te
Rito together,yet they still denouncedthe use of whanau in this document(Te Puni
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K8kiri, 2004). This, or indeedany conflict, is absentfrom the written document. In
these relations whdnau - the co-operative,violence-free family - is implied. A
Kleinian perspectiveallows the interpretationof this as evidenceof an internalisation
of whdnauas an integral part of Te Rito. In Extracts 6 and 7 this is shownas a part of
the developmentof the policy. The following extract, like the last sentencein Extract
6, showsthis to be essentialto the continuedand successfulformation of TeRito.
Extract 8: "Principle 6: Approaches to family violence prevention must be
integrated,

co-ordinated

and collaborative:

Cross-sectoral co-

ordination, collaborationand communicationare esseniialto providing
an integrated and comprehensive approach to family violence
prevention7(p. 13, emphasisin original, which is usedfor the title of all
nine principles)
Extract 8 affirms the positive relations in the FVFG as if the approachto
developing the policy documentis to use and develop relations free from violence.
However,Te Puni K6kiri's disagreementaboutthe use of wh5nauin Te Rito suggests
the policy making group is not free from violent relations. Rather,it would appearthat
the policy-making of Te Rito is like the policy's object (family) which is both good
(violence free) and bad (violent). Indeed, Te Rito is like a family who keeps its
violenceshidden (see,Fahey,1995).
Equating such disagreementwith violence is deliberate. Domestic violence is
more than physical assaultand the conceptof a continuum of violence (Kelly, 1988)
usefully includes the more insidious and often repeatedactions, such asjokes, which
may be just as powerful as actual bodily harm in perpetratingabuse. Te Rito's use of
whanau as if it is synonymouswith family - while presentingthe policy processas
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harmonious- can thereforebe interpretedas an act of violence. At the very least,it
does suggestthat Te Rito's presentationof the relations betweenthe organisationsas
harmoniousis untenable. In addition, it may be that the discussionof the meaningsof
whdnau was not deemedsignificant or relevant enough to be included in Te Rito.
Nevertheless,for Te Puni K6kiri (2004), it was important enoughto disagreewith Te
Rito's use of whdnau in their framework for wh5nau violence. In psychoanalytic
terms,the absenceof conflict in Te Rito could be understoodas repression(a conceptI
draw upon in Chapter4) but I do not think explicatingthis in thesetermswould addto
the analysishere. The dominationover the meaningof whanauin Te Rito would seem
to be a symbolic violence in which Mdori are idealised,barredfrom having voice, and
wherediscussionof violencesdoneto Maori through colonialism and actsof the ANZ
governmentare actively avoided.

2A. Conclusions
The main point of this analysisis to deconstructTe Rito's use of the conceptof
family. Through Klein's concept of the paranoid-schizoidposition, separatedinto
defensive processesof splitting, idealisation, and introjection, the analysis in this
chapterinterpretsthe family as split into 'family/whdnau' and 'violent family'. The
meaning of the Maori word whanau is dominatedby a Pdkehdinterpretationwhere
Maori are idealisedashaving violence free families. Whanauis then taken in as a way
of managingin Te Rito. Consequently,I am suggestingthat as public policy in ANZ
linked to civil rights initiatives acrossthe globe, Te Rito can be questionedfor how it
intends to prevent male violence againstwomen when it instantiatesa policy group
that is violent. Indeed, it is ironic that, in aiming for violence-free families, Te Rito
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presentsitself as being producedby seeminglyharmoniousrelations, but with hidden
violence.
I
The theoretical point of presenting this analysis was to consider the utility of a

psycho-discursiveapproach (CTPDA; Parker, 1997a) for theorising psychosocial
subjectivity. The difficulty with psychoanalyticconcepts,suchas anxiety and defence,
is they can too easily be taken as an essentialand immutablepart of humannature. In
the debate on the public/private, psychoanalytic concepts have in the past been used in

ways that found subjectivity residing within the individual and, therefore,beyondthe
reach of sociology (e.g. Bailey, 2000). In turning to Parker's CTPDA (1997a),we
haveattemptedto show how the paranoid-schizoidposition of Kleinian psychoanalysis
is constructedin the text of Te Rito, not asa naturalpart of humannature,but as a way
is
(what
Consequently,
both
anxiety causing,such
of managingpublic policy.
content
asthe dominationof Maori in Te Rito) and form (the needto defendagainstanxiety,or
to avoid being seenas colonialist or racist) are understoodas discursivelyconstructed.
In addition,the paranoid-schizoidposition is understoodas a psychosocialsubjectivity.
That is, it is a way of being for the policy actors as they take up their collaborative
inhere
in
does
the
not
any one
paranoid-schizoid position
approach, although
individual. Indeed,a further study could explorethe constructionof subjectivity in the
talk of key playersin ANZ domesticviolence policy talk to seeif, and how, they take
up, or reject, the paranoid-schizoidposition. If, for example,a similar position where
taken up in relation to managing the processesof CEDAW, there is a risk that
violences against ethnic minority

groups could hide behind the legitimacy of

internationalhumanrights.
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While I startedthe analysispresentedhere by suggestingthe psycho-discursive
approaches are not necessarily aligned to any particular school of psychoanalytic

theory,Kleinian theory seemsto suggesta therapeuticresolution to the anxiety around
family. That is, if we question Te Rito for hiding the conflict in the processof its
development,the responsewe seemto requestfrom policy is greateropennessabout
the strugglesof policy development. Indeed,for Klein (1950), being able to deal with
anxiety in such a way would suggest a progression from the paranoid-schizoid to the

depressiveposition. This position is depressivebecausethe good, idealisedobject is
recognisedto also be the bhd object, i. e. that objects contain both good and bad
features. In the case of Te Rito, this would be working with a more complex, but
family
&
(see
Barrett
McIntosh,
e.
g.
of
and
of
relating
perhapsmore realistic, concept
1982) and, more specifically, a more complex view of family/whanau that, despite
colonial oppression and consequent oppressed state, can recognise violence. Indeed,

the collaborationconductedin the processof developingTe Rito was a seriousattempt
to consult relevantorganisationsand individuals to developpolicy - in contrastto the
more trite, and perhapsmore common,processof consulting after policy is developed
(Maynard & Wood, 2002). Unfortunately,the depressiveposition risks apathy,as it
implies that families are inherentlyboth good and bad and that the attemptto eradicate
violence is futile. Yet the strengthof the Kleinian depressiveposition is its realism.
For domesticviolence policy generally,particularly where connectedto international
human rights initiatives, such as the UN Convention for the Elimination of All
Discrimination Against Women, this is an important point. It means that policies can
engage with cultural contexts, such as ethnicity or colonialism. For example, in ANZ

this could meanthat colonialism is includedin all domesticviolence policy ratherthan
being limited to Mdori only policy.
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Consequently,it is particularly important that I reflect on the role of this chapter
in terms of colonialism. MasseyUniversity, ANZ has a code of conduct for research
on humanparticipantS5that is representativeof an approachto researchand Mdori that
is becomingthe norm acrossANZ. The code requiresthat researchinvolving Mdori
participants,or that is relevant - without defining 'relevance' - to Maori, includes
Mdori as partners in the "design, governance,management,implementation, and
analysis of results" (Section 2, #3.a.) and that in the processof the researchMaori
culture is respected- without defining 'respect'. Where it is not entirely clear if the
researchinvolves or is relevantto Mdori it seemsnecessaryto have a clear statement
aboutthe position of the researchtowardsMaori andto havea Maori provide a reading
of any publications and to comment on any bicultural aspects(which they would
define).
My analysis of Te Rito is a critique of ANZ

Goverranent policy.

Both the

institution of Government and the practice of writing policy documentswould be
understoodas Pdkehdpractices. In addition, the specific analysis of the domination
and silencingof Maori in Te Rito is a critique of Pakehddiscourse. My analysisis also
more acceptableto Maori becauseit was conductedand supervisedby Tau Iwi, which
I understandto mean foreigner. While Mandy Morgan, my host supervisor,doeslive
and work in ANZ, she is an Australian immigrant and consideredTau Iwi. Mandy
Morgan did have someoneprovide a reading of bicultural commentsaspectsof this
chapter,which I have taken into account. The identity of the person(s)providing the
reading,how they did the 'reading, how what they saw as the 'bicultural aspects'are

5Available from httl2://humanethics.
massev.
ac.nz/code.htm.
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all unknown to me. Yet to demandthat I am informed of thesewould be for me to
dominatethe processwith my own cultural expectations.
Nevertheless,I am aware that in critiquing Te Rito for silencing Maori this
chapterprovides a critique that does not belong to Maori. That is, in my analysis
Mdori lack agency,rendering them as the subalternon which the critique relies for
authority. I do not want to arguethat I have attemptedto offer Mdori voice but I do
draw upon Spivak (1985) to suggest that my critique helps to clear a space where they

can speak. For example, where it is legitimate for the violence done through
colonialism to be part of domesticviolence policy in A/NZ. Nevertheless,this is still
anothercolonialist move - giving space,ratherthan giving voice - but I do not let this
disableme from providing this critique. The term 'enabling violation' (Spivak, 2004,
p. 524) usefully highlights the Kleinian depressiveposition of my critique.
Indeed,as a white middle classEnglish male it is easyto suggestthat I am all too
similar to the original colonial settlers, gazing upon, and Othering, the inhabitants
(which, in this case, would be both Pakehaand Maori) of ANZ.

As such, it is

important to move the critique in this chapteron to considerits relevancein my own
context. That is, to turn the gazearound and within. More specifically, the critique
presentedhere suggeststhat the collaborationpresentedin Te Rito is violent to Mdori.
This is despitea determinedeffort (see,Maynard& Wood, 2002) to developthe policy
of Te Rito in consultation with relevant goverment and non-govermnentbodies.
Consultationis common policy practice in the West and a critique of consultationin
Te Rito from a Westernperspectiveneedsto considerthis, which is what I proposeto
do in the next chapter.
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In my thesis,this chapteraddsto my dual and circular objectives of developing
critique while considering how to do critique by outlining CTPDA. While I have
demonstratedthe utility of CTPDA for one policy document(Te Rito) and, indeed,by
presentingonly a modestamountof that documentto justify my critique, what remains
is for me to consider how CTTDA can be used to critique other domestic violence
policies. In addition, CTPDA has been developedin this chapter as a method of
critique that uses psychoanalysis but which is not dedicated to any particular school of

psychoanalysis. I have shown that the (Kleinian) psychoanalytic approach used
provides a complex critique of Te Rito and that it also suggestsa particular resolution
different
depressive
I
the
to
the
to
turn
to
critique.
a
psychoanalytic
position
want
perspectiveand in the next chapter I turn to one that is particularly relevant for
consideringconsultationas a commonpolicy practice.
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CHAPTER 3 DECONSTRUCTING
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

'CONSULTATION'

POLICY: A LACANIAN

IN

PSYCHO-

DISCURSIVE ANALYSIS OF SAFETY & JUSTICE'
'Ibis chapterprovides a Lacanianpsycho-discursiveanalysisof consultationin
Safety and Justice (S&J), the key, contemporary domestic violence policy for
England and Wales. The analysis in the last chapter demonstratedthat a serious
in
development
to
enacted a symbolic violence and this
attempt
consult
policy

chapterconsidersthe more commongovernmentpolicy consultation,which seemsto
occur after decisionshave been made. However, an analysis of one such policy,
S&J, would at first seemto add little more than a confirmation of the tokenism of
draws
To
this
consultation,
chapter
consultation.
provide a radical reappraisalof
focus
fonn
Lacanian
the
theory
that
offers
a
on
upon
as a perspective
psychoanalytic

of the relations constructedby consultation. In addition, this chaptercontinuesthe
in
last
Kleinian
the
was
used,
consideringthe
chapter,
where
work of
psychoanalysis
discourse
(CTPDA;
Parker,
transformative
analysis
psychoanalytic
utility of critical
1997a)with a different domesticviolence policy text and Lacanianpsychoanalysis.
My analysisof S&J interpretsconsultationin S&J as constructingthe Discourseof
the Analyst, which is a chain of four concepts. There is someunknown Knowledge
in the position of truth, which motivatesthe government(objetpetit a in the position
in
(barred
the
to
the
and
ViCtiMS2
subjects
agent)
professionals,
of
address public,
position of Other) to seekthe specific anchorof the mastersignifler (in the placeof

IA version of this chapter has been submitted to the journal Theory & Psychology.
2 See note 2, Chapter 1, p. 14.
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product), which highlights that Government is not motivated to consult by the
knowledgeit would receive(the motivation is the unknown Knowledge). For Lacan,
the Discourseof the Analyst is the most effective meansof achieving social change
becauseit forces the consultees(barred subjects)to recognisethe deficienciesof
governmentand identify with their alienatedposition in decision making processes
of policy development. This analysisinvites more detailedconsiderationof Lacan's
forms of signification for domestic violence policy more generally as well as a

domestic
the
attempts
of
violencepolicy to achievechange.
questioningof

3.1. Introduction
This chapterprovides an analysisof the form consultationin Safety& Justice
(S&J; Home Office, 2003a), a key, contemporary domestic violence policy in
England and Wales. It is important to deconstructthe consultationbecauseit is a
commonprocedureof domesticviolence policy but it rarely achievesconsultationin
document
in
2002).
As
Cook,
(see
a
consultation
which much of the
e.g.
practice
policy hasbeendecidedand implemented,S&J appearsa trite attemptto consultand
is, therefore, useful site for deconstructingconsultation. In addition, this chapter
will demonstratethe utility of a Lacanianpsycho-discursiveanalysis(Parker,2005a),
in
focus
the particular
the
constructed
relations
on
which allows a radical
in
constructionof consultation S&J.
Consultationwould seemto be rarely consultative. Governmentconsultation
can be criticised for often being manipulative(Flowerdew, 2004), by attemptingto
by
(Cook,
2002),
tokenistic
the
the
or
response,
appropriate
persuade consulteesof
information
'cascade-down'
do
little
'tick-boxes'
to
than
or
aboutwhat
aiming
more
governmentintends to do, i.e. governmentpolicy. For example,Renn (1999) has
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explored political consultation through scientific advisory committees in Germany to
argue that they do not achieve effective consultation, and Yeung (1998) has looked
at meetings, in Hong Kong bapks to show how managers use consultations with
subordinates to open themselves up to influence while maintaining control of the
decision-making process. For Baudrillard (2005), such attempts are the reverse of
the democratic direction, "from the authorities down, by means of a booby-trapped
consultation and the circular game of questions and answers, where the question
be
failing
itself'
In
Yes
(p.
24).
to
to
consultative while still
only ever answers

development
in
itself
the
policy
government
calling
consultation, useof consultation
democratic
direction.
in
be
the
to
to
the
reversal
would appear
an attempt mask
However, these only ever seem to be feeble attempts because,as Flowerdew
suggests(2004), the consulteesare more than likely to be aware that they are not
really being consulted. As somethingthat is pervasive(seee.g. Cook, 2002) andyet
rarely ever achieved,consultationcertainlyinvites critical consideration.
Indeed,writing about the governmentand non-governmentalcollaborationin
the development of Te Rito (A/NZ Ministry of Social Development, 2002),
Aotearoa/NewZealand's(A/NZ) key domesticviolence policy, Maynard and Wood
(2002) point out that in the domain of domestic violence there "has been a long
history of limited consultation,feeling unheard,limited resourcesand strategiesthat
have not been implemented" (p.90). As such, Te Rito is a "test case" (ibid.) that
in
developing
be
by
the
the
to
truly
of
process
consultative using consultation
aimed
policy, which I shall refer to as 'collaborativeconsultation'. I understand'test case'
to mean that Maynard and Wood (ibid.) consideredTe Rito to be the first caseof
how
to go
to
would
add
understandings
about
collaborative consultation, which
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aboutdoing suchconsultation. Consequently,Te Rito is a policy that can be usedto
question consultation.

The analysisof Te Rito in the last chaptercan be understoodas deconstructing
this particular collaborative consultation. Te Rito was read as subtly splitting
'family' into the good (violence-free)and bad (violent) family, and using the Maori
word 'whanau' to represent the ideal, violent free family.

In addition, the

representation of whýmau,the good family, was interpreted as being introjected into

the policy development,which is presentedas occurring with idealised,harmonious
relations between the various government and non-govemment organisations
involved. However, Te Puni Kokiri (2004) - the Ministry concernedwith Maori
affairs in ANZ - disagreewith the use of whanau in Te Rito, suggestingthat the
representationof the policy process as purely harmonious is untenable. The
domination over the meaningof whanau in Te Rito would seemto be a symbolic
violence in which Maori are idealised, barred from having voice, and where
discussionof violences done to Maori through colonialism and acts of the ANZ
govemmentare actively avoided.
In the domain of domesticviolence, this is particularly important becauseit
means that democratic attempts at developing policy can instantiate their own
importance
highlights
The
Te
Rito
the
violences.
analysis of
and utility of
interrogatingthe constructionof public policy 'consultation' but Te Rito was a test
casein collaborativeconsultation. Alongsidethis, there would seemto be a needto
also questionthe more typical policies whereconsultationseemstokenistic.
S&I (Home Office, 2003a), the UK's key, contemporarydomestic violence
I

policy, is one suchpolicy that appearsto be consultative,explicitly askingfor views
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and detailing how peopleand organisationscan respond. Nevertheless,the detail of
the 45 questionson which consultationis invited suggeststhat the policy haslargely
been decided. For example,question I asks "[h]ow should the Governmentbest
measurethe incidenceof domesticviolence and the successof its strategyto reduce
it" (p. 50). Hence, the decision to measuredomestic violence and to have some
processfor assessingthe strategyhas alreadybeendecided. The questionappearsto
2002)
help
information
(Cook,
the
while
only
about
seeking
cascade-down
policy
with the finer details. Consequently,this chapter will deconstruct.consultationin
S&J. However,as consultationis rarely consultative,an analysisof S&Jrisks telling
done
did
little
the
than
that
was
way consultation
not achieve real
us
more
insight
Te
Rito
The
that suggeststaming to
some
provides
consultation.
analysisof
a particular schoolof psychoanalysis.
The psycho-discursive(Wetherell & Edley, 1999) method utilised in the last
discourse
transformative
analysis (CTPDA; Parker,
psychoanalytic
chapter,critical
1997a),combinesFoucauldiandiscourseanalysis with psychoanalysis. Discourse
analysiswas usedto read for regularitiesin linguistic resourcesthat would provide
the rules that govern the constructionof admissibleways of being. Psychoanalysis
was understoodas a cultural resource(Parker, 1997b)and psychoanalyticdiscourse
for
discourses
to
those
of subjectivityIhat are psychoanalytic.
used
read
analysiswas
While CTPDA is not aligned to any particular psychoanalyticperspective,
attempting to, read all psychoanalyticconceptsas socially constructed,there are
important differences between the schools of psychoanalysis. Kleinian theory,
which was used in the analysisof Te Rito, allows the analysisto focus on what is
saidratherthan how it is said. Georgaca(2005) calls this content(what is said/done)
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over form (how it is said/done).To use Te Rito as an example,the policy document
is interpretedas utilising three psychoanalyticdefences- splitting, idealisation,and
introjection - that suggesta'Kleinian paranoid-schizoidanxiety (Klein, 1952a)
around Mdori. The use of splitting suggeststhat Te Rito is anxious about appearing
to be racist/colonialist towards Mdori.

From a Kleinian perspective, anxiety is a

central concept. Indeed, anxiety is theorised as the very reason that defensive
processes are mobilised. Interpreting a fear of being seen to denigrate Mdori in Te

Rito is consequentlythe contentof anxietywhereasthe forin is the paranoid-schizoid
splitting, idealisation, and introjection.

The Kleinian approach allowed the

questioningof the way consultationwas done in Te Rito but it doesnot delve into
why this anxiety was defendedagainstin this way or why the anxiety neededto be
defended against. To reiterate, as consultation is seldom consultative another
analysis focusing on content risks telling us little more than that the way consultation

was done did not achieve real consultation. I would argue that tokenistic
consultationcalls for an analysisthat allows for a radical reappraisalof the form of
consultation.
Lacanianpsychoanalysis(Parker,2003; 2005a; 2005b) focuseson exploring
the forms of language and a Lacanian psycho-discursiveanalysis might prove
fruitful for consideringthe form of consultation. For example, Georgaca(2001b)
provides a case study of long-term psychotherapy,which looks at how the clients
constructrelations with the therapist(the form of the therapeuticrelationship)rather
than what the client saysaboutthe therapist(the contentof the relationship). While
Parker (2002) has used Freudian psychoanalytictheory to analysewhat could be
understoodas a policy documentof the British PsychologicalSociety(BPS; 1988),1
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know of no work, other than the analysisof Te Rito, that has used psychoanalytic
theory to examinea documentof governmentpolicy. Lacanianpsychoanalysishas
beenusedto examinethe production of girls' desirein comics (Walkerdine, 1987),
heterosexualsubjectivity in interviews and a journal (Hollway, 1989),views of the
in
Lacanian.
in
long-term
(Georgaca,
2001b;
2003),
and
psychosis
self
psychotherapy

I

(1989)
does
Slovenian
(Georgaca,
2001
Laclau
that
the
out
a).
point
psychotherapy
Lacanian School (e.g. 2ilek,

1989) has extensively used Lacanian psychoanalytic

theory to examinethe political and ideological field, but I do not know of any work
that used Lacanian psychoanalytic theory to examine a policy document.
Nevertheless,this needsto be contrastedwith the arroganceand incomprehensibility
that some, particularly Billig (1999), associatewith Lacan's work, which could
result in an overcomplicatedanalysis. Indeed,Parker (2005a;seealso; 2001; 2003;
2005b), as an example where Lacan's writings are used extensively and in some
detail, is explicit that Lacan is often elliptical, deliberatelyavoiding the provision of
is
2005a)
In
Parker
(Parker,
theory.
attempting to readdition,
a comprehensive
interpret Lacan for a discourseanalytic approachand drawing on this approachwill
help considerits utility. More specifically,the focus Lacaniananalysestake on form
for
be
Lacanian
that
than
useful
particularly
approachwill
content suggests
a
rather
Consequently,
in
domestic
this
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violence
policy.
consultation
examining
deconstruct
form
Lacanian
to
the
to
of
use
psychoanalysis
chapter aims
6consultation' in S&J and I now turn to outline the methodologicalapproach.

3.2.Methodology
The approachto Lacanianpsychoanalysisused in this chapteris to combineit
with discourse analysis. The methodological aim is to deconstructthe form of
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consultation through an analysis of the construction of Lacanian psychoanalytic

further
it
is
important
developing
in
S&J.
Before
to
such
an
approach
concepts
describeS&I in more detail and it is to this I now turn.
Materials
S&J has been key to the work the UK goverment undertook in the areaof
domestic violence policy and operationalises an important international civil rights

initiative, the UN Convention for the Elimination of All Discrimination Against
Women (CEDAW).

S&I influenced the appointment of a National Domestic

Violence Co-ordinatorin the Departmentof Health (DoH) and health professionals
are increasingly required to identify domestic violence (e.g. in general practice;
Bradley, Smith, Long, & O'Dowd, 2002; Richardsonet al., 2002). In addition, the
UK acceded to the UN Convention for Discrimination Against All Women
(CEDAW) on 7th May 1986 (Office of the High Commissionerfor Human Rights,
2004) and S&J is included as part of the UK's actionsto implement CEDAW (UN
CEDAW, 2003). S&J startswith a Forewordfrom the Home Secretaryand,after the
introduction (chapter1), there is a list of what the governmenthas done so far in its
three-strandedapproach(prevention,protectionandjustice, and support)to domestic
violence, which are eachdealt with in more detail in subsequentchapters(ch. 2-4).
Last, there are four annexes;A), a list of 45 questionson which the government
initial
details
how
S&J;
Q,
B),
to
to
respond
an
and partial
welcomes views;
of
assessmentof the impact of S&J on black and ethnic minority communities;D),
impact assessment
including
benefits
S&J.
sector
costs
public
and
of
The nature of the S&J as a governmentpublication is unclear,which seemsto
stem from the presentationof S&J as a 'Consultation' document. The political
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process for government policy can take the form of a green and then a white paper or
straight to a white paper. A green paper is a consultation document and a white
paper is a statement of policy.

The process can move from green paper, to white

paper, and then usually to a Bill where changesor additions of law are suggested,
full
final
legislative
The
Act
title, 'Safety and Justice: the
the
with an
as
outcome.
Government'sproposals on domestic violence', suggeststhe aim is explicitly to
define policy. S&J was publishedin June2003 and by the start of the next session
of Government(IStDecember),BaronessScotlandof Ashal, Minister of State,Home
Office, introducedthe Domestic Violence, Crime and Victims Bill to the Houseof
Lords (House of Lords, 2003a; 2003b; now the Domestic Violence, Crime &
Victims Act (2004)). The summaryof responses(Home Office, 2003b) to S&J was
included
Bill
long
before
introduction
Bill,
the
the
the
already
with
of
publishednot
in
in
initial
In
the second
the
the
of
addition,
one
proposal
government
policy.
as
reading of this Bill, Lord Desai, BaronessLinklater of Butterstone, the Earl of
Rossyln,and Lord Borrie explicitly call S&J a white paper (15/12/2003,[665] 978;
990; 993; 995). The suggestionis that S&J was a document presentingformally
domestic
intended
Office
do
in
Home
to
to
the
violence. However,
relation
what
inside S&J the text asks for responsesto the proposalsas part of a consultation.
BaronessThomas of Walliswood and BaronessScotland of Asthal, in the second
document
[665]
(15/12/2003,
Bill,
S&J
the
to
a
consultation
also
refer
as
readingof
958; 1015). It is just this confusion betweenconsulting and proposingin S&J that
makes it a particularly useful source for a psychoanalytic analysis.
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3.2.2.

Research Process

In developingthis analysis,I undertooktwo parallel lines of reading. At the
centre of the first line of reading was S&J and linked texts and materials. The
debatesfrom the House of Lords on the Domestic Violence, Crime, and Victims
Bill, which are recorded in Hansarddaily and now available online3, provided a
useful sourceof discussionof S&J. In addition, I watched for broadcastand print
media about S&I and domesticviolence. Specifically, the BBC had a seriesof of
in
domestic
2004.
Hitting
Home4,
over
a
week
programmes,called
violence
on
The secondline of reading was on psychoanalysisand discourseanalysis. In
for
I
searching
was
an alternativeperspectiveto Kleinian psychoanalytic
particular,
theory. During supervision,Jung and Lacan were discussedas possibilities, noting
that Lacan seemsto be the more popular of the two. I read Jung's autobiography
(1953), and work exploring his connectionswith the Nazis (Frosh, 2005) to learn
more about why Jungian psychoanalysislacks the popularity of Lacan in critical
academicwork. Jung doesnot featureheavily in this thesis but I do think there is
in
learn
Jungian
to
about
relation to the
much
psychoanalysis,particularly
be
(where
Jungian
to
archetypes
seem
called upon).
men's
movements
mythopoetic
Nevertheless,the readings on Lacan (which I explain below) proved to make a
connectionwith my parallel reading of and around S&J that seemedto presentthe
best possibility of an analysisthat would further understandingsof S&J. It is to the
work on Lacanthat I now turn.

3http://www. publications.parliament.uk/pa/pahansard.
htm
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3.2.3.

Critical Transformative Psychoanalytic Discourse Analysis

The analysisin this chapterdraws upon Parker's psycho-discursiveapproach,
(CTPDA;
1997a)
discourse
Parker,
transformative
analysis
critical
psychoanalytic
is
discourse
CTPDA
Foucauldian
be
in
First,
three
a
can
steps.
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analysis reading for the regularities in linguistic resources,termed discourses
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the
the
ways
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providing
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CTPDA is a psychoanalyticdiscourseanalysis that reads for those discoursesof
is
being.
CTPDA
Last,
that
critical of
of
ways
subjectivity
constructpsychoanalytic
its topic (in this case,consultation)and transformativeof psychoanalysis.The topic
in this paperis consultationin a key, contemporaryUK domesticviolencepolicy. In
CTPDA, to be critical of governmentpolicy is to render visible and questionthe
connectionsbetweenpower, knowledge,and language. A CTPDAJs transformative
of psychoanalysis by locating psychoanalysis as discursively constructed, rather than

determined.
innate,
or
essentialist,
Lacanian psychoanalysisis useful for exploring the fonn of consultation
becauseit draws upon Saussuriansemiotics(Saussure,1972). For Saussure,a sign
its
link
between
the
signifier
and
a
where
signifier
and
a
signified
consists of a
signified is arbitrary. As such, the content of languageconsists of meaningless
between
(signifiers)
the
through
relation
elements,
elements
with meaning created
i. e. betweensignifiers (form). It is through thesechains of signification that social
level.
Despitethe ability of
symbolic
at
a
practices,suchas consultation,areenacted
language to constantly reproduce new variations (contents) there is, for Lacanian

4http://www. bbc.co.uk/relationships/domestic-violence/index.
shtml
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psychoanalysis,a limited number of forms of signification (Quackelbeen,1997).
Theseare termedthe discourseof the Master,Hysteric, University and Analyst (see,
ibid.; Lacan, 1991[1969-1970])andI shall give brief descriptionsof each.
by
four
forms
discourse
Each
terms,
the
are
constituted
which can move
of
of
betweenfour positions. The positions start with truth which motivatesthe agentto
addressthe Other, which producesa product. The terms - the mastersignifier (S),
knowledge(S), the objetpetit a, and the barredsubject- can move betweenthe four
if
is
in
knowledge
in
but
For
the
the
they
same
example,
are
always
order.
positions
in
Thebe
the
the
the
truth,
of
position
agent.
objet
petit
a
will
position of
description of each concept depends on their arrangement in the chain of
in
be
The
Discourse
Master
the
seen
psychiatric encounters
can
of
signification.
does
in
(barred
the
truth)
the
of
not understandtheir
subject
position
where
patient
(master
the
psychiatrist
signifier
symptom,

as agent) provides a diagnosis

(knowledgeas Other) in which the patient is objectified (objet petit a as product),
for
between
being
is
the psychiatrist and the
there
an
object
no
connection
and
divided subjectivity of the patient. In the Discourseof the Hysteric, the causeof the
hysteric's symptom(the objetpetit a as truth) is unconscious,the hysteric(as agent)
is a barred subjectwho addressesthe Other (the master signifier) in order to bring
about understandingabout their symptom(knowledgeas product), and the knowing
they bring about (knowledge) is not related to what causedtheir symptom (objet
petit a). The Discourseof the University is commonto educationwherethe master
signifier is unconscious original knowledge (master signifier as truth) that supports

the knowledge that is to be tauýght,and the knowledge that is to be taught
(knowledge as agent) addressesthe student (objet petit a as Other) as lacking.
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knowledge(barredsubjectasproduct). In the Discourseof the Analyst, the analyst's
knowledge(astruth) leadsthem (objetpetit a as agent)to addressthe patient (barred
from
knowing
(master
the
Other),
signifier
as
product)
which elicits
subject as
both
in
While
knowledge
is
the
the
to
the
that
analyst.
not connected
patient
Discourseof the Analyst and University suggesta particular setting - therapy and
in
be
does
they
this
or
always,
evident
will
only,
not
mean
education,respectivelythose settings. For the purposes of this chapter, I have offered only brief
descriptionsof the four discoursesand refer the readerto Quackelbeen(1997) for
their elucidationin greaterdetail.
Adaptedfrom Parker's discussionof what a Lacaniantheory of discoursemay
be (2005a), I take a particular orientation to S&J, which can be outlined in three
its
look
form
first
than
The
text,
the
two
to
the
content.
rather
of
steps
steps.
3.2.3.1.Step 1: differences

First, the analytic reading focuseson the construction of differencesand the
differentiate
in
Differences
the
text
that
they
are patterns,
may serve.
purpose
between two or more objects and then subsequentlyhold them in tension. The
confusion over the nature of S&J as either a green-consultationor white-policyitems
in
difference
demonstrates
two
the
of
a
with
construction
proposal paper
tension. Consultingand proposingaretwo separateactivities and, more to the point,
there is a tension betweenthe two. To consult is to discusswith the intention of
discussion.
To
information
the
under
proposecan
matter
seeking
or advice about
meanto presentsomethingfor considerationand could be in line with consultation.
However,the proposalsin S&J come in two forms that close off further discussion.
These are a) what has been done and b) what will be done. Pages14 and 15 are
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devotedto summarisingall the activities (22 in total) the governmenthasdoneso far
and almost every subsectionof the three main chapters(2-4) ends with what the
developed
detailed
has
do
intends
If
the
to
already
goverment
goverment
next.
it
do
implemented,
it
has
to
then
of
what
plans
proposals,some of which
already
thereis a suggestionthat the proposalsare not opento discussion.
3.2.3.2. Step 2: chains of meaning

This brings me to the secondstep in the orientation to the Lacaniananalysis,
for
is
focus
difference
to
the
chains of meaning. For
search
on
extended
where
Lacan,meaningis not fixed but constructedby the relation of a term to words, signs
that precedeit. As such,this CTPDA orients itself to S&J by readingdifferencesas
four
forms
in
the
of
of signification: the
chain
of
signification
and
one
constructed a
Discourseof the Analyst, which will be elaboratedin greaterdetail in the analysis.
3.2.3.3.Step 3: nonsensical

The final step in the approachto the analysisis to read the nonsensicalin the
text in an attemptto find alternativeways of readingthe text. It is to read the UK
fiction
for
double
look
like
to
possible
puns,
meanings,
of
or
comedy,
policy
a piece
interpret
having
as
unconscious
etc,
would
sarcasticreplies,
which psychoanalysis
meaning. The difference betweenconsulting and proposing is a point of nonsense.
In relation to the proposals actually set out in S&J, the difference between
consultation and proposal can appear trite and to analyse it could be seen as
it
difference
highlights
However,
the
of
such
a
as a
pointless.
possible nonsense
useftil focus for a Lacanian orientated CTPDA.

Thesethree stepsaim to orientatethe analystto the text in sucha way that will
disrupt the intendedreadingof the text so that the function S&J plays in organising
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signs and constructing meaning can be opened up. The analysis argues that four
Lacanian concepts are constructed in S&J - knowledge, the objet petit a, the barred
subject, and the master signifier - and, importantly, the relation between these
concepts is understood to be that of the Discourse of the Analyst

-

3.3.Analysis
In this analysis,the consult-proposedifference is outlined in detail as a chain
of signification, specifically Lacan's 'Discourse of the Analyst' (Quackelbeen,
1997). Lacanwas concernedwith psychoanalysisas a talking therapy. As such,he
dealswith both the analystand the analysand(the client) and the Discourseof the
Analyst is about the relation (form) between the analyst and analysandin the
therapeuticencounter(although, as a form of signification it is not limited to the
therapeuticcontext). Georgaca(2001b) provides a casestudy of a man, 'C', who
has undergonepsychoanalyticpsychotherapyfor seven years and I shall provide
describe
Discourse
interpretations,
from
to
the
this,
of
along
my
own
examples
with
the Analyst. However, to do so, I shall start with the Discourseof the Master as it
providesa useful contrast.
In the early stagesof psychotherapy,the analysandgenerally attemptsto use
the analystas an authority figure throughwhich they can come to know themselves.
In C's 16th session,there is a clear example of this when he says "hell, you're a
supertherapist...why shouldn't I be glad andcelebratethat... becausethat's going to
help me get better" (Georgaca,2001b,p. 228). C seemsto be addressinga question
to himself ('why shouldn't I be glad and celebrate') in an internal dialogue,which
suggestshe is addressingand reproaching (for not being glad and celebrating)
is
C
himself.
At
the
time,
also addressingthe analyst('you')
same
anotherpart of
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and asking the same question ('why shouldn't I be glad... ').

In addressingthe

analyst,C can be interpretedas a barredsubjectbecausehe can only know himself
through.the analyst. In seeking this knowledge of himself from the analyst, C
supports the analyst as a master signifier, which provides the authority for this
knowledgeto be taken as truth. However, in Lacanianpsychoanalysissuchtruth is
knowledge of the analystand the outcomeis that knowledge of the barred subject
remains a lost object (objet petit a), sought but not found. To reiterate, the
Discourse of the Master is a chain starting with the barred subject (as truth),
supportingthe master signifier (as agent) who provides knowledge (Other), which
resultsin the objetpetit a (product).
In Lacanianpsychoanalysis,the analystaims to move beyondthe Discourseof
the Masterto the Discourseof the Analyst. In session726, the progressC hasmade
can be seen when he says "you get more satisfaction from feeling morally superior to

other people than you do from feeling, uh, at one with them... and it's like if I can
maintain myself in that position, uh, an internal position that you really don't care
about me, you pretendedto care about me in this relationship for professional
reasons..and I think it's a way for compensatingfor the low self-esteem..." (ibid., p.
233). As in the quote above, C seemsto be addressinghimself ('you get more
satisfactionfrom... ') and the analyst('you really don't care...'). However, C does
not appearto be seekingan answer(knowledge)from the analyst. C is still a barred
subject but in a different position in the chain. C is a barred subject producing
knowledgeabout himself that is the mastersignifier. That is, the knowledgewill be
that which holds together C's understandingof himself. These,the barred subject
and master signifier, are the last two links in the chain of the Discourse of the
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Analyst. First, there is someunknown knowledge(truth), which causesthe analyst
(agent)to addressthe client (Other). The analyst(objetpetit a) remainsunknownto
the client as C cannotknow what causesthe analystto elicit him to speak. The point
is that C has moved from the Discourseof the Master where C soughtknowledgeof
himself from the analyst to the Discourse of the Analyst where, in the chain of
signification,he is producerof the mastersignifier.
The role of Govermnentseemsto be that of the mastersignifier, the authority
figure, in the Discourseof the Analyst. That is, Govenunentprovides the authority
for the decisionsmadein the act of governing. However,the processof consultation
seemsto reversethis role becausethe governmentseemsto seekknowledgeon how
to govern. I will now provide my own interpretationof consultationin S&J as the
Discourseof the Analyst. Consequently,to elucidatemy readingof the Discourseof
the Analyst in S&J I draw upon the four concepts in the chain of signification

starting with, first, the objectpetit a (agent),then, second,the unknown knowledge
(truth) which (comesfirst in the chain of signification and) causesthe objetpetit a to
elicit speakingfrom, third, the barred subject (Other) and last, the mastersignifier
(product),which is producedby the barredsubject.
Objet Petit A
In consulting, the Goverment is, like an analystto an analysand,a figure of
because
is
in
in
the
to
those
government
one,
seeking
authority relation
consulted
consultation, doing the addressing. The Goverment can be understood as a
(re)constructionof the objet petit a. What governmentis in S&J is not a simple
questionand seemsto be an objet petit a that lacks concreteexistenceand is always
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a lost obj ect. Considerthe following extract in which Governmentis given as a
described:
it
hear
from
those
to
and
noun and
wants
arenamed
Extract 3.1: "The Governmentwould like to hearviews on its proposalsfrom
the public and from those in professionalagenciesand the voluntary
sectorwho deal with victims and offenders on a regular basis. The
Governmentis particularly anxious to hear from those who are, or
have been, victims of domestic violence... " (p. 7)

This could be read as an accountthat establishesthe nature, stakeand interest
of a number of subjects(Potter, 1996). Theseare the Government,the public, the
professionaland voluntary sector,and victims. As workers in the areaof domestic
violence, the professionalsand voluntary sectorwould appearto be knowledgeable
whereas,in contrast,the public are not. Victims are also knowledgeableandthereis
a particular importance ('anxious to hear from') added to that knowledge. The
contrast seemsto also be one of stake,as the knowledgeableprofessionalscan be
assumedto have a particular stakein the outcomes,such as the amountof funding a
particular voluntary service receives,whereasthe public do not. The victims can
also be interpretedas having a stakein protectingthemselves,althoughthis could be
attributedto all of the subjectsof the extract. Goverment is an active agentdoing
the consulting and proposingwhile it is also defining itself negatively. That is, by
addressingthe three groups- the public, the professionalsand voluntary sector,and
the victims - Government is shown to not be one of those groups. However,
focusing on the constructionof stakeand interestlimits the analysisto what is done
in the text and avoidswhat is not done.
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In asking for views on its proposals,the Governmentdoesnot reveal itself to
the reader. That is, Governmentdoesprovide an accountthat definesit asactive and
distinct from the public, professionals,and victims but it does not tell us who, or
what, it is; it only seeksa response. Governmentcould be read as similar to selfsufficient arguments(Wetherell & Potter, 1992), which are statementsthat require
no justification nor warrantany further argument. As such,Governmentseemsto be
a self-sufficient name - its meaning glaringly obvious; to ask what, or who,

goverment is to ask a questionthat answersitself. goverment is govemment. S&J
could constructgovernmentas the collection of electedmembersof parliament,but
it doesnot. Goverment could also be constructedas a collection of institutions (the
civil service, Parliament,House of Lords, etc.) that is more than the people (civil
servants, MPs, Lords, etc) constituting it.

The point is to move away from

understandingthe word 'government' as a signifier connected to a particular
signified (whateverone may think it is). Here the analysistakes a theoreticalstep
out of how 'government' may usually (if thereis sucha thing) be readto suggestthat
it actsas an objetpetit a that is presentedand at the sametime remainslost.
3.3.2.

Truth

(S2)

The meaning of Governmentis also specified structurally by its place in the
chain of signification. Returning to 3.1 gives governmentas addressor,eliciting
in
in
S&J
from
leads
This
to
two
the
of
consultation
points,
analysis
views
others.
both directions of signification. Forwardsin the chain of signification is the action
of addressing(the barredsubjectconsiderednext) and backwardsin the chain is why
goverment would want to elicit infonnation.
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In the Foreword, the Home Secretaryappearsto explain why Governmentis
conducting the consultation:

Extract 3.2: "We are inviting views from the public and professionalsto help
us developand implement a cohesiveand effective strategyto tackle
domesticviolence" (p. 5)
From this extract it would appearthat consultation is occurring becausethe
Governmentwants help to (a) develop and (b) implement the policy. But in the
domain of policy, this would seem to be a redescription of consultation and a
is,
interpreted
be
That
can
as an activity of
circular explanation.
consultation
develop
implement
be
from
This
help
to
the
could
other
parties
and
policy.
seeking
interpretedas Goverment presentingitself as having a neutral stake(Potter, 1996)
in the outcomeof consultation. That is, the only stakeGovernmentwould seemto
have is in the processof consultationand, as such,will be unbiasedin the useof the
views it receives.
However, much of the developmentand implementation of the policy has
already been undertaken.

The next extract, 'continuing from Extract 3.1,

acknowledgesthis:
Extract 3.3: "... to learn more aboutthe practical impact of its proposals,and
to find out whethermore can and shouldbe done" (p. 7)
This would seemto clarify that the Governmentis consulting becauseit wants
to find out what is happening as a consequence ('the practical impact') of

implementing its policy and to see if more work is necessary. The stake of
Goverment would appear to be a neutral observer ('to learn') although it does
presentownership('its proposals')over the'policy. Goverment could be readas a
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benevolentobserver,wanting to seeif it can do any more ('to find out whethermore
can and shouldbe done') to help. However,this could also be interpretedasa more
specific re-descriptionof consultationafter policy development,where consultation
is understoodto be a processthroughwhich one would learn aboutthe effectsof the
implementation of a policy. Indeed, this explanation of consultation does not
explain why, given that Governmenthad already developedand implementedthe
policy, it would need help with assessingthe impact of the policy or deciding if more

work was needed.
An alternative explanation is that Goverment was consulting becauseit
wantedto developdemocraticaccountabilitywherecitizens had a role in developing
the actions of Government. However, S&J does not attempt to present such an
explanationand such a position would seemto question the accountabilityof the
policy that had already been developed and implemented. Why government/objet

petit a seeksto addressremainsjust as unwritten as exactly what governmentis. In
the Discourseof the Analyst, the hidden,or unconscious,motivation is knowledgein
the position of truth. From a Lacanianperspective,the Government'saddressof the
public, professionalsand victims, in consultationis assumedto be motivated. Why
remainsunwritten and I would suggestit is also, becausethe Governmentdoesnot
seemto havea clear answer,unconscious.That is, that in S&J Governmentdoesnot
know why it is consulting. The governmentis presentedby a noun and is at least
conscious but the knowledge driving it remains unwritten. In a string of
signification, this gives an unconsciousknowledge, driving an objet petit a to
address.This can then move oii in the line of signification to what, or who, is being
addressed.
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3.3.3.

Barred Subjeýt (9)

The Governmentasksfor views from the public and professionals(seeExtracts
3.1 and 3.2). This request,by implication, partly specifieswhat governmentis. That
is, government is not the public, professional, or victim.

The point is that

governmentare addressingwhat, or who, they are not: the Other. The Other of the
objetpetit a is the barredsubject,which is explainedbelow.
In Extract 3.1 the Governmentwantsto hear from the public etc. The Otheris
therefore being elicited to speakand hencethere is a presumptionthat they have
somethingto say. That is, the Other is constructedas a subject and one that is
knowledgeable.I want to emphasisethe relation betweenthe natureof Government
(as agent)and the Other, which is a classicexampleof the constructionof meaning
througha chain of signification.
Before explicating this relation in the form of the Discourseof the Analyst, I
want to point out that this analysisdoesnot questionthe constructionof the Other.
That is, the constructionof the Other as the public, professionals,or victims. The
public could be read as the citizens of the state,whereasthe professionalsare those
knowledgeablepeople who also have some interest in the outcome of the policy.
Victims are knowledgeablebecauseof their experiencesof abuseand, consequently,
they, as victims of abuseand as knowledgeablequa abuse,lack agency. In addition,
the governmentis 'particularly anxious' (Extract 3.1) to hear from victims, which
suggeststhe reasonsfor consultingvictims are emotive, which could underminethe
views of victims if rational reasonsfor consultingarepreferred.
However, the definition of Other as knowledgeableis not integral to what the
Other is but is, rather, a function of it being addressed. As such, the Other is a
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barred subject becauseknowledge of itself comes from the objet petit a, which
remainsforever lost. What the public, professionals,and victims are is defined by
Governmentbut what Governmentis remainsto be specified. This continuesin the
chain of meaningas the assumptionis that the Other knows somethingand they can
voice it in the consultationprocess.
Master Signifier (Sl)

3.3.4.

While a chain of meaningmay move forward, the definition of meaningis at
the same time retroactive, in the opposite direction. That is, meaning is always
imposed afterwards, or even afterwords. The Other is specified by the product,
whateverit may be, sought from it and the objet petit a (as agent) is the seekerof
that product. As such, the product sought from the Other is a master signifier
dominatingmeaningin the chain of signification. The form of the Discourseof the
Analyst - the form of consultation- is definedby the knowledgesought.
As the concept overshadowing meaning, the master signifier could be
understoodasthe location of power. This needsto be contrastedwith understanding
Governmentas an institution of power with the ability to affect the lives of its
citizens. Indeed, as objet petit a 'Government' is similar to Foucault's (1976)
conceptionof power:
it

power is not an institution, and not a structure; neither is it a certain

strengthwe are endowedwith; it is the namethat one attributes to a complex
strategic situation in a particular society" (ibid., p. 93)

The Discourse of the Master is most alike the role of governing and in it
'Government' would be the figure providing authority (master signifier) for the
actions undertakenin the processof governing. However, in S&J the Government
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doesnot presentitself as providing the authority for the knowledgeit seeks. Rather,
it would seemthat the act of consulting is intendedto provide the authority for the
decisionmadein S&J. The ohjetpetit a addresses
the barredsubjectand elicits from
it the mastersignifier, which dominatesthe meaningof consultation. However,this
doesnot meanthe mastersignifier explainswhy the Governmentseeksto consult.

s
11

a
S2

§

S,

Figure 3.1: Discourseof the Analyst

There is a disconnectionbetweenthe truth that causesGovernmentto consult
and the product (mastersignifier) sought from consultation. Figure 3.1 illustrates
the Discourse of the Analyst with three arrows connecting the four conceptsand
highlighting the direction of signification. The chain starts with the knowledge
(truth/S2)motivating the objet petit a (a) to addressthe barred subject (8) for the
product (mastersignifier/Si). Two horizontal lines show what is conscious(above
the lines) and what is unconscious(below the lines). The unconsciousconcepts(SI
and S2) are the only two that lack an arrow connectingthem. Indeed, there is a
double forward slash (/0 and this representsa line of impotenceor a connectionof
impossibility.

The point is that the knowledge the government seeks is not

connectedto what drives government.This was the differencebetweenproposaland
consultationand the tension presentedbetweenthe two. Consultationwas an offer
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to seek infonnation but a proposal was to say what was to be done and close off
further discussion.
This analysis suggeststhat reading S&J as constructingthe Discourseof the
Analyst disturbsthe function of consultation. To readthe consultationthat is S&J as
Government wanting to elicit information is a retroactive construction of meaning

through the line of signification. It is to assumethat Governmentis driven by the
knowledgethat is assumedin the Other. Yet the very tension betweenconsultation
and proposal highlights a disconnectionbecauseS&J already lays out what the
Governmentplans to do. As such,Governmentwould not seemto be motivatedby
the product sought. This is to read the chain of signification in an opposite,
clockwise, direction. Hence, the motivation behind the consultation on

ý&J

still

remains hidden. Moreover, there is no immediate connection between what the
Governmentseeksandwhy it seeksit.

3.4. Conclusions
This analysisaimed to explore the constructionof consultationin S&J (Home
Office, 2003a), the key, contemporarydomestic violence policy for England and
Wales. Consultationseemsto be a commonpolicy exercisebut is rarely achievedin
practice(e.g. Cook, 2002): consultationis rarely consultative. S&J is a documentin
which policy is proposed,progresstowards specific policy aims listed, future plans
outlined and consultationsought. As most of the policy decisionshave alreadybeen
made, S&J appears a trite attempt to consult.

Through the difference between

proposing and consulting, consultation in S&J is understood in my analysis as

working through the form of Lacanian signification termed the Discourse of the
Analyst (Lacan, 1991).

There is some unknown truth, which motivates the
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government(objet petit a) to addressthe public, professionals,and victims (barred
subjects)to seeksomething(the product as mastersignifier) from them. The main
by
is
is
in
S&J,
to
this
that,
the
point of
analysis
government not motivated consult
the productit would receive. That is, consultationis not doneto consult.
My analysis does not explain, or settle, what motivates the governmentto
consult. It could be to achievedemocraticaccountabilityor the appearanceof such
accountability. Furtherresearchcould certainly considerhow to explore the hidden
signifiers behind consultationin S&J and domesticviolence policy more generally.
For example, key protagonistsfor a particular policy could be interviewed about
local
texts
that
such
as
councils
consultationor goverment
obligate organisations,
(seee.g. Cook, 2002),to consultcould be explored. Nevertheless,the disconnection
betweenthe knowledgedriving'consultationand the knowledgesoughtsuggeststhat
real consultationis impossible. Even if governmentis motivated by a democratic
desire to include people in decision making, it is still not motivated by the
knowledgeit seeks.
The conscious conceptsin the Discourse of the Analyst are understoodas
(barred
(objet
two
consultee
and
constructing
petit a)
subjectivities; government
subject), and the Lacanianperspectivedrawn upon suggestsa particular resolution
for this chapter. First, the impetusbehind examining consultationin S&J was that
my analysis in the previous chapter of Aotearoa/NewZealand domestic violence
policy (NZ Ministry of Social Development,2002) had found it to be violent at a
symbolic level. As tokenistic consultation seems to allow public policy the pretence

of democraticaccountabilitywhile permitting governmentto maintain control over
decisionmaking, it would appearthat consultationis a meansthrough which control
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is maintained over others and is, therefore, an act of violence. However, while
in
be
the Discourse of the Analyst, the
consultation may
a means of control
governmentis not in control but is driven by somethingthat I suggestis unconscious
evento itself. Indeed,the point is that the people (civil servantswriting the policy,
ministers presentinglegislation basedon S&J) and institutions (the Home Office,
which published S&J or the House of Lords, where legislation basedon S&J was
initiated) that may be called governmentdo not consist of a controlling omnipotent
power that is able to be in control. By interpretingthe Goverment in S&J as not
motivated by the product it seeks,this could be taken as negativeand cynical of all
attemptsto achievedemocraticaccountability. However, for Lacan (Bracher,1993),
the Discourseof the Analyst is the most effective meansof achieving social change
becauseit forces the consultees(barred subjects)to recognisethe deficienciesof
governmentand identify with their alienatedposition in decision making processes
of policy development.

Bracher (ibid.) explores the relevance of atl four of Lacan's forms of
signification for social changemore extensivelybut it is easyto be cynical of the
therapeuticsuggestionsof Lacanianpsychoanalysis. Indeed, it seemsparticularly
be
for
Discourse
Analyst
the
to
the
to
of
self-serving psychoanalystsof any school
consideredthat form of signification that is most useful in social change. In
in
it
forces
is
their
to
own
position
recognise
consulted
addition,
whoever
consultation, which individualises social change as something initiated by a
by
However,
the Discourseof the
the
constructed
particular subject.
subjectivities
Analyst - objet petit a and the barred subject- are psychosocialbecausethey can
position people as they are involved as, for example,ministers or civil servantsin
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undertakingthe decisionslaid out in S&J or as professionalsbeing consultedon
specific details of those decisions but they do not inhere in any one individual.
Consequently,for Lacan, the potential for social change is in the psychosocial.
subjectivity of the barred subject, which may, or may not, position people. This
invites more detailed considerationof Lacan's forms of signification for domestic
violence policy more generallyas well as a questioningof the attemptsof domestic
violence policy to achieve change.

If consultation is to be understood as a process to develop democratic
accountability the Discourse of the Analyst highlights a potential difficulty.
Governmentmay want to be accountableto its citizens for the decisionsit takes,but
that does not mean it wants its citizens to make the decisionsfor which it will be
accountable.
This chapteraddsto my dual and circular objectivesin my thesisof developing
critique while consideringhow to do critique by using CTPDA on anotherpolicy
document(S&J) and by also using a different psychoanalyticperspective(Lacanian
psychoanalysis). My intention has been to demonstratethe utility of a Lacanian
psycho-discursiveanalysis for critiquing domestic violence policy.

However,

Lacanianpsychoanalysisis often obscureand this may prevent others from using it
as a critical resource. I have felt both enthralled,confused,and, at times, irritated
while developingthis analysis. More specifically, I have worried that I should not
employ Lacanianpsychoanalytictheory in my thesis unlessI really understandit. I
would suggestthat focusing on achieving'understanding'(whateverit may be) only
distracts from the developmentof critique. In the next chapter,I shall again draw
upon Lacanian psychoanalysis to demonstrate its utility again.
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Like Chapter2, the analysisin this chapteronly presentsa modestamountof
material from the policy document (S&J). Drawing on more material, such as
relateddocumentsor the talk of people who have to implement, or are affectedby,
the policy may help expandthe critiques. However, in a thesis like this it is worth
continuing to considerhow to critique domesticviolence policy by focusingon the
documentsin which the policy are presented. More specifically, I have termedmy
use of CTPDA 'psycho-discursive' and in the critique I develop in the next chapter I

shall include wider debate(e.g., Hollway & Jefferson,2005a; 2005b; Spears,2005;
Wetherell,2005) on psycho-discursivemethods.
My thesis has looked at two different issues- 'family' and 'consultation- in
separatepolicy documents- Te Rito and S&J - but what remainsis to demonstrate
that a psycho-discursiveanalysis can be used to consider a different issue in the
sametext. That is, for example,to show that a Lacanian CTPDA of S&J is not
limited to considering 'consultation'. Indeed, both Te Rito and S&J use gendýrneutral terms to name the violence(s) ffamily violence' and 'domestic violence'
respectively)they concernthemselveswith. Gender-neutrallanguageobscuresthe
but
in
(in
'family
Chapter2)
'family'
considering
violence'
genderingof violence
failed to recognise this. Exploring 'consultation' in this chapter also failed to
comment on the genderingof violence. However, when writing about 'domestic
violence' in S&J, the policy explicitly refers to gender, which is something I
considerin the next chapter.
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GENDER IN UK DOMESTIC

POLICY: A PSYCHO-DISCURSIVE
SAFETY&

ANALYSIS OF

JUSTICE'

This chapterprovides an analysisof the way in which 'domestic violence' is
constructedin the key, contemporaryUK policy document,SafetyandJustice (S&J).
The two previous analytic chaptersin my thesis have looked at 'family violence'
(Chapter 2) and 'consultation' without considering the use of gender-neutral
languageand how this obscuresthe genderingof violence(s). In this chapter,a
in
'domestic
S&J will
the
gender-neutral
violence'
psycho-discursiveanalysis of
debate
draws
In
this
to
chapter
upon
about the
addition,
allow us explore gender.
utility of psychoanalysisto demonstratethe potential of a psycho-discursiveanalysis
in which psychoanalysisis treated as a socially constructedtheory of self. I draw
upon Lacanianpsychoanalysisfor the secondtime to demonstrateits utility even
though the Lacanian perspective is notoriously obscure. My analysis of S&J
suggeststhat two opposingunderstandingsof domesticviolence are used; contextneutral and patriarchical-heterosexual.However, the two understandingsare not
treatedequally in the text of S&J. First, context-neutralis discountedby the use of
discontinuity markers. Second, discussion of context-neutral and the dilemma
betweencontext-neutralandpatriarchical-heterosexual
understandingsarerepressed.
Last, a particular understandingof genderand sexuality(active male, passiveothered

I would like to thank anonymousreviewers and attendeesof II International
Colloquium of Studieson Men and Masculinities: Violence:A gamefor men?,
Guadalajara, Mexico (June, 2006), and the Qualitative Research &
Marginalisation conference,Leicester (May, 2006), for feedback on earlier
drafts of this chapter.
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female) is constructedas the phallus and, hence,is allowed to frame the meaningof
domestic violence. The unwitting dominanceof patriarchical-heterosexual,it is
argued,can work to obscureother forms of domesticviolence, such as within same
sexrelationships.

4.1.Introduction
This chapter provides an analysis of the way in which domestic violence is
constructedwithin the key, contemporaryUK policy document,Safetyand Justice
(S&J; Home Office, 2003). Interrogating the construction of domestic violence
within this documentis important as S&J has implications for the way in which
perpetratorsand victims of domestic violence are treated. My analysis will also
demonstratethe utility of a methodcombining discursiveand psychoanalytictheory
(Billig, 1999; Parker, 1997a);a subject of debatewithin UK social psychologyin
recent years (Billig, 2002a; 2002b; Frosh, 2002; Frosh & Emerson, 2005; Frosh,

Phoenix, & Pattman, 2003; Gough, 2004; Hollway, 1989; Hollway & Jefferson,
2005a; 2005b; Henriques, Hollway, Urwin, Venn, & Walkerdine, 1998; Spears,
2005; Wetherell,2003; 2005)
Safetyand Justice: the Government'sproposals on domesticviolence(2003a)
is a key policy for the UK Labour Government. Since its publication by the Home
Office, S&J has influenced the developmentof the Domestic Violence, Crime and
Victims Act (2004), catalysedthe appointmentof a National,DomesticViolence Coordinator in the Departmentof Health (DoH) and the inclusion of the Integrated
Domestic Abuse Programme(IDAP; Pence & Paymar, 1993) as an antiviolence
intervention in Probation Services(The Correctional ServicesAccreditation Panel,
2004). The UK accededto the UN Conventionfor the Elimination of all forms of
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Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) in 1986 (Office of the High
Commissionerfor Human Rights, 2004) and, in their fifth report to the UN on their
help
is
documented
implement
CEDAW,
S&J
to
to
as
a
strategy
reduce
actions
discrimination againstwomen. On a local level, the developmentof initiatives such
as the Harrogateand District DomesticAbuse Forum, in Yorkshire, UK, havebeen
based on S&J policy co-ordinating work across the district to reduce domestic
violence. This has resultedin, for example,awarenesstraining days for front line
improve
to
officers,
and
a
panel
workers, such as midwives and police
is
for
between
high
S&J
cases.
a materially effective
agencies
risk
communication
initiatives
linked
UK,
to
the
acrossthe
civil
rights
practices
across
policy, changing
globe. This influence makesit important to understandthe way in which domestic
violence is presentedwithin S&J.
4.1.1.

Subjectivity & Domestic Violence

The importanceof consideringthe constructionof domesticviolence in policy
has beenrecognisedin an extensiveresearchprogrammein Aotearoa/NewZealand
(A/NZ), which is a leading country in the domesticviolence work generallyand the
operationalisationof CEDAW into domesticviolence policy more specifically. The
Domestic ViolenceInterventionsand ServicesResearchProgramme(Morgan,2005)
has taken the introduction of the ANZ Domestic Violence Act (DVA; 1995) as a
last
decade.
Primarily
for
the
utilising
over
starting point
psychosocialresearch
interviews,this has focusedon the providersand usersof the servicesinfluencedby
the DVA (1995).

DVISRP has included attendees at men-for-non-violence

programmes (Morgan & ONeill, 2001), the facilitators running the programmes

(ibid.), as well as womenwith a partnerattendingsuchprogrammes(Towsey,1996),
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lawyers.andtheir femaleclients (Pond,2003), generalpractitioners(Aldridge, 2000),
interview
1996)
(Oliver,
2001;
Pinkus,
to
with
plans
under
way
and police officers
judges.
It is in the contradiction between two main discoursesfound in the ANZ
Domestic Violence Interventionsand ServicesResearchProgrammethat I seethe
importanceof subjectivity for domesticviolence policy. First, domesticviolence is
constructedas a rational act committedby an offender with the intention, conscious
or not, of controlling their victim.

Termed the instrumental power discourse

(ONeill, 1998), this places the responsibility for violence within the individual
abuser. Second,there is the discourseof expressivetension (ibid.) where domestic
is
by
the
the offender.
as
anger
experienced
constructed
enactment
of
violence
Consequently,the abuser's outward aggressionis consideredto be beyond their
is
implication
The
them
to
that social policy
elide
control, allowing
responsibility.

can either changean abuseror hold them responsible,but not both. The subjectof
instrumentalpower has autonomyto be violent that is beyondthe control of policy.
In the expressivetension discourse,the individual is subject to the structure of
is
open to change through policy. For example, pro-arrest
society, etc., which
help
in
incidents
domestic
for
may
create
a
policies
of
violence
society which
victims are not isolated but instead supported by the criminal-justice system.
Consequently,the expressive-tension/instrumental-power
problematic attends to
theorisingwhat it is to be a personin society.
A critique of the ANZ DVA would point out that it attemptsto simultaneously
construct the perpetratoras active and passive,blameworthy and innocent. This
resonateswith debatesin social psychologyaround understandingsof subjectivity
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(e.g. Henriques et al., 1998; Hollway,

1989).

More specifically, agency in

subjectivity has been taken up with discussionof psychosocialmethods and the
appropriatenessof including psychoanalytic theory. In an outline of the principles of

the Centre for PsychosocialStudies(CPS), Birbeck College, Frosh (2003) stresses
the importanceof attemptingto theorisethe humansubjectas a social entity. Hence,
'psychosocial' combines both the individual subject and the social in one term,
attempting to theorise the individual and society as a "seamless entity... intimately

connectedor possibly eventhe samething" (ibid., p. 1547). While Froshpropounds
methodological pluralism as a principle of the CPS, a small body of work has
focusedon whetheror hot psychoanalysisenablesthe theorisationof a psychosocial
subjectivity (Billig, 2002a; 2002b; Frosh, 2002; Frosh, Phoenix, & Pattman,2003;
Frosh & Emerson, 2005; Georgaca,2005; Gough, 2004; Hollway & Jefferson.,
2005a; 2005b; Spears,2005; Wetherell, 2003; 2005).

4.1.2.

Psychosocial Methods

The debateon including psychoanalysisas a psychosocialmethod typically
starts with discourse analysis as methodological and theoretical base. Broadly,
within psychologythere are two different schoolsof discourseanalysisand it is the
limitations of eachthat suggestthe addition of psychoanalytictheory. First, there is
a focus on symbolic resources(Parker, 1992), which are tissues of meaning,the
regularities of which are known as discourses: that is, bodies of practices,
institutions, agents,conversations,etc., united by a commonality running through
them. A subject is understoodto be constructedin and through such symbolic
resources. However, this fails to explain how discoursesare brought togetherto
construct any single individual. Indeed, the focus on symbolic resourcesimplies
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by
discourses
1997a).
is
blank
be
filled
(Parker,
Another
to
space
subjectivity a
(Potter
Wetherell,
focuses
&
discourse
to
on
symbolic
practices
analysis
approach
1987); how an individual, or group, makesuse of symbolic resourcesto construct
particular, often contradictory, subject positions.

Here, a subject constructs

themselveswith different symbolic practices, implying a strategically motivated
languageuser (Madill & Doherty, 1994). Hence,the blank subjectis replacedby an
fails
1997a)
(Parker,
to explain a subject's
that
uncomplicated subjectivity
motivation to presenthim/herself in particular ways. Wetherell (1998) doessuggest
that thesetwo approachesto discourseanalysiscan be combinedand has attempted
to theorise a reflexive actor (Wetherell, 2005); a contradictory, fragmentary
itself
discourse.
by,
is
both
through,
that
constructed
and constructs
subjectivity
Nevertheless,this still fails to accountfor individual investmentin particular subject
both
&
Jefferson,
An
(Hollway
2005b).
within
additional
problem
positions
is
be
limited
is
discourse
to
that
to
what
may
not
analysis
subjectivity
approaches
is
Frosh
(1999;
Specifically,
2001)
at pains to argue that there are
narratable.
experiencesbeyond what is said or written and that discourse analysis lacks a
frameworkto theorisethem.
Psychoanalysismay be a useful addition to discourseanalysisthat may provide
individual
theory
the
and social to explain
speaking
connecting
a
of
subject;
investment in, and experiencebeyond, discourse. The free associationnarrative
interview method (Hollway & Jefferson,2000) is a prominent example in which
discourseanalysisand Kleinian psychoanalysisare combined. Gadd (2000; 2002)
hasutilised this methodto exploremen's involvement(as clients or therapists)in an
anti-violence programmein the UK. In an example Gadd gives, Gary talks about
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how his partner,Rebecca,would get in a panic when her mum was coming to visit.
Gary explained that Rebeccareceived his help (telling her to calm down) as him
"having a go at her" (2000,p. 435). GaddusesKleinian theory to suggestthat Gary
is splitting off and projecting onto Rebeccahis anxieties about failing to fulfil
patriarchicalexpectationsfor a white, heterosexualmale to be in control. Anxiety is
theorised as the key psych9social dynamic that is unspoken and experienced
individually but understandableonly with referenceto, in this case,patriarchyas a
social systemthat could explain why Gary would be anxiousabout losing control.
A problem with the way that psychoanalyticand discursive theory has been
combinedis that it has beendone in a way that not only recoversbut privileges the
I
psychologicaldimension. First, the researchmaterials used, which are developed
from semi-structuredinterviews, leave open the possibility of the analysis being
individualised. Returning to the aboveexample,there remain questionsaboutwhy
Gary respondedto his anxiety with splitting andprojection, rather than, for example,
depressivehelplessness. It would seem that the answer could be found further
within Gary's biography. As such,the analysisfails to fully theorisea psychosocial
subjectivity. Second,the use of psychoanalytictheory in a psychosocialanalysisis
opento the chargeof essentialism.For example,in Kleinian psychoanalytictheory,
anxiety is theorisedas an entity that the individual needsto defend against. In the
caseof Gary, above, it could be arguedthat his anxiety is constructedsocially by
patriarchy,but that Gary needsto manageor defendagainstthis anxiety is taken for
granted. The difficulty posed by combining discursive and psychoanalytictheory
has led others to turn elsewherefor theories of subjectivity.

Personalconstruct

psychology (Burr & Butt, 1992) and phenomenology (Butt & Langdridge, 2003) are
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two examplesto which researchershaveturned. However,there is still the potential
for combinationsof the psychoanalyticand discursivethat avoids privileging either
the psychologicalor the social.
Two theoristshave, arguably,avoidedtheseproblems, albeit with contrasting
approachesto combining psychoanalytic and discursive theory.

First, Parker

(1997b) has shown that psychoanalysisis a symbolic resource utilised in such
cultural productsas films and books. Analysis of suchtextual material shouldallow
because
being
individualised
does
that
to
analysis
risk
not
us provide a psychosocial
they do not assumeor provide a readypreparedindividual in the way that interviews
do. Second,Billig (1999) has attemptedto ground psychodynamicsin discourseby
paying close attention to discursive practices in written texts.

For example,

repressioncould be achievedsocially by a changein subject,which not only avoids
further discussionof the previous subjectbut replacesit with somethingelse (ibid.;
more on this below). Focusing on symbolic practices should allow us to provide
for
clear arguments understandingpsychoanalyticconceptsas socially constructed
ratherthan essentialisedentities.
The two discourseanalytic approaches,focusing on, first, symbolic resources
and, second, symbolic practices can be brought together into an analysis that
build
how
discursive
in
to
text
the
of
so
as
up
an
account
practices
a
considers
I
discursive
shall call this approachpsychoresource.
psychoanalysisacts as a
discursive (Wetherell & Edley, 1999). In the remainderof this chapter,I want to
develop this argument by meansof an analysis of S&J. Like other researchon
domestic violence (e.g. Batsleer et al., 2002; Morgan, 2005), 1 argue that S&J

constructs complex relations between gender and violence while sustaining a
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patriarchical.heterocentricism. This allows me to further develop critique in this
thesisby consideringgender(in the gender-neutralterm 'domestic violence'), which
has hitherto been carefully avoidedand is obscuredin both policy documents- Te
Rito andS&I- analysed.

4.2.Methodology
Two different understandingsof domestic violence are constructedin S&I.
The first construesdomestic violence occurring without discrimination, to or by
influence
has
is,
that
that
on the occurrence or
social position
no
anyone;
susceptibility to domesticviolence. The secondunderstandingconstruesdomestic
is
by
that
men againstwomen. This
customarily
perpetrated
violence as something
insinuatesthat men are active, women passive and that the relationship between
be
is
heterosexual.
These
two
shall
called the
understandings
victim
perpetrator and

discourse
and the patriarchical-heterosexualdiscourserespectively.
context-neutral
The following extracts which (re)produce these discourses are taken from the
Foreword,Summary,and the main text of S&JExtract 4.1: "Although such violence can occur irrespectiveof background
it
is
circumstance,
or
gender,
predominantly women
and
sexuality
who suffer. One in four women experiencesome form of violence
from a partner in their lifetime. Every week two women die as a
result of if' (Home Office, 2003,p. 5).
Extract 4.2: "Domestic violence occurs across society, regardless of age,

gender, race, sexuality, wealth and geography. However, it is
predominatelywomenwho suffer as a result" (Home Office, 2003,p.
6).
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Extract 4.3: "Domestic violence occurs across society, regardless of age,

figures
But
the
and
geography.
show
wealth
gender,race, sexuality,
that it is predominantly violence by men against women" (Home
Office, 2003, p. 9).
Each extract could be a repetition of the other. Indeed the first sentencein
Extracts 4.2 and 4.3 are identical. They have been selectedas the only instances
where S&I explicitly writes about the issue of defining domestic violence. Despite

their brevity and infrequency- or rather, becausetheir scarcity placesthem on the
1982)
(Derrida,
margins
-I

shall argue that these extracts are important for the

framing of domestic violence throughout the policy document and hence for the
implementationof the policy. These extracts succeedin using three different, but
overlapping, symbolic practices. On the basis of these three symbolic practicesI
argue that a psychodynamic- the phallus - is (re)constructed. These will be
articulatedduring the four successivestepsin the following analysis. In terms of
method,stepsone and two utilise discourseanalysis,stepthree combinesthis with a
psychoanalyticconcept(repression),and step four draws mainly on psychoanalytic
theory. In terms of content, step one demonstratesthe dilemma betweencontextconstructionsof domesticviolence in the text.
neutral and patriarchical-heterocentric
Stepstwo and three show how the text ultimately marginalisesthe context-neutral
final
brings
first
The
discounting
then
the
three
through
step
account
and repression.
together to suggest that the patriarchical-heterocentricaccount is insufficient to
dominateunderstandingsof domesticviolence.
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4.2.1.

Research Process

The researchprocess for this analysis was similar to that outlined in the
previous chapter where a line of reading around S&J was paralleled by a line of
reading into psychoanalysis. The processfor the analysis in this chapter started
primarily with my own desireto considergenderand a subsequentsearchfor aspects
within S&J where I thought gender was important (which are presentedin the
analysis below).

These instances were discussed during supervision and my

supervisorsnoted the use of symbolic resources. This led the analysisto include
debates
(e.
1992)
Psychology
Edwards
&
Potter,
Discursive
g.
and
on the
work on
use of discourseanalysisand psychoanalysis. As such, the analytic processgave
greaterweight to consideringthe work of symbolicresourceswithin S&J.
The researchprocess for this analysis was also heavily influenced by the
development of a paper for publication.

Supervision focused on my written

presentationof this analysis,which was continually reworked until my supervisors
were happy to send it off for publication. In particular, I tried more explicitly to
address relevant debates in social and critical psychology on the use of
psychoanalysisand discourseanalysisin the introduction to this chapter. As a more
specific example,the analysisin this paperinitially startedwith the phallus,which is
now the last section in the analysis. My supervisors commented on the links
between the analysis I presented on the phallus and work from Discursive
Psychology. This led me to read (often for the second time) relevant texts in
Discursive Psychology (such as Billig,

1987) and develop the analysis to focus

explicitly on terms from Discursive Psychology.

Specifically, the analysis now

startswith dilemmas(4.3.1) and discounting(4.3.2). My continuedreadingof S&J,
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rewriting of this chapter,and concernwith current debatesled to an analysisof S&J
that I thought 'made sense'. That is, where the psychoanalyticdiscourseanalysis
interpretedS&J in a way that addedan extra layer of meaningthat seemedto make
sensein terms of domesticviolence policy and the theoreticaldebateson method. I
shall now turn to this analysisin more detail.

4.3.Analysis
4.3.1.

Dilemmas

The extracts present two possible pictures of domestic violence which are
dilemma.
to
therefore
construct
a
of
other
and
serve
partly contradictions each
Characteristicof a dilemma is that it is more complex than a simple choice. As
Billig points out, dilemmas"impose an assessment
of conflicting values", producing
more than one "ideal world", eachwith their own "arrangementof power, value and
interesf' (Billig et al., 1988, p. 163). An example Billig et al. (1988) give is

individuality as a westernliberal ideal whereit is taken as fact that individuals areall
different and this difference is to be valued. This can be contrastedwith the
continual use of gender as a social category, which obscures the individual
differencesassumedby individuality. Billig et al. (ibid.) provide an exampleof five
female university studentstalking about the lack of women in scientific jobs where
they vacillate betweenindividuality ("It isn't possible to generalizeat all", p. 128)
funnily
best
it
[science]
("the
at
were
girls
and gender
people who were actually
enough", ibid.). The taken-for-grantednature of individuality and gender means
between
be
ignored
is
them
they
there
rather,
must rather
choice
neither can
no
coexistas altemateideal worlds.
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Indeed, individuality/genderis a contemporaryideological dilemma that has
similarities with the two understandingsof domesticviolence in S&J. The contextneutral domesticviolence in the extractspoint to policy delivery that recognisesall
possible manifestations of domestic violence, specifically, "age, gender, race,
sexuality,wealth and geography" (Extracts4.2 & 4.3). The implication is that, for
example,violence within a homosexualrelationship will be given equal resources
and considerationas violence within a heterosexualrelationship. In contrastto this,
the patriarchical-heterocentricdiscourseof domestic violence within the extracts
point to an understandingof domestic violence as one manifestation of male
violence againstwomen and therefore presumesa heterosexualrelationship. The
distinction betweenthe context-neutraland patriarchical-heterocentricpossibilities
for policy is an imposition of assumedcategories(genderand sexuality). Contextneutral domestic violence will be recognisedregardlessof the social categories
inherent in the situation, whereaspatriarchical-heterocentricviolence requires and
reconstructs a male-female binary; an important social category in some way
influencing the occurrenceof domesticviolence.
4.3.2.

Discounting

The analysisnow moves on to demonstratethe way in which context-neutral
and patriarchical-heterosexual
constructionsof domesticviolence are presentedin a
hierarchicalrelation to eachother. Discounting(Speer& Potter, 2000) allows both
aspectsof a dilemma to be presentedbut in sucha Wayas to reducethe value of one
aspect relative to the other. Speer and Potter (ibid.) give the example of a
heterosexualman, Ben, talking abouthis experienceof a gay club. Ben sayshe "had
a bloody good time" but despitethis emphaticremark he reportsthree times that the
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himself
bother
him"
(p.
549).
First,
Ben
"didn't
as not
presents
experience
really
having any difficulty with homosexualityand thereforeas not heterosexist. Second,
Ben then distanceshimself from any suggestionthat he may have homosexual
desireswith suchrepetition asto underminethe importanceof his anti-heterosexism.
In eachS&J extract, context-neutralin domesticviolence policy is presented
first but alongsidediscontinuity markers('although','but', etc.; seeDrew, 1995). In
Extract 4.1, the first sentence,on equality, begins with 'Although' signalling the
4.2
4.3,
In
Extracts
is
the
to
second
and
going
come
afterwards.
of
what
-importance
llighlighting
'But'
'However'
again the
respectively,
and
sentencesstart with
importance of the second, patriarchical-heterosexual,statement. As such, S&J
being
for
to
context-neutral and patriarchicalas
able
account
constructspolicy
heterosexualunderstandingsof domesticviolence,but underminesthe importanceof
context-neutralrelative to the patriarchical-heterosexual.
The British Association for Counsellingand Psychotherapy(BACP) published
a letter in responseto S&J (Jamieson,2003) in which the deputy chief executive
including
However,
lack
the
to
the
abuse.
of
reference
and
elder
parent
protests
it
is
from
implicitly
S&J
the
that
criticism
a policy
account
protects
context-neutral
that marginalisesvictims who do not suffer at the hands of an adult male within a
heterosexualrelationship (see; Billig, 1987). That is, by acknowledgingcontextS&J
domestic
appears to anticipate, and
violence,
neutral understandingsof
therefore preclude, accounts that some understandingsof domestic violence are
excluded.

Indeed, the context-neutral account is constructed before the

patriarchical-heterosexual
approachsuggestingthat domesticviolence that doesnot
fit within the patriarchical-heterosexualdiscourse is something that needs
ill
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addressing. However, as my analysis of discounting suggeste, the context-neutral

accountis indeedsubtly,marginalised.
A discursiveanalysisof the constructionof a dilemma and the discountingof
one aspectof the dilemma demonstratesthe argumentativenature of languageuse
in
1988).
how
S&J
(Billig
Nevertheless,as
the
text
this
et
al.,
of
and
manifests
Billig also notes(1987, footnote42, p. 51), directing attentiont6argumentationrisks
ignoring ways in which argument is avoided. An overlapping approach to reading

S&J, which provides an accountof argumentavoidance,is to draw on the theory of
repression.

4.3.3.

Repression

Repressionwould suggestthat, not only is one aspectof a dilemma devalued,
but that any discussionor explorationof that aspectis avoided. Repressionis a term
often associatedwith Freud (Laplanche& Pontalis, 1983) but this chapterdraws
specifically on the concept'suse in Billig's work (1999), in which he analyseshow
in
language
being
invisible
is
(rather
than
achieved
an
processof the
repression
'
Dora
(1905a)
Billig
Freud's
For
that
case
study
of
represses
example,
argues
mind).
considerationof the oppressionunderwhich Jewslived in Austria at the time. In the
casehistory, Freud mentionsthat Dora had difficulty explaining why she spenttwo
hours looking at Raphael'spainting of Madonna. A footnote in the casestudy is
is
by
interpretation,
Freud
that
the
to
emphasises
which
example
not
used
offer an
important for the main theme of the text. In addition, the footnote focuseson the
sexual aspect(virgin mother) of the Madonnaviewing. Billig points out that the
exampleis of a Jewish girl looking at an image of the Christians who would have
been, in the name of Christianity, oppressingalmost everyone Dora (and Freud)
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knew at the time. Consequentlyrepressionof anti-semitismis achieveddiscursively,
throughminimisation of relevantmaterial(to a footnote) and then avoidance.
Repressionin S&J is very similar to the explanation of discounting as an
argumentativeresource,as the discontinuity markers, 'Although', 'However' and
'But', are also read as signals of repression. In the S&J extracts,the discontinuity
markersconstructcontext-neutralas a possibleunderstandingof domesticviolenceviolencethat can be enactedand sufferedby anyone- but the discussionis presented
as one that will not be pursuedin S&J. Discounting and repressionare signalledby
the use of discontinuity markers but the concept of repressionprovides greater
focuses
beyond
for
Discontinuity
to
the
the
analysis
on
opportunity
move
extracts.
the value of the two sides of the dilemma relative to each other; the hierarchical
relationship constructedbetweencontext-neutraland patriarchical-heterosexist.As
such,discountingis concernedwith presence.That is, how both parts of a dilemma
can be included, accounted for, and then one part implicitly marginalised.
Repression,in addition, describesthe processof making absent. S&J could have,for
example, included a lengthy discussion of possible manifestations of domestic
violence that do not rely on heterosexualrelationshipsand still managedto discount
context-neutral.Indeed,S&J includesprovision to changelegislation,now setout in
the DomesticViolence, Crime and Victims Act (2004), so that non-molestationand
occupation orders include non-cohabiting and same sex couples. However, the
extractsincluded in this chaptershow that, wherecontext-neutralunderstandingsare
presentin the text, the policy pushescontext-neutralaside to turn to patriarchicalheterosexist understandings. Consequently,S&J succeeds in repressing both
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context-neutral and the dilemmatic relationship between context-neutral and
domestic
patriarchical-heterosexual
of
violence.
accounts
The discursiveuse of dilemma and discounting has shown the complexity of
what is being achievedin these three extracts from S&J. In addition, the use of
repression shows how S&J manages to avoid greater internal conflict and
complexity. In particular, it avoids a discussion of how an understandingof
domesticviolence as a form of male violence againstwomen can be reconciledwith,
for example, violence in homosexualrelationships,or when men are victims and
women are perpetrators. These two examplesshow the concreteimplications for
policy delivery. In both examples,men could be the victims of domesticviolence
with little appropriatestateor voluntary refugeavailable.
Thesethree stepsin the analysishave focusedon the context-neutralaspectof
S&J.

The first two steps were discursive and the third is a discursive

psychoanalysis. As such, these three steps constitute a predominately discourse
is
The
analysis.
analytic psycho-discursive
problem that the analysis,by focusingon
context-neutral, becomes a mirror image of the policy; context-neutral is the
dominantfocus with genderand sexualityrepressed,avoided. Indeed,the aim of an
analysiscould be to engagein the conflict under discussion,returning it in reverse
form to undo the marginalisationand disturb the hegemony. However, ending the
analysis here could reify a dilemma between context-neutral and patriarchicalheterocentric understandings. One final analytic step will draw together the
marginalisation of context-neutralwith the precarious dominance of gender and
discourse.
sexualityin the patriarchical-heterosexual
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4.3.4.

Phallus

This final stepin the analysismovestowardsa greateruse of psychoanalysisin
this psycho-discursiveapproachto arguethat genderand sexualityare constructedas
the phallus. This brings the analysisto focus on gender and sexuality while also
including the marginalisation of context-neutral.

The point is that particular

constructionsof gender(patriarchy)and sexuality (heterosexual)are constructedas
dominantbut that this dominanceis precariousand opento critique by the very thing
it marginalises(Foucault,1998):context-neutraldomesticviolence.
In classical psychoanalysis,the phallus is a symbolic representationof the
penis and not the penis itself As such,the phallus is a symbol but one that is not
reducibleto the penis. Rather,the meaningsassignedto the penis, suchasvirility or
strength,are what constitutethe phallus (Laplanche& Pontalis, 1983). For example,
reviewing male pin-ups, Dyer concludes; "[m]uscularity

is the sign of power -

natural, achieved,phallic" (1982, p. 68). Freud usedthe conceptof the phallus as a
term in one of his stagesof development(the phallic stage/phase;1905b) but it
becomescentral in Lacan's work (Laplanche& Pontalis, 1983). This chapteroffers
a very specific readingof the phallus,which will be explainedin two stages.
The first stagein understandingthe constructionof the conceptof the phallus
is to consider the symbolic systemin which the phallus works. In this step, the
phallus is absent in the same way that gender and sexuality are pushed out of a
definition of domesticviolence as context-freein the extractsfrom S&J. This will
becomeclearer below. The focus in this step is on where the S&J extractsstate,
"violence can occur irrespectiveof... " and "domesticviolence occursacrosssociety,
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regardless oL.. ". At this point, the psychoanalytic analysis takes a theoretical leap
to contrast 'society' with what could be taken as Lacan's symbolic order.

The order, or structure, of the symbolic is not much more than Saussurian
but
1972).
A
(Saussure,
the
sign
consists
of
a
signifier
and
a
signified,
semiotics
link betweena signifier and its signified is arbitrary. As such, languageconsistsof
is
between
(signifiers).
Meaning
through
the
created
relation
meaninglesselements
these elements, i. e. between signifiers. Consequently, language - the symbolic -is a

fluid systemof signifiers. It is the structure of the symbolic at any moment that
constructsmeaning. Reading 'social' as the symbolic then allows this analysisto
defining
be
This
the
the
would
of
meaning.
power
consider social as a structurewith
the meaning of gender, sexuality, or age, etc. Again, gender and sexuality are
distinct from the social; they are merely possibilities that may occur should the
specific structure of the social at any one time allow them. It is important to keep in

in
the
the next step towards an understandingof the
the
symbolic
of
mind
power
phallus.

The second stage in understandingthe phallus is to consider how it works
describing
In
the symbolic order as a genderlessand asexual
the
symbolic.
within
systembasedon Saussurianlinguistics it still lacks a distinct elementthat Lacan
would add: the mastersignifier (Segal,1997). The mastersignifier is a signifier that
takesprominencein determiningmeaningin the chain of signification. Lacanuses
the conceptof points de capiton to expandon this (1977; Parker,2005a). Theseare
quilting points where the stitching brings either side of the quilt together. The
analogy suggeststhat relations of signifiers are brought towards the samemeaning
by a common signifier (the stitching), although it is difficult to understandhow a
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it
is
the
the
of
a
chain
of
signification
when
meaning
common signifier can affect
relation between signifiers, and not the signifiers themselves, that construct
be
Nevertheless,
the
the
can
signification
and
master
signifier
chain
of
meaning.
understoodasLacan'stheory of the symbolic.
As such, with S&J, patriarchical heterosexualityis constructedas a master
discounting
is
done
This
the
through
and repressionof contextnegatively
signifier.
neutral.

A context-neutral understanding of domestic violence is presented as

domestic
to
understanding
of
a
patriarchical-heterocentric
somethingcontradictory
is
devalued
further
discussion
it
then
and
of
avoided.
context-neutral
violence and
Consequently,patriarchy and heterosexualityare left as a combined signifier to
dominatein the constructionof the meaningof domesticviolence. Or rather,S&J
in
heterosexuality
define.
For
to
the
example, writing an
power
gives patriarchical
domestic
focuses
S&J
to
attitudes
exclusively on the
past
violence,
example of
heterosexualcouplet:
"Attitudes towards domestic violence have changed in recent years.
For example,it usedto be the casethat societythought a man was entitledto
beat his wife - that it was his responsibility and right to control her, and
using violencewas an acceptedway of doing so. Few consideredit a crime"
(Home Office, 2003,p. 8)
There are three aspectsto gender and sexuality in the S&J extracts under
detailedanalysishere. First, women are the passiveobjects of domesticviolence in
all three extracts. Second,men are the active subjects,being violent, but presentin
only one of the three extracts. Third, the inclusion of active men alongsidepassive
women in the last extract also suggestsheterosexualrelations. Hence,the various
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limited to this ability to dominatemeaning(mastersignifier) but refersto a gendered
(male) and sexual(heterosexual)power. Consequently,patriarchical-heterosexuality
in
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by
domestic
S&J
dominates
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so
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of
meaning
not only
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the
the
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as passive.
masculine as active
assigning
The key point of this final step in the analysis is to argue that gender and,

domestic
This
dominate
to
of
violence.
understandings
sexuality are not sufficient
argumentrequires including the previous analytic stepswhere context-neutralwas
but
discounted
be
to
and
repressed
also
or,
specifically,
marginalised,
shown
discourse.
dilemmatic
in
to
the
patriarchical-heterosexual
relationship
presented a
Context-neutraland patriarchical-heterosexual
understandingsof domesticviolence
is,
That
the patriarchicalare presentedalongside each other, as contradictions.
heterosexualaccount construesdomestic violence, in contradiction to a contextdoes
that
something
not occur regardlessof genderand sexuality.
as
account,
neutral
As such, genderand sexuality are being constructedalongsidetheir contradiction.
This can be consideredagain by lpoking at an example where there is greater
discussionof genderin domesticviolence. In the British Medical Journalthere are
two letters (Carlsten, 2002; Homer, 2002) written in responseto two research
2002)
2002;
Richardson
O'Dowd,
Long,
&
Smith,
(Bradley,
al.,
and one
et
articles
letter
(2002),
As
Carlsten's
(Jewkes,
2002).
the articles and the
out
points
editorial
editorial use the gender-neutraland sexuality-neutral term 'domestic violence'
suggestinga context-neutralapproachto domestic violence. However, the three
papers consistently focus on male violence against women; specifically on
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identifying (passive) female victims in general medical practice. Carlsten argues

that this is evidenceof a bias towards women, which results in female violence
bias
letter
being
ignored.
Homer's
the
an
example
suggesting
provides
againstmen
towards male violence against women has led to a male victim being further
victimised by the police:
"On a personal level it leads to the situation I encounteredrecently in
by
local
injuries
A
severe
after
an
attack
station.
with
quite
police
man
my

hisformer (female)partner was in the cellsfor breach of thepeace" (Homer,
2002,p. 44).
Feder and Richardson (2002) replied to these two letters in a BMJ Rapid
Response2
to arguethat, while researchon femaleviolence againstmen is legitimate,
it is not their priority. The precedencegiven to male violence againstwomen by
Federand Richardsonis justified by an argument,as noted in the responsetitle, that
the "effects of domesticviolence are far greaterfor women than men" (2002). This
debatejumps between focusing on women to arguing that the focus should not
how
be
done
is
Nevertheless,
to
this
should
or
given
no consideration
excludemen.
even why it is so problematic.

Each author's response gravitates towards

domestic
violence, with an additional
of
patriarchical-heterocentricunderstandings
hint that there should be an understandingthat is context-neutral. The BMJ debate
is
in
S&J
being
that
the
shows
same patriarchical-heterosexualunderstanding
have
by
that
the
time,
understandings
would
undermined
same
majoritised while, at

2 These are published online only. However, the BMJ did have Feder and
Richardson's reply, as Feder and Richardson note, but chose not to print it
alongsideCarlstenandHomey's letters.
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beenincluded in context-neutral.Including this debatefrom BMJ highlights that the
phallus is both dominant and unstable. That is, in S&J, the patriarchicalheterosexual discourse frames understandings of domestic violence but its
dominanceis always precarious as it is continually undermined by the contextneutraldiscoursewhich is constructedalongsideit.

4.4. Conclusions
The main point of the analysispresentedhere is to arguethat a patriarchicalheterosexualdiscourse,despiteits relative absence,implicitly framesthe meaningof
domesticviolence in a key contemporarydomesticviolence policy document. Using
three extracts from S&J, I argued that two discourse of domestic violence were
constructedas dilemmatic: context-neutralandpatriarchical-heterosexual.However,
context-neutral understandingswere discursively discounted and rýpressed. As
such, the patriarchical-heterosexualapproach is given the power to dominate
meaning. However, like a phallus, that power is precariousand can be contestedby
a context-neutral perspective, which is the dilemmatic counterpart.

The fourth step of the analysisprovided an example outside of S&J where a
debatein the BMJ centredon the context-neutral/patriarchical-heterosexuaI
dilemma
.
with a bias towardsthe heterosexualcouplet. This debatefocusedon researchabout
identifying femalevictims of domesticviolence in generalmedical practiceandS&J
presentedincreasedidentification of victims in health settingsas governmentpolicy.
As such,the BMJ debatecan be understoodas linked to governmentpolicy and the
text analysedin this chapter. Indeed,the genderand sexuality neutral term 'victim
identification' could be understood within the context-neutral discourse. The
analysis presented here would suggest that patriarchical-heterosexualityis a
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symbolic resource that would frame such tontext-neutral. statementsas victim
identification. This is the case with the BMJ debatewhere the researcharticles
(Bradley et al., 2002; Richardson et al., 2002) understood the policy to be
identification of femalevictims of male violence. Hence,the interestof the contextdilemma lies not just with S&J but with domestic
neutral/patriarchical-heterosexuaI
violence policy generally.

This is especially so with policy tied to civil rights

initiatives, such as CEDAW, where equality of rights may draw upon a context-

neutraldiscourse.
The phallus - unstablemasculinepower - is the psychoanalyticterm drawn
discourse.
dominance
the
the
to
of
patriarchical-heterosexual
conceptualise
upon
The psycho-discursive approach used in this chapter presents the phallus as
discursively constructed. In S&J, the context-neutralapproachis discountedand
repressedleaving patriarchical-heterosexualdiscourse to frame the meaning of
discourseconstructsmen
domesticviolence (power). The patriarchical-heterosexual
frame
However,
(masculine
to
the
power
power).
as active and women as passive
because
be
(unstable
is
the patriarchicalto
contested
power)
open
meaning
heterosexual discourse is constructed with context-neutral as a dilemmatic
counterpart. In addition, in conductinga psycho-discursiveanalysisthe aim was to
avoid privileging the individual.

The context-neutral/patriarchical-heterosexuaI

dilemma is a psychosocialissue,relevant, for example, for individual abusersand
is
by
by
S&J
the
experience
marginalised
victims affected
policy whose
framing of domesticviolence. Policy could take a central
patriarchical-heterosexual
domestic
by
initiating
discourse
context-neutral
understanding
of
role
around
violence so that currently marginalisedforms of domesticviolence are recognisedas
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such. What remainsis to elaboratehow this can be doneand in the next, concluding
chapterI considerthat the work of critique also needsto imagine its own policies.
Intersectionality (Crenshaw, 1989), which conceptualises the way different
identities, such as genderand sexuality, intersectin social practices,such as policy,
is certainly a term that could prove useful. Indeed,the analysisin this chaptercould
be interpretedas an attack on feminist work that has fought so hard to get domestic
violence recognised as a serious issue. The usefulness of intersectionality is that it

interacting
has
inequality
to
as
multiple
and
attempts challengeand comprehend
and
been used, for example, in crime (Messerschimtt, 1997) and feminist politics
(Yuval-Davis, 2006). Having consideredthe potential of psycho-discursivcanalysis
for critique in this thesis, the analysis of the patriarchical-heterosexualdiscourse
acting as a phallus suggestsfurther work needsto considerhow intersectionalitycan
addto the work of critique andpsycho-discursivemethods.
Like the last two analytic chapters.(Chapter2& 3), the analysisin this chapter
demonstratesthe possibility of using psycho-discursiveanalysis by drawing upon
and presentinga modest amount of material. In this chapter, I make a theoretical
leap to argue that the symbolic. practices (re)constructed in S&J allow a
itself
in
domestic
insinuate
discourse
to
the
of
violence
patriarchical-heterosexual
(entire) text, albeit alongsidethe context-neutraldiscourse. This leap also turns to
draw upon Lacanianpsychoanalytictheory,which is notoriously obscure. I am wary
that the use of the phallus in this analysiscould be bewildering and the theoretical
leap unconvincing. To further develop and establishthis critique, I would suggest
drawing upon a broaderrangeof materialswhere genderand sexualityare discussed
in relation to domesticviolence, such as in the campaignsof Father Rights Groups
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who, like the BMJ debatementionedin the fourth stepof the analysis,arguethereis
a bias towards women (Kaye & Tolmie, 1998a; 1998b; 1998c). As this critique is
developedI would warn against limiting it to a Lacanian (or Kleinian) psychodiscursiveapproachand would suggestthat the theoretical approachadoptedneeds
to be fashionedalong with, in a circular fashion, the developmentof the critique.
This is somethingI considerin the next chapterwhen I discussthe broaderapproach
to critique offered by my thesis.
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GUERILLA

CRITICAL

CRITIQUE,

&

SOCIAL POLICY

Theaimsfor this thesisareto, first, deconstruct
domesticviolence
contemporary
_
policyand,second,developandevaluatemethodsfor deconstructing
policyandI have
primarilyattemptedto achievethis throughthreeseparate
analyticchapters(Chapters
2,3, and4). ChapterI reviewedresearchthat wasrelevantfor threeinterventions
protection orders, mandatory arrest, and psychotherapy - primarily drawn upon in
domestic violence policy to suggest that focusing on domestic violence policy
documents may provide critique that is relevant at the context-neutral level of policy.
Consequently, the next three analytic chapters each focus on a particular topic
'family',

'consultation',

and 'domestic violence' - situated within contemporary

domestic violence policy.

As such, there is no single comprehensive critique of

domestic violence policy in this thesis. Nevertheless, the main theme of my thesis is to
ask how domestic violence policy can be deconstructed and each analytic chapter has
utilised psychoanalysis and discourse analysis (the combination of which is termed
psycho-discursive).

Consequently, I shall conclude my thesis in this chapter by

discussing the approach to critique utilised and introducing a concept - the discursive
complex (DC) - that can aid further use of this approach. Then I shall end by arguing
that psychoanalysis has the potential to be more than a topic of investigation (as it has
been in this thesis) and could be used as a conceptual tool to achieve the threefold
critical social policy that Townsend (1981) terms Guerrilla.

That is, critical social

policy that critiques current policy, imagines its own policy, and attempts to realise it.
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5.1. Critique
In eachanalytic chapter,I have attemptedto develop an analysisof a part of a
is
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domestic
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about
conclusionsI draw for critique:
"If there are elementsof technique[or critique] that can be derivedfrom
the account in this paper [or thesis], they will need to be explicated and
warranted eachtimefor eachpiece ofanalysis" (ibid., p. 178).
However,I do not denythat thereis a commonmethodologicalstrandthroughout
the three analytic chaptersthat I would describeas a particular approachto critique
discourses
deconstructs
by
First,
the
this
thesis.
of subjectivity
approach
offered my
throughWhichthe peopleaffectedby the policy are constructed. Second,it attemptsto
individual:
is
intimately
termed
what
social
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enableconsiderationof subjectivity
is
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Last,
that
this
peculiar
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methodology
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psychosocialsubjectivity.
to the discoursesof subjectivity and the policy that the critique focuseson. Policy was
theorisedas functioning discursively (rather than causally) and therefore as effecting
change through unconsciousmechanismsand so this thesis drew upon discourse
discourse
In
analysisand psychoanalysiswere
particular,
analysisand psychoanalysis.
combinedand this helpedto theorisesubjectpositions that are psychosocial. As such,
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this thesis has contributed to the debate on psycho-discursive methods by
demon§trating their utility for critiquing domestic violence policy.

Nevertheless,psychoanalysisis not the only theoretical framework that can be
used to theorisepsychosocialsubjectivity. Others have turned to personalconstruct
psychology (Burr & Butt, 1992) and phenomenology{Butt, 2003 1176 /id) and I
would recommendexaminingthe utility of theseapproachesfor critique. I am tempted
to suggest that the utility of alternative approaches, such as phenomenology and

be
could
examined by using them to analyse the same policy
psychoanalysis,
document. However,thereare two particular dangersof such an approach. First, each
theoretical framework -

personal construct psychology, phenomenology, and

psychoanalysis- requiresa great deal of in-depth study before they can be usedwith
confidence. Academicswith experiencesin different frameworkscould collaborateto
examine the same policy.

However, the second danger is that the interest in

methodology- examining the different frameworks- could becomecentral, pushing
considerationsof the policy aside. In particular, this may mean that the analyses
developedby the frameworksutilised fail to developan approachthat is specificto the
policy being examined. Indeed, I could have examined the two psychoanalytic
perspectives- Kleinian and Lacanian- used in this thesis in the sameway. Rather
than moving from a Kleinian psycho-discursiveanalysisof Te Rito (NZ Ministry of
Social Development,2002; seeChapter2) to a Lacanianpsycho-discursiveanalysisof
Safety and Justice (Home Office, 2003; see Chapter 3) 1 could have used both
approaches on just one of the policy documents. Nevertheless I preferred to continue

considerationof one of the issues-collaborative consultation- brought up in the first
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analysis and to select a policy document and psychoanalytic perspective because of it

potential for critique (of the forra of tokenistic consultation;seeChapter3).
I do not want to dismissthe useof multiple frameworksor the useof frameworks
other than psychoanalysis. Personal construct psychology and phenomenology are two

frameworksthat are being used in psychologicaland sociological literature (Butt &
Langdridge,2003) and their potential to theorisepsychosocialsubjectssuggeststhey
may be useful for critique of government policy.

To consider their potential, they

could be usedto developcritique of domesticviolence policy (as has beendonein this
thesis with a psycho-discursiveapproach).However, as the focus of my thesis is
psychoanalysisI want to continue to explore its potential for critigue. In particular, I,
want to introduce the 'discursive complex' as a psycho-discursiveanalytical tool that
can help enable the consideration of subjectivity as both social and individual.
However, to do so I shall have to start with the concept of the psy-complex.

5.1.1.

Psy-Complex

The psy-, or psychological, complex is a term that has come to encompass

discoursesthat make possible psychologiesof self, whateverthey may be. As such,
the psy-complexis a discourseof subjectivity in which psychology is implicated as
constructingthe subject(ivitie)sthat it takesas its objects. Rose (1985) tracedthis in
England from 1869 to 1939 as psychologybecamean administrative technology in
schools, hospitals, prisons, factories, and the army.

For example, the use of

intelligence tests to assessif a candidateis suitable for recruitment by the army.
Rose'sthesis is that thesepractices,suchas intelligencetests,are not so much a result
of a psychologyof the individual but they are,in part, the conditions of possibility that
made such a psychology make sense. That is, the practicesinstantiatedan effective
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social reality through which an individual could experiencethemselvesas having a
psychology(such as having an intelligence) and through which knowledge of those
experiences(asclever or stupid, for example)could be accepted.
Here, 'complex' can be confusing. It can servea double purposemeaningboth
complicatedand somethingparticularly psychoanalytic. In particular, complex is a
Jungiantheory that has becomean expression(Complex Theory; Jung, 1960; seealso
Laplanche & Pontalis, 1983).

For example, 'inferiority

complex' suggests that

underlying a persons actions are feelings of inadequacy of which they are not
in
conscious. This suggestsa split psyche;a consciousnessand an unconsciousness
which lie desiresthat will disturb, andyet may be incorporatedby, consciousintention.
The actionsof someonewith an inferiority complex are ego-assimilatedneuroses:they
are expressionsof the complex that are acceptableto consciousness.It has parallels
with discourseas rules of languagethat are never explicitly presentbut provide the
framework for somethingto have meaning. As such, 'psy-complex' is theorisedto be
one possible discourse of subjectivity and in this thesis I have drawn upon
psychoanalysisin the sameway. As such,discoursesof subjectivity can be understood
as competing- and, where it suits them, colluding - with eachother to sanctionwhat
is admissible as knowledge of self. As such, 'complex' is understoodto suggest
somethingboth psychoanalyticand Foucauldianand I want to expandon the relation
betweenpsychoanalysisandthe psy-complex.
5.1.2.

Discursive Complex

Psychoanalysis is part of the psy-complex and yet it is not.

Where

psychoanalyticdiscourseinstantiatesa psychology(andvice versa)it is part of the psycomplex. Indeed,in psychologypsychoanalysisis frequently called upon as a history,
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a foundation, or its proponents, particularly Freud, are named as its pioneers (e.g.

Fancher, 1996). However, psychology frequently constructs psychoanalysis as
somethingseparate,deficient, as unable to provide knowledge admissiblewithin the
psy-complex(Frosh, 1989). For exaniple,as an A'Ievel studentI was taught to argue
that Freud's casestudieswere unreliable becausethey were basedon his casenotes
ratherthan audio recordings(eventhough suchtechnologywas not availableto Freud).
In a psychoanalytic twist, Burman would call psychoanalysis psychology's repressed

other (1994). As such, psychoanalysisis itself a discourse - one that may be
assimilatedin the psy-complexor silenced,othered.
Discursive complex (DC) is a term Parker uses to name psychodynamic
constructionsof self (e.g. 1997a). That is, DCs are the conditionsof possibility for the
discursive formation of psychoanalyticways of being. Again, 'complex' is used to
signal that this is psychoanalytic and Foucauldian: as split psyche with unconscious

rules that disturb and constructconsciousknowledge.
The DC providesa useful analytictool becausepsychoanalyticknowledgeis part
of globalisedwestem culture (Parker, 1997b). A DC is likely to be most effective
when it remainsunspoken;when it takeson an assumednaturalnessthat meansit does
not need voicing; when it is given (and taken) as an unquestionable truth.
Psychoanalysisis used both implicitly and explicitly in art, theatre,literature,popular
culture, advertising,etc. For example,SalvadorDali's 'The City of Drawers' and 'The
AnthropomorphicCabinet' (1936) both show a figure whosetorso is madeof drawers
that are opento varying degrees.They suggesta humanbody that can be known from
the contents within; a psychoanalyticconsciousand unconsciousbody that may be
opened up and closed.

Although Dali was known to work explicitly with
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psychoanalytic concepts, the writers of Spiderman may not have.

In the motion

picture, Peter Parker decidesto use his superpowers to earn money (Raimi, Lee, &
Dikto, 2002). On his way, Uncle Ben tries to talk to Parkerabout the responsibilities
that comewith power. However,Parkerthrows theseback and suggeststhat his uncle
should stop trying to be his father. Later, the Uncle is then shot and killed by a thief
whom Parker had allowed to pass (knowing that the thief had stolen money at
gunpoint). After the murder, Spider-Man comes to be a crime fighting figure and it is

almost as if Uncle Ben had to die for Parkerto choosethe role of a super-hero. The
plot is not dissimilar to the 'OedipusComplex', wherethe son kills and then takeson
the role of the father. Indeed, I would go as far as to suggestthat this is a theme
common to the superherogenre (for both the hero and villain) and one that works
becauseit is not spokenaboutexplicitly. Wherethe charactersto talk of their Oedipal
identification to their (usually) father then it may fail or appear trite and unconvincing.

This is wherethe DC is understoodasFoucauldian.andpsychoanalytic,providing rules
structuringwhat is an acceptablestory line and whereawarenessof it in consciousness
would negateits power.
Thesetwo examplescan eachbe called a DC, asthe term can be both generaland
specific. Discursive Complex can be understoodto encapsulatepsychoanalysisas a
discoursemanifest in a multitude of activities and ways of talking. In that sense,
psychoanalysiscould be understood as having its own regime of truth where
discoursescome to be subsumedunder psychoanalysisand contendfor permissionto
be called psychoanalytic:that is, to construct knowledge that is admissible in the
Discursive Complex. There is, for example,the break betweenFreud and Jung that
demonstratesdisagreementabout what psychoanalysisshould be (seeJung, 1961). In
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this case,the examplesfrom Dali and Spidermanwould just be part of the myriad of
discoursesconstituting and constitutedby the Discursive ComPlex. However, Parker
offers a more specific use where examplessuch as thesewould be called a DC. Note
that shifts betweenthe full name,Discursive Complex, and the abbreviation,DC, are
being usedto signalthis differentiation. An illustration is Parker's analysisof a British
PsychologicalSocietypolicy text, in which he writes of the Id and Ego eachas a DC
(1997b; 2002).

Here, the boundaries of the DC drawn by the writer are used

deliberatelyas part of the method of critical transformativepsychoanalyticdiscourse
analysis(CTPDA). Or rather,the boundariesaremomentarilyfixed so that the DC can
be open for discourse analysis. That is, to consider the power effects it has in
legitimating or censoring. Consequently,in Dali and SpidermanI am suggestingthat
two different DCs, psychical apparatus and Oedipus complex respectively, are
structuringsubjectivities(re)constructedwithin art, comic books, and film.
For a methodof critique, the point of focusingon a psychoanalyticstructuringis
to considerhow a DC is (re)constructedas knowledge of self and how it has power
effectsby guarantyingthe subjecta position within a regime of truth and marginalising
other discoursesof subjectivity. For example, by arguing, in Chapter 2, that the
paranoid-schizoidposition is (re)constructedin Te Rito I was suggestingthat it is a
DC, which is taken as an admissibleway of being for the policy makers(constitutes
knowledge of selo that managedanxiety about, and dominated, Maori (has power
effects).' As an analytic tool, the DC helps to considerhow an individual subjectivity
that is investedemotionally in particular discoursesis constructedsocially. While the
DC is a useful analytic tool, I do not think it necessarilyneedsto be elucidatedwhen
writing abouta CTPDA. In the threeanalysesin this thesis,I havenot drawn uponDC
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(eventhough it helpedwhen developingthe analyses)becauseI have beenwary about
adding an extra theoreticalconceptto discussionsof psychoanalyticterms, suchasthe
Discourseof the Analyst (Chapter3) and the phallus (Chapter4), that are difficult to
explain.

5.2.Psychoanalytic Critique?
In drawing upon the DC as something psychoanalyticand Foucauldian,this
thesis could be understoodas suggestingthat a method of critique is enabledby
psychoanalysingpolicy. Indeed,Georgacawams that understandingpsychoanalysisas
a discourse that permeates western culture "conflates the employment of
psychoanalysisas a topic of investigation with psychoanalysisas a resource,an
is
It
(2005,
85).
tool"
worth reiteratingthat the title of this
p.
analyticaland conceptual
thesis is 'deconstructing' - not psychoanalysing- 'domestic violence policy'.
Theorising the function of policy as discursive (rather than causal)each of the three
locates
for
has
2,3,
4)
(Chapters
the
way
policy
unconscious
and
read
analytic chapters
a particular person. As such, psychoanalysisoffers the potential for critique that
immediately
in
that
the
obvious.
are
not
which policy works
considers
ways
Consequently,psychoanalysishas been used as a topic of critique and the primary
is
history
is
Nevertheless,
discourse
there
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methodological approach
is
for
that
critiquing policy and
relevant
work
and
critical social policy
psychoanalytic
be
I
I
may
useful,
which
want to outline
policy
which arguesuggestspsychoanalysing
before consideringsomedifficulties that needto be overcomebefore a psychoanalytic
critique of policy can be realised.
Writing in the second issue of the journal Critical Social Policy (CSP),
Townsend (1981) argued that those who study policy have been positioned as
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subordinatesor passers-bybut they should attempt to become guerrillas who "hold
imagesof an alternativesocietyand work assiduouslyto turn them into reality" (ibid.
p. 32). It is perhapsuseful to explain that the study of social policy was predatedby
the study of social administration. The focus on 'administration' seems to be
intimately linked with the Fabian Society's (founded 188421)commitment to gradual
social change(rather than revolution). In 1900,the Fabian Societyjoined with trade
unions to form the Labour Party and this link remains today. The Fabian Society
presentsitself as the oldest socialist organisationbut the inauguralpublication of CSP
in 1981was, in responseto the cuts in public expenditureand loss to the Conservative
Party of the 1974-79 Labour Government(see Kerr, 1981), an attempt to present
alternativesocialist views. As such,the move from 'social administration' to 'social
policy' in CSP demonstrateda commitmentto more radical changewhile maintaining
that the stateis the legitimatebody throughwhich to achievesuchchange.
My thesis has contributed to the study of social policy by demonstratingthe
utility of psycho-discursivemethodsfor the critique of policy. However, in reference
to Townsend's (1981) use of the term Guerrilla, there is still a need to develop
alternativeviews of domesticviolence policy and how those views can be turned into
reality. Kerr's (1981) explanation of the naivety of Fabianism, which lead to the
publication of CSP,is particularly apt:
"the belief that if only you can demonstratethefacts, show the evidence,
and argue the casecogently,then surely governmentcan be persuadedby the
sheerlogic of the caseto changeits policy " (ibid., p. 8)

21See httv: //www. fabian-society. ora.uk/About/histoiy. asp
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The point is that the work of critique needsto consider how it is to achieve
is
debate
be
hope
through
the
that
this
achieved
rational
naive. If
changeand
can
(rather
is
functioning
discursively
than through causalrelations)the
theorised
policy
as
samewould have to be admitted of policy critique. As such, the critique of policy
using psycho-discursivemethods needs to be taken further to consider what the
how
be
for
domestic
those
and
suggestions
can
critique suggests
violence policy
realised. As a therapeutic tradition that goes beyond the rational to theorise an
help
develop
has
to
that
critique
unconscious, psychoanalysiscould potentially
institutions
(e.
Menzies
Lyth,
1988)
The
g.
and
political effect.
work of psychoanalysis
is an examplethat I think fails to utilise this potential.
From a Kleinian perspective,where anxiety is central, the dynamicsof a group
(Bion, 1955)or institution (Jacques,1951; 1955)could be understoodas a mechanism
through which the managementof anxiety is achieved. In Menzies Lyth's (1988) now
classicstudy of nursing in an English teachinghospital in 1959,nurseswere required
to perform a few specialisedtaskswith a largenumberof patients,suchas- dispensing
medication or taking blood pressure. Menzies Lyth arguedthat the way the nurses'
from
distance
to
them
safe
a
emotional
maintain
workload was structured allowed
illness
death.
dealing
to,
therefore,
the
and
of
with
anxiety
patients and
avoid
However, as almost one third of studentnurseschoseto leavetheir courseearly rather
than qualify it would seemthat the institutional dynamics- even if they successfully
avoided the anxiety of illness and death - created an unsatisfactory working
environinent.
Working on a consultantbasis, Menzies Lyth was a psychoanalystwho would
provide these kinds of analysesfor an institution. The example of nursing is given
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here becauseit seemsno different to nursing today. Even though Menzies Lyth
achievedchangein a hospital, such as in a long-stay children's hospital (ibid.), and
despite the interest of the Department of Health, which commissioned an action
researchproject in a day care centre for children under five (Bain, 1980), there has
been little take up of a psychoanalyticapproachto institutions. As Spillius (1990)
highlights, this is in marked contrast to Bowlby's (1980) work, which successfully
ensuredthat children were allowed to havevisitors in hospital. While Bowlby's work
required a clear change in rules, Menzies Lyth consultancy work suggeststhat an
organisationshould seek psychoanalysis. For me, this would entail a more radical
approachthan looking to seeif psychodynamicprocessesare preventingan institution
from achieving it aims (e.g. Fyhr, 2002): even institutional aims would be open to
questioning.
The difficulty with the work of psychoanalysisand institutions is that it has
attempted to mimic the relationship between analyst (consultant) and analysand
(institution) in the clinic. Even though psychoanalysishas a long history of work
outside of the clinic, such as with -films and politics (Laclau, 1989), psychoanalytic
conceptsand their potential for changeare intimately linked to the context of the clinic
and a therapeuticrelationship. As Georgaca(2005) points out, there are differences
between talk produced for research,talk in psychotherapy,and other 'naturally
occurring' talk. It could be addedthat talk is different to written words and that policy
documentsare a particular type of writing that hasits own conventions. This is similar
to the understandingthat discourseis linked to the context in which it is produced.
Consequently, the (re)construction of psychoanalytic concepts will be contextually

bound. The point is that psychoanalysingan institution may be very different to what
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goes on in individual psychoanalysis. For a psychoanalysis of institutions to be

effective,it needsto re-interpretthe therapeuticrelationshipfor its own purposes.
To take this one step further, if psychoanalysisis going to help to develop a
methodof Guerrilla critical social policy - which critiques current policy, imaginesits
own policy, and attempts to realise it - there needsto be more work on how the
therapeuticrelationship can be re-interpretedto the domain of public policy. This is
not somethingthat I think can, or should,be done here. To reiterate,the impetusfor
my thesiswas to, in a circular fashion,developcritique at the sametime as askinghow
critique can be done. As such, I would want to avoid a re-interpretation of
psychoanalysisfor policy that doesnot (circularly) attempta psychoanalytic-Guerrillacritical-social-policy of its own. At the very least, I would suggestengagingwith a
particular topic within the policy, such as 'family' or 'domestic violence', and
consideringhow the work of policy, suchas 'consultation' (tokenistic, collaborativeor
both), and psychoanalysis,such as therapeuticrelationship in the clinic, is achieved.
Notwithstandingthe developmenetof a psychoanalyticguerrilla critical social policy,
this thesis still has its own limitations and uses, which I shall now outline,
respectively.

5.3.Limitations
The primary limitation of the researchin this thesis is that it only analysesthe
texts of policy documents. This thesis has focusedon policy documentsto allow the
developmentof critique while considering how to do critique. Nevertheless,the
prefaceto this thesis has also provided a radical theoretical suggestionthat policy is
enacted discursively rather than causally. The implication is that policy will be
evidencedand (re)constructedin multiple discursive forms and a critique of policy
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should also consider these. For example, a UK policy may be presentedin formal
preparedspeechesto Parliamentand the Houseof Lords, to relevantcivil servantsand
practitioners,and pressreleasesand appearanceson the national and local broadcast
and print media. The policy will take on a discursive life on its own - independent
from the government-author- as it is further discussed,debated,and lived. Indeed,it
document
is
least
for
be
the
that
the
policy
useful
source
could
suggested
written
critiquing policy. Nevertheless, the policy document provides a useful central point

that could be understoodas its earliest version before it enters everydaydiscourse.
This is a pragmaticpoint for a methodologyof critique as I am not suggestingthat the
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draw
focusing
to
the
that
upon
multiple
on
policy
need
suggest
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throughwhich policy is enacted.
I also want to discussthe limited applicability of the researchin this thesisto two
particular contexts; policy and the clinic. First, in UK academiathere is increasing
pressureto conductresearchthat is policy relevant and to clearly outline how it is so.
It could be arguedthat any thesis focusing on policy documents,such as this, should
Gadd's
(2000)
it
be
For
how
thesis
to
utilises
example,
applied
consider
can
policy.
FANI to analyse men (perpetratorsand facilitators) partaking in an antiviolence
programmeand provides a chapter on policy implications referring explicitly to UK
policy. Indeed,Gadd is namedas one of the contributorsto the consultationon S&J
(Home Office, 2003b), which suggestshe took it upon himself to write to the Home
Office. In conclusionto eachof the analytic chapters,this thesis doesbriefly discuss
further
implications.
However,
I
that
would
argue
without
policy
work developinga
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Second,a great deal of psychoanalytictheory has beendevelopedin the context
of the clinic. As such,utilising psychoanalytictheory in this thesis could suggestthat
it also has relevancefor the clinic. Nevertheless,the focus on written documentsin
this thesis is of limited applicability to group and individual clinical settings.
However,if this work were to be developedto include alternativeforms wherepolicy
is enacted,suchas in spokeninteraction,the clinical settingof psychoanalysiscould be
a useful resource.

5.4.Uses
This thesis provides a radical analysis of governmentpolicy from a (critical)
be
2001),
Gough
&
McFadden,
(see
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will
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social-psychologicalperspective
broadly
different
I
'practitioners'
for
to
understand
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a number of
groups.
encompassthose involved in developing and providing antiviolence work, which
could include police officers and counsellors. This thesis provides practitionerswith
is,
That
domestic
to
practitionersmay use
violence policy.
an alternativeway critique
the analysesprovided in this thesis to question their obligations under any given
family
in
For
the
the
the
role
of
may
re-consider
policy.
example, practitioners
developmentof an antiviolence service (Chapter2) or place less emphasison their
own inclusion in consultationprocesses(Chapter3). The Bradford ReducingAnger &
Violent Emotions (BRAVE 22; see Dominey, 2006) programme could be used to
provide a more specific example. BRAVE talks about reconnectingmen with soft

22 Seefootnote 1, Preface,p. 1.
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power, which seemsto call upon an archetypeof a strongpowerful husbandand father
who does not need to be violent. The analysisfamily in Te Rito could be used to
questionthe role of family in the connectionsbetweenmen and power. I would also
i

suggestthat BRAVE would justify an analysis of itself, as it seemsto reconstruct
Jungian psychoanalytic notions of an archetypical man. However, its practitioners may

not welcomecritical questioningof BRAVE but the developmentof a psychoanalyticguerrilla-critical-social-policy

should provide

a means to engage with

them.

Nevertheless,there are other groups that would be more welcoming of such an
approach,which I shall consider.
As a thesisthat focuseson governmentpolicy it would seemto be of use for the
academicdiscipline of social policy. The divisions betweensocial policy and (critical)
social psychology are largely historical and administrative,part of which have been
outlined above. As such, the topics social policy and social psychology concern
themselveswith are not easily differentiated. This thesiscomesfrom a (critical) social
psychologicalperspectiveand demonstrateshow theoriesusedin that perspective- of
discourse,psychoanalysis,and subjectivity - can be applied to policy. This is not to
say that theoriesof discourse,psychoanalysis,and subjectivity are not alreadyusedin
social policy but that they may be useddifferently. In critical social psychologythere
are broadly two different schools of discourseanalysis. First, there is a focus on
symbolic resources(Parker, 1992), which is associatedwith the Discourse Unit at
Manchester Metropolitan University, and, second, a focus on symbolic practices
(Potter & Wetherell, 1987), which is associatedwith the Discourse and Rhetoric
Group at Loughborough University. For both groups, the researchin this thesis
demonstratesthe utility of policy documents for discourse analysis. This is
139
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particularly important given current debateon the use of interviews, which arguesthat
transcriptsof interviews predominatewhen we should,be seekingalternatives(Parker
& the Bolton DiscourseNetwork, 1999;Potter & Hepburn,2005).
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]Foreword
Familyviolenceis.a majo;-issueaffectingthe lives of far too many New
Zealandersand createssignificantsocialand economiccostsfor society
asa whole.
Building a societywhere families/whdnauareliving free from violence
requiresa comprehensive,multi-facetedand co-ordinatedapproach,an
investmentin long-term strategies,and a continued effort to maintain
progress.
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in SeptemberlastyearI releasedthe Reviewof FamilyViolencePrevention
in New Zealand: Plan of Action. The plan of action set out a rangeof
family
key
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issues
to
the
and
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violenceprevention
strategies address
identified by an extensiveliteraturereview,four community workshops,
interviewswith key informants and written submissionsfrom family
violenceprevention networks. The Governmentthen taskedthe Family
ViolenceFocusGroup - an expertadvisorycommitteemade up of
governmentand non-governmentorganisations
- to usethe plan of action
to developa five-yearimplementationstrategyfor the Governmentto
consider.
It is now my pleasureto presentthe New ZealandFamily Violence
PreventionStrategy.The strategycapturesthe essenceof the plan of
action,providesthe detail for achievingthe family violence reduction
goalof the Government'sCrime ReductionStrategyand builds on the
previousGovernmentStatementof Policyon FamilyViolence. It setsout
the Government'skey goalsand objectivesand a framework for action
for maximisingprogresstoward the vision of families/whdnauliving free
from violence. The strategyalsoestablishes
a setof principles that will
future
implementation
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approachesto family
the
process
guide
violenceprevention.
Thestrategyhasbeen developedby governmentand non-government
has
been
There
in
together
partnership.
also
significant
agencies
working
input from a wide rangeof individuals and differentsectorsin the
communities. I would like to acknowledgeeveryone'svaluable
building
Continuing
and
on theserelationshipsareintegral
contributions.
to achievingthe strategy'svision, goalsand objectives.

-
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This Governmentis stronglycommittedto ensuringthat the New Zealand
FamilyViolencePreventionStrategyis successfullyimplementedover
time and to eliminating family violencein Aotearoa/ýewZealand.
I

<

SteveMaharey
Ministerof SocialServicesand Employment

TE RITO

New ZealandFamily ViolencePreventionStrategy
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SAFETY AND JUSTICE:
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Domestic Violence
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by the Secretary of State for the Home Department
by Command of Her Majesty
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£11.25
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Foreword

violence towards a partner is sometimes
acceptable. It never is.
We must encourage victims to seek help,
support and protection and that means
ensuring that the response of professionals,
including doctors, teachers, social services,
and the police is the right one. It means
strengthening the civil and criminal law to
ensure both the police and the courts know
what powers are available.

by the Home Secretary,
The Rt Hon David Blunkett MP
Domestic violence accounts for a quarter of all
recorded violent crime in England and Wales.
Although such violence can occur irrespective
of background and circumstance, sexuality or
gender, it is predominantly women who suffer.
One in four women experience some form of
violence from a partner in their lifetime. Every
week two women die as a result of it.
Domestic violence is usually a hidden crime.
Victims suffer silently, afraid for themselves and
for their children. The trauma and long-term
effects suffered by children living in a violent
household is incalculable.
This consultation paper outlines our proposals
to help prevent domestic violence, improve
support and protection for victims and bring
more perpetrators of this insidious crime to
justice. If we are to prevent violence, we must
change ottitudes, particularly among young
people. Researchshows that one in five young
one in
ten young women believe that
men and

This year the Government is investingover L61
million on tackling domestic violence, including
over E18 million towards additional refuge
provision. But we will also look at ways of
helping the victims of domestic violence stay in
their own homes whenever possible.
We are inviting views from the public and
professionalsto help us develop and
implement a cohesive and effective strategy to
tackle domesýicviolence.
Changingattitudes is vital to help victims break
free from the cycle of abuse and violence they
suffer. No woman, man or child brings
domestic violence on themselves and no one
should have to put up with it.
awl

4kt#ý

HOMESECRETARY
June 2003

zcc 0c
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FAM/OSFW

31" March 2004

Mr P Branney
47 LandseerMount
Bramley
Leeds
LS13 2QZ

iw-we,
-L

Dear Mr Branney
ESRC STUDENTSHIP NUMBER: PTA-030-2002-00243
Overseas Fieldwork - C1808- 21.6.04-10.9.04- New Zealand - 12 weeks
nank you for your application form for overseas fieldwork expenses notiýring the
ESRC of your intention to conduct 12 weeks fieldwork in New Zealand.
This overseastrip has been approved and the ESRC will contribute L1808 towards the
be
in
is
This
fieldwork.
to
grant
maintenance
and
will
paid
this
sum
addition your
cost of
be
in
TI-ds
Office
department.
University
Finance
to
payment
will
made
the
your
via
May2004 to give sufficient time for transfers to take place for you to draw on. Your
is
be
informed
made.
payment
when
supervisor will
For the duration of the trip your maintenancegrant will be paid into your bank using the
information on file from your most recent registration document, could you please
details.
if
have
been
these
to
advise any changes
made
Please note that if your fieldwork is prematurely terminated for any reason, you must
behalf,
fieldwork
ESRC
to
to
on
the
the
or
your
you,
repay
expensesoverpaid
any of
in
either whole or in suchproportion as the ESRC determines.
If you require any further information pleasedo not hesitateto contact me.
Yours sincerely

TeresaTucker
Finance and Awards Management
01793413031
tetes2.tucke.r@esrc.ac.uk

POLARIS

HOUSE

NORTH STAR AVENUE
SWINDON
SN2 IUJ

AN,

TELEPHONE 01793 413000
41;
0jf.

-

EiVESTOR IN PEOPLE

FACSIMILE 01793 413001
http: //www, esre. ac. uk
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5) Letter from host overseasfieldworksupervisor

XVIH

A.-

km-; #

Massey
University

COLLEGE
OFHUMANITIES
ANDSOCIAL
SCIENCES
TeKuraPfikenga
Tangata

School of Psychology
To Kura Hinengaro Tangata
Private Sag 11222
Palmerston North
New Zealand
T 64 6 350 5799 extn 2040
F 64 6 350 5673
www. massey.ac.nz

8 August 2006
Institute of Psychological Sciences
University of Leeds
Leeds. LS2 9JT
UK

To Whom it May Concern
I confirm that I acted as Peter Branney's host supervisor when he was visited the School of
Psychology, Massey University, Aotearoa/New Zealand, as a doctoral student from 28" June
2004 until 171hSeptember 2004. After reading some work by one of my past doctoral students
(Damien O'Neill) and 1,Peter initially contacted me via email early in 2004 to enquire about the
possibility of coming to Massey as part of his doctoral research and to learn about the Domestic
Violence Interventions and Services Research Programme. I agreed and Peter subsequently
arranged funding for his travel and to support him during his time here.
While here, Peter worked on developing his theoretical approach to an analysis of the key
Aotearoa/New Zealand domestic violence policy, Te Rito. This was primarily done through the
development of a theoretical paper on how to use discourse analysis and psychoanalysis to
read for the construction of subjectivities in texts on domestic violence perpetrator interventions.
Peter presented different versions of this work to Voices Against Violence, a domestic violence
forum (9th September 2004), at a departmental seminar (17 thSeptember 2004), and to the Third
International Interdisciplinary Conference in Sex & Gender, Wroclaw, Poland (23'd-25th
September, 2004), where it is in-press for a book on the conference. Since returning to Leeds,
Peter has worked up a more detailed analpis of Te Rito, which was presented to a seminar
entitled, Semlotics & Violences, at the 2Y International Congress on Law & Mental Health,
Paris, France, and will soon be sent to Sociology, the journal of the British Sociological
Association, for review.

Nevertheless, this work was not Peter's only focus. Peter and I secured ethical approval and
departmental funding (NZ$2787.99) for a number of interviews with key protagonists In
domestic violence policy across Aotearoa/New Zealand. Peter conducted these interviews and
we shall return to them once he has completed his thesis. In addition, Peter contributed to
teaching by marking essays for a level three undergraduate (critical) forensic psychology
course.
Yours faithfully

ManeM
rgan, PhD
Senior Lecturer, Acting Head of School
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6)

Conference Abstract Poland (September, 2004)

Branney, P., Morgan, M., Gough, B., & Madill, A. (2004b, 23rd-25th September).
Readiniz the construction of izendered-subiectivities-inthe politics of domestic violence
intervention: merging the psychoanal3lic and psycho-discursive.The 3rd International
Interdisciplinary Conferenceon Sex & Gender,Wroclaw, Poland. Institutes of Psychology
Centre
The
Eastern-Slavic
University,
Poland;
Wroclaw
Philology
German
of
at
and
Literature at the EuropeanUniversity Viadrina, Frankfurt, Germany;Interdisciplinary Centre
of GenderStudiesat Humbolt University in Berlin, Germany.

Abstract

The construction of the gendered subject can have both positive and negative
implications for political change. For example,if the UK's Labour Governmentare trying to
prevent domestic violence, a genderedand typically masculineactivity, then reconstructing
the violent man as individual, intentional, and authorial directs changeaway from the legal,
socioeconomic,and political structuresunderpinningthat violence. In this paperI consider
the psychoanalytic and psycho-discursiveapproachesto reading genderedsubjectivities to
propose Professor Ian Parker's (1997) combination of the two; critical transformative
psychoanalyticdiscourseanalysis.

xx
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Conference paper in press: Poland (September, 2004)
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READING THE CONSTRUCTIONOF GENDERED SUBJECTIVITIES IN THE
POLITICS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE INTERVENTION: MERGING CRITICAL
DISCOURSEANALYSIS AND PSYCHOANALYSIS
Peter Branney
UniversityofLeeds,England
Sciences,
InstituteofPsychological
Dr. Mandy Morgan
MasseyUniversity,NewZealandlA
Schoolof Psychology,
otearoa
Drs. BrendanGough& Anna Madill
UniversityofLeeds,England
Sciences,
InstituteofPsychological
The construction of the genderedsubject can have both positive and negative
implications for political change. For example,if the UK's Labour Government
domestic
typically
masculine
to
and
trying
a
gendered
violence,
prevent
are
his
to
the
control
violent
as
unable
then
man
violent
reconstructing
activity,
little
leaves
to change.
passions allows the avoidance of responsibility and
Critical discourse analytic and psychoanalyticapproachesto reading gendered
discourse
Critical
both
psychoanalytic
a
man.
assume such
subjectivities
is
(CPDA;
Parker)
suggestedas an alternative and understood as a
analysis
both
benefits
that
the
approacheswhile avoiding a romantic
of
method
merges
subjectat the whim of uncontrollableaggression.

2,
in
domestic
In the developmentof a strategy for safety and justice
violence the British
Labour Governmentrecognisedthat women were most likely to be victims of crime at the
handsof their male partne?. Yet the legislation they proposed,to criminalise the actionsof
the abuser,appearedto be genderblind4. We shall use this paperto ask how we can readsex
to
We
domains.
legal
in
can
read
we
use
methods
ask
what
the
shall
and political
and gender
the
doing
is
hidden.
In
with
subjectivity
primarily
ourselves
concern
so,
we
what, so often,
domestic
for
implications
this
of
a politics
subjectivity
thesemethodsrely upon and the
of
violenceperpetratorintervention.
This subjectivity assumedby these methods is brought to life in Wilde's novel, A
picture ofDorian Gray:
"There are moments,psychologiststell us, when the passionfor sin, or for what the
body,
the
the
dominates
cell
of
that
as
every
of
everyfibre
a nature,
world calls sin, so
brain, seemsto be instinct with fearful impulses. Men and women at such moments
5.
is
lose thefreedom of their will...

' 1997a
2Home Office 2003a; 2003b
3Home Office 2002
4 e.g. Houseof Lords 2003a; 2003b
5 1891,p. 190

As the main character,the sublimely beautiful Dorian Gray, stalks from one of
Victorian London's opium densto the next, he is followed. It is here, in the dark streets,that
Wilde peddlesa psychologicalknowledge(psychologiststell us) to talk of sin (thepassionfor
brain).
Like
body,
Heloise and
fibre
body
(every
the
the
the
cell
of
as every
sin) and
of
Abelard, Tristan and Isolde, and Romeo and Juliet, that body is undeniably romantic. It is at
6.
however,
is
Sin,
be
love
the mercy of its own passions, they
not immutable.
or aggression
It is not a dictate from God but somethingcalled forth by the peoplethat refer to it (what the
immorality:
Wilde
and
conjuresup a picture of morality
world calls sin).
"... Men and women at such momentslose thefreedom of their will. Theymoveto
their terrible end as automatonsmove. Choice is takenfrom them, and conscienceis
fascination,
lives
but
its
killed,
lives
if
it
to
give
rebellion
and
at all,
either
or,
disobedienceits charm. For all sins, as theologiansweary notof reminding us, are
fellfrom
heaven,
high
When
that
that
star
of
evil,
morning
spirit,
sins ofdisobedience.
it was as a rebel that he

0.

As we follow Dorian, he too is followed. A sceneof trepidationis set, for we are left
to expectthat the sailor in pursuit of Dorian, our PrinceCharming,is set to kill. This violence
is to be retribution, as the death of the sailor's sister sits at Dorian's door. Romantic
from
is'split
irrational
in
be
the core rational
the
subjectivity can
understoodas one which
decision maker. The suggestionis that the sailor, while able to control himself and make
choices about how to act (freedomof will), is here no longer in control (choice is takenfrom
[him]). Aggressionmay, or may not, be considereda reasonableresponseto the murder of
the sailor's sister,but it is a passionthat the sailor is presentedasunableto control and in that
into
divides
it
is
irrational.
interpretation,
the chooser
In
this
subjectivity
sense
romanticism
and the passion(the controlling Other), where, for example,aggressionis both a part of the
person (it is their anger- they are angry) and separatefrom them (they cannot control it - it
controls them).
We shall come to the implications of romantic subjectivity for a politics of DVPI
below, but this paper argues that two specific methods for considering DVPI actually assume
such a subjectivity.

The first method, which we shall refer to as both critical discourse

analysis (CDA) and a reading of subjectivity, has allowed awareness of the construction of
subjectivity within language - not just romantic subjectivity, but any others that may be
6Abelardet al. 2003;Bedier& Belloc1913;Shakespeare
1980

7 1891,p. 190

2

(re)constructedin practicesof DVPI. CDA is therefore a reading of subjectivity. Gough8
distinguishes between two schools of discourse analysis; Discursive Psychology (DP)9 is
cognitive psychology that "relocates
from
(or
the
within
and
memory
person
such
as
emotion
psychological/cognitive concepts
largely

concerned with

a reworking

of

is
informed
by
hand,
Marxist,
CDA11,
language"10;
the
to
the
other
poston
mind)
realm of
Where
Foucauldian
theory.
feminist
the romantic
through
social
structuralist,and or
positions
subject is read in DVPI the approachused may be understoodas coming from the latter
school, as a form of feminist CDA that questionsthe subjectivitiesreconstructedin practices
of intervening with the perpetratorsof domesticviolence. As a reading of subjectivity, CDA
is also a questioning of the subjectivity. In doing so, theorists are often transforming
distinction
between
into
discourses,
the
and
aggression,
particularly
psychological constructs
the two schoolsof discourseanalytic methodscan break down. However, in consideringthe
discursive
in
DVPI
in
CDA
the
and
methods
research,
use of
scrutiny of romantic subjectivity
it
has,
that
assumedand constructed the very
and
can,
more generally, we shall argue
romanticismit critiques.
The secondmethod is in part a responseto the problemswith the first method; the
both
This
discourse
method,
which
we
call
analytic
methods.
assumed subjectivity of
psychoanalysisand theorising the subject, is an attempt to not only read subjectivity, but to
deliberately theorise, to make possible, alternative (psychodynamic) subject positions 12
.
While CDA made it possible to read romantic subjectivity, psychoanalysis provides the
hasbeen
for
Kleinian
theory
turned
to
to
theorise
psychoanalytic
opportunity
a substitution.
13
We consider how this is done and,
in
DVPI
this very task with more recent work using it
.
again, argue that it has, like CDA, assumed a romanticism of subjectivity.

As the British Governmentcomes to a decision on DVPI - about how to change
in
do
they
the
theorising
what
allows us to
subjectivity
practices nationwide - reading and
question their policies and to do so in such a way that makes possible alternative
into
has
DVPI
CDA
In
that
assumeda
research
and psychoanalytic
subjectivities.
arguing
romantic subjectivity, we want to suggestan alternativethat may avoid this problem while

8 2004
9 seeEdwards1997;Edwards& Potter 1992
0 Gough*2004,p. 2
1seeBurman 1990;Parker 1992a
12seeHenriques'etal. 1984; 1998;Hollway 1989
13Gadd2000a; 2000b; 2002

3

drawing on their strengths. We shall draw on methodologyoffered by Parker14and, here,
discourse
CDA
critical
psychoanalytic
analysis
portray a combination of
and psychoanalysis:
(CPDA). Consequently,the romantic subject will be outlined in CDA and psychoanalytic
researchbefore providing an initial CPDA as an example.
Critical DiscourseAnalysis -Reading Subjectivity
The critical discourseanalytic approachexplorescultural representationsand how
thesecometo constitutesubjectivity's. It is throughregularitiesin 'tissuesof meaning" that
17
known
discourses,
These
as
are often
regularities,
objectsand subjectsare constructed .
'ways of talking'. In the 'discoursesof violence' approach,Hearnimaginesa subjectthat is
Doing
talking".
by
so enablesus to read
of
constituted self-interested,recurrentpatterns
thesepatterns,or subjectpositions,and questionhow they excuse,rationalise,and neutralise
behaviour.
is
it
Indeed,
this very
hegemony
through
and
violent
a man's abusive
patriarchical
Off
is
British
Home
If
the
ice
that
questioning
makesreadingsubjectivity so useful.
domestic
in
violence, then the very
the
to
of
preventing
attempting changepractices
name
subjectpositionsthesepracticessubstantiateinvites consideration.
In Manawatu,New Zealand,a 'stopping violence' programmeis run by the New
ZealandMen for Non-ViolenceNetwork (NZ-MFNV) undera legal,judicial, and political
frameworkthat the British Governmentappearsto be mirroring with the DomesticViolence,
Crime andVictims Bill'9. While the NZ-MFNV was establishedin 199120,programme
Violence
Act.
Meeting
Domestic
1995
in
New
Zealand
the
requirementsare now setout
theserequirementsis the only way a programmecanbe approved,and subsequentlyfunded,
to provide servicesfor the courts. O'Neill andMorgan usedparticipantobservationwith a
critical discourseanalysisto ask what subjectpositionsthe Manawatuprogrammemade
21
been
had
Clients
court orderedto attend
available .
were,predominantly,abusivemen who
but alsoincluded othersthat had beengiven one last chanceby their partner. In their analysis
O'Neil
Morgan
facilitators
the
talk
specific
practices,
and
the
as
as
well
of
of
and clients,
paid
different
to the romantic
that
tension,
so
was
not
showeda subjectivity, romantic-expressive
14What Parkercalls 'Critical TransfonnativePsychoanalyticDisourseAnalysis' ( 1997a;seealso 1997b; 2002;
2005)
'5 Roper & Tosh 1991
16Parker 1992b

17Willot & Griffin 1997
18 1996; 1997; 1998
19Houseof Lords 2003a; 2003b
20ONeill & Morgan 2901
21ibid; seealsoMorgan & ONeill 2001

22
Wilde
to
one which
refers . Tensionrating is one of the reportedpracticesand can be seenin
the American film, Unforgivable23 that showsa violent man who is given the choiceof
criminal chargesor successfulcompletionof a self-helpantiviolencegroup intervention. The
task requirestalk of aggressionas a tensionthe clients experiencein degrees- somethingthat
can thereforebe recognisedandrated. In Unforgivable,this is doneby a group of men anda
psychiatrist. They start with physical symptoms;nausea(rated 1), tight chest(2), and
trembling (3) as signsof their aggressivetensions. They then move to behaviours;yelling (4),
insults (5), and throwing (6), then cognitions;confusion(7), and visualising attack (8), before
screaming(9), andphysical assault(10). 'This task requiredclients to repeatedlytalk of
themselvesas at the whim of a violent inner tension. If they are arguing and they feel
nauseousit is this tension. If they are shouting,it is this tension. If they assaulttheir partner,
it is this tension. The higher the tensionrating the strongerthe control it has over them.'
Indeed,when it reaches10 they have lost all control to it. They can removethemselvesfrom
the argumentbut can only wait for the tensionto subside. It is beyondtheir control. While
the New Zealand'antiviolenceprogramme'reconstructedmultiple discourses(including
liberal humanistinstrumental,structuralistsocial systems,and leaming discourse24),this is a
specific examplethat allows the perpetratorto avoid responsibilityfor his actionsandwe may
be critical of any governmentpolicy that would requirethis to be exercisednationwide.
Discourseanalysisis itself a practicethat constructs,and relies upon, a particular
subjectposition: the blank subjece5.That is, everythingthat can be said about a personis a
discourseconstructingthat very person. As a methodthat continually questionsthe
constructionof subjectivity, discourseanalysisassumesa blank subjectivity andthat
subjectivity defiesdefinition. Discourseand subjectivity are split.
The difficulty with blank subjectivity is that it canso easily be filled in:
"[Tjhe paradox of such a position is that by offering no theorization of the speaking
26
leftfor
".
the audience to assumeone
subject a space is

Whateverbecomessubjectivity, whatevermeaningwe invest it with, will be takenas
the real subjectwhich is not accessiblefor discourseanalysis. In somediscursivemethods

22ONeill calls this romantic expressivetension;see 1998
23Campbell1996
24ONeill 1998
25Parker 1997a; 2002
26Madill & Doherty 1994, 270
p.

this is the "strategically motivatedlanguageuser"27 Whateverdiscoursea man may draw
.
uponto justify his violence are opento question,but that he is an agentthat can choose,even
if unconsciously,betweendiscoursesis alreadyassumed.
Underlying blank subjectivity and discourseis a romanticisedsubjectivity that means
any discursiveDVPI, suchas 'antiviolenceprogrammes',is trying to changesomething
within the individual that they, the individualsthemselves,cannotcontrol. The construction
of a personis split betweenthe core element,blank subjectivity, and somethingperipheral
that exertsinfluence, discourse. The power of discourseis to constructand while we can
challengethat, it cannotbe simply mobilisedby that which it constructs.That is, subjectivity
cannotconstructitself into being: it cannotdecidewhat it wantsto be and thenjust talk itself
into being that way. More specifically, whateversubjectivity 'wants to be' is already
constructedin discourse. If we recognisethat a discourseof romantic inner tensioncan
preventany changesto power relationships,we cannotjust ignore it. As a discourseit is
lived, andpersuadingmen to talk differently aboutviolence may do little to changetheir
embodimentof those discourses.
"[Sjome men, including practitioners and clients on antiviolence programs, learn to
talk the talk without walking the walk. If anxieties are embodied, then masculinity
cannot be readily socially constructed away, even if the necessary material resources
andpolitical will are in place "28.

While discourseuse might changethroughouta DVPI it may still fail to changethe
embodimentof discourse. However,failure to changebehaviourmay also meandiscourse
remainsimpervious. Indeed,behaviouris one of the many tissuesof meaningthat are
discourse.Men may cometo talk differently in a group intervention.' Yet, if they areleft to
still feel an aggressiveinner tensionassomethingintimately real nothing much haschanged.
The critical discourseanalytic approachallows us to be awareand critical of a romantic
discourse,but the very subjectivity it implicitly relies on soundsitself suspiciouslyromantic.
1.1 Psychoanalysis- TheorisingSubjectivity
A psychoanalyticapproachallows for the assumptionof a multifacetedpsychosocial
subjectivity. Layers of consciousnes's
are conceptualisedas driven by psychic forces and
defencemechanisms. The forces and defencesare social and the psychethey are driving is
27Madill & Doherty 1994,p. 261
28Gadd2003,p. 351

consideredpsychological: hence, psychosocial. Melanie Klein suggeststhe avoidanceof
anxiety as the driving force with splitting and projection as two of many defencesto protect
29

against undue anxiety . While the individual psyche may respondto and defend against
anxiety, the meaning that anxiety provides is constructed by society. Yet it is through
responding to anxiety that they, the individual pscyhes, are constructed. Anxiety and
defencesmay be considered discoursesand the psyche is "always-already more than a
00.
is,
for
That
the
the psycheis more
physical container
mind
or
self
somethingelse called
thanjust an individual containerfor psychodynamics.It comeswith a particular structurefor
handling discourses- even if that structuremay change. The psychoanalyticpsychecan then
be locatedwithin discoursesof, for example,violence and gender,such as that of romanticis
it
discourses
is
It
that
the
tension.
through
these
psyche
constructed
and
comes
expressive
to thesediscoursesalready inscribedwith meaning. The interactionbetweenthe two is such
that the boundaries between individual and the social break down. * This allows the
questioningof the investmentof subjectivity in social practices. Ratherthanjust questioning
is
for
that
the
theorisation
this
a
subjectivity
of
written into,
social practices,
method allows
that comesto, these practices. We can make assumptionsabout the people that are to be
subject to these DVPIs. As domesticviolence policies legislate for changeacrossBritain,
psychoanalysiscan be usedto considerthe subjectivitiesthat will be constructingthemselves
throughthesechanges.
In Keele, England, a counselling service runs group sessionssimilar to the New
Attendance is
Zealand Manawatu Men Against Violence programme (NZ-MMAV).
voluntary, although legislative changesare likely to allow courts in England and Wales to
mandateand fund attendance.In the utilisation of a psychoanalyticapproach,Gadd usedthe
free associationnarrative interview method31. This is a casestudy methodthat aims to elicit
a participant's life story around particular questions. Using men attending counselling for
domesticviolence, Gadd assumeda defendedpsychosocialsubject. The questionsused by
Gaddin the interviews askedfor storiesaroundthe impact of violence and sexualviolence on
the clients lives as well as how they cameto the 'antiviolence programme'. Analysis focused
on anxiety provoking eventsand experiences. One case study is about a 26-year-oldwhite
male called Gary who, at the time of the interviews, was living alone. Gary reportedthat he
cameto the programme becauseof his violence to his previous girlfriend, Rebecca. Gadd
29seealso Hollway & Jefferson2000, p. 19; 1988a,Klein 1988b
30Henriqueset al. 1998,p. xvi
31FANI; 2000a
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presentsus with an excerpt from the interview when Gary talks of trying to calm Rebecca
who was in a "right panic"32. However,Gary finds that Rebeccaexperiencesthis, not as him
being helpful, but as bullying.

Positing Gary as a defended subject helps locate his

experiencesas a violent man within discourses. In the analysis,Gadd theorisesthe anxiety
Gary seesin Rebeccato be actuallyGary's own anxiety:
"[Transcript of Gary speaking.] Every week she [Rebecca] would get in a right panic.
Really panicking and running about like mad. Saying, V'm not going to get everything
done. I'm not going to be ready in time.
panicking, and panicking.

So I was trying to help her.. She (was)just

I said, 'Look. Just calm down. I can't like.

We're not

down...
And
don't
I
if
think
to
she'd
was
calm
sorted
out
you
going
get anything
having a go at her [.. ] Idjust
out' ,33

need her to calm down so that we could sort everything

Within hegemonicdiscoursesaboutwhat it is to be a man,Gary feels that he is failing
to help Rebecca. Failing to achievethis masculinity is anxiety causing. In an attempt to
from
himself
it
it
is
Gary
Gadd
this
that
and
splitting
off
projecting
avoid
anxiety,
proposed
onto Rebecca:
"Denied the largely JuYlIlled expectation among white, middle-class, able-bodied
heterosexualmen to be listenedto (an expectationthat might'haveseemedall the more
his
feeling
loneliness),
intense
Gary's
of
and
rudimentary given
unemployedstatus
Gary's feelings of being misrepresentedbecomeincreasinglypersecutory Gary was
...
Gary
Rebecca.
Although
his
onto
splitting off and projecting
persecutory anxieties
claimed Rebeccafelt criticized, it was he who was afraid that she might think he was
doing her down. The momentGary lost his temper he concededinability to contain
his (already acute) anxiousconfusion" 34
Anxiety is both inside and outside. It is inside Gary, part of his psychology, and
outside of him, constructed socially. However, the anxiety inside is the anxiety outside: 'they
are not different. That is, the anxiety Gary experiences is the anxiety (re)constructed around
him. Like a visual illusion, when we look at this case study we can either see an individual,
Gary, peering through or, with a mere blink, the mass accumulation of voices (re)creating
32ibid,p. 435

33ibid. Brackets
brackets
insertion
interview
Gadd's
during
transcription
square
are additionsfrom the
and
show
authorsof this paper.
34Gadd2000b,p. 439-440
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discourse. It become'sincreasinglydifficult to locate a particular individual or a discourse
as
the boundariesbetweenpsycheand socialare brokendown.
While the psychoanalyticapproachplacesthe individual firmly within the social, it is
difficult to seehow this can preventitself from collapsinginto romanticism.
"Psychoanalytic discourse offers us an individualizing perspective on processes and
dynamics. Our reflection is turned inside and backwards[ I Notice the dualisms that
...
endow the explanation with meaning: rationalfirrational, consciouslunconscious,
!,35

contextuallindividual-personal.

Indeed, it calls upon us to individualise discourse:to place discoursewithin someone.
Before it allows us to break the distinction betweenpsyche and social, it first requires us to
assume there is an individual separatefrom discourse. The psyche is the core of the
subjectivity. The defencemechanisms,drives, or discoursesare both inside and outsidethis
subjectivity. Nevertheless,the psyche is split from them, affected by but unable to effect
defencesor drives. Gary may have beenplaced within discoursesof what it meansto be a
man but we are askedto seehim as, unconsciously,the author of his anxiety and defences.
Yet he comestous mystified, the author of somethinghe cannotcontrol. His body is at the
whim of his own anxiety and the defencesthat are calledupon to defendagainstit.
In dissolving the romantic dualism it is this very subjectivity that is assumed.
Psychoanalysisassumes.
a distinction betweenpsycheand social then puts the social into the
psychein such a way as to attemptto break down the dualism- to theorisea subjectivity that
is intimately social. This constructssubjectivity as the site of change,but doesnot allow a
subjectivity that can be responsiblefor change. It puts into the psyche what can only be
changedsocially.
Critical PsychoanalyticDiscourseAnalysis
Parker focuseson the discursive constructionof psychoanalyticsubjectivity and we
suggestthis is an approachthat can be use to read the constructionof genderedsubjectivities
in domestic violence policy. In this paper we want to propose that this method can be
understoodas a merging of CDA and psychoanalysis:hence,CPDA. The scepticismof any
truth outside languagein CDA is retained. Specifically, the assumptionof what is the core
person in romantic subjectivity is to be avoided; in CDA the blank subject and in
35Soendergaard
2002,p. 448
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psychoanalysisthe psyche. The use of thesemethodsin CPDA is where they convergeon
what is outsideof the person's control; on discourse,psychic forces,and defences.The aim is
to do so without recourseto individualisation. Psychoanalysisbrings with it a dynamic and
complex subjectivity that can be read in the social, but this is to be done without any attempt
to locatean author. The difficulty with romanticismis that it has allowed an Otheringof what
has beenthe analytic focus of CDA andpsychoanalyticDVPI research.That is, discourseand
psychodynamicsare located outside of the individual's control, as Other: they control and
construct the individual but the individual is little able to turn about the power of influence
and regain control for themselves. Indeed, the researchcan question policy but the very
questioning,be it CDA or psychoanalytic,imaginesa subject that cannot be responsiblefor
change.
CPDA is opento the criticisms of antiliumanismin post-structuralist,language-centred
36
led
for
DVPI
theoriesthat partly
to the use of psychoanalysis
research . The turn away from
the core romantic subjectivity could even be considered to be sidestepping the issues
surroundingsubjectivity:
"I do think that discourse analysts within psychology need to do more to examine
subjectivity- why individuals take on certain positions and reject others and why the
37
discourses
);
appealofparticular narratives or
persistsfor a givenperson .
However,the assumptionsbehind suchhumanismseemno lessromanticthanhasbeen
outlined for CDA and psychoanalysis.As legislation and policy leadsto changesin practices
acrossBritain, assuminga romantic subjectivity is only going to provide a questioningthat
gives us an abuserwho is author of his actionsbut unable to do anything about them. The
choice of CPDA is to be neither humanistnor antihumanist. This concernis secondaryto the
developmentof a politics of DVPI researchthat enablesa methodologyof change.
While the UK has beenconsideringa domesticviolence strategyfor the last coupleof
years,New Zealandhasbeen able to rely on the 1995DomesticViolence Act (DVA). Many
working in the field of domestic violence consider this a groundbreaking piece of
legislation38 but a backlashhas occurred. Fathers' Rights groups concernsabout the 1995
,
39"0. The centralissue
DVA are manifold and our aim is not to detail them comprehensively
36seeHenriques,Hollway, Urwin, Venn, & Walkerdine 1984; 1998
37Gough2004, 20
p.
38see,for example,Hann 2004
39This hasalreadybeendonein Australia, but
not in New Zealand;seeKaye & Tolmie 1998a; 1998b; 1998c.
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they presentis the maintenanceof their rights as a father. This is specifically, their right to
have accessto their children and the responsibility of the courts and their ex-partnersto
be
biased
However,
to
they
the
this
againstthem and their excourts
uphold
consider
right.
discussion
be
liars.
They
to
of whetheran abusive
evadea moral-political
partners
vindictive
father should be allowed accessto (his) child/ren. That is, Fathers' Rights groupsdisregard
the right to safety of, not just their child/ren but, also their (ex-)partnerý'. They do not
discusswhy they chose a vindictive liar to be their partner and mother of their children, nor
why they would want to continueto shareparenting,as somedo, with sucha woman. While
policy makers may be proud of the 1995 DVA, Fathers' Rights groups would contest its
usefulness. It is at this intersectionthat we shall engageboth, the DVA and Fathers'Rights
groups,with CPDA.
Two texts show the constructionof a psychodynamicconstruct,anxiety,aroundDVPI.
There is the first author's own narrative (shown in the next paragraph)of events in New
Zealandwhile a visiting doctoral studentat MasseyUniversity, PalmerstonNorth, from June
to September2004. The secondis an article presentedby Family Court JudgeJanDoogueat
42

the 2004 annualChild and Youth Law conferencein Auckland
August 2004 saw a mqrr-b in Wellingt(mN

Rights backlash. The march was specifically against a proposed Civil Union Bill. The
organisers,Destiny Church, are a right wing Christian group that hold the family as sacred.
As such,this march was also a backlashagainstthe power of a court to preventan abusive
father from accessinghis child/ren. There, men marched in rows, all with black t-shirts
front
IS
ENOUGHV,
the
'ENOUGH
those
shouting abuseat the counter
at
exclaiming
with
large
Images
Georgina
Beyer.
the
MP,
the
transgender
news
showed
on
groupsof
protestand
deeply angry and aggressivemen. Up to andafter the march,Destiny Churchandtheir talk of
the failure of the governmentto uphold the place of the family seemed,to the first author,to
it
Many
from
to
turned
the
conversations
as a topic.
receive much attention
news media.
However,theseconversationswere usedto dismissDestiny Church.

40StuartBirk is a senior lecturer in economicsat MasseyUniversity, New Zealand,a vocal proponentof
Fathers'Rights groupsand his website is most informative (http://www. massey.ac.nzl-kbirks/).
Prior to the 1995DVA, Alan Bristol was given custodyof his three children eventhoughhe hadbeenabusive
to his wife, ChristineBristol (further detailscanbe found in Busch& Robertson1994). It was establishedthat,
after a campgainof sustainedviolence to his wife, on 51hFebruary 1994,Alan killed himself andall threeof his
(Davison 1994).
children
42
seeDoogue2004
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The marchwas one of the most visual instancesof the backlash,but prior to this it had
already entered into the talk of a female Family Court Judge. Doogue talks of rights as
somethingthat can be weighed againsteachother. However, this is donewithout mentionof
how they would weigh in comparisonto eachother:
"Considerablereliance has beenplaced on "SupervisedAccess" as being a panacea
to balancing a child's rights to be safe and a non-custodial'sparent's right to access.
This sometimesresults in either inappropriate outcomesfor children or unacceptable
disenfranchisementfor parents [ j detrimentally affecting some children's
...
43
"
relationshipswith their non-custodialparent .
We arguethat the psychodynamicof anxiety is being discursively constructedbut do
not attemptto find an individual to placeit within. The march and its violence are an outward
display of aggressionand of an anxiety about something. That the first author found
conversationsturn to Destiny Church only to dismissit suggestsan anxiety that is difficult to
tackle consciously. Destiny Church was frequently dismissedbut the suggestionis that they
neededto do, to talk about and reject, this becauseit is associatedwith somethingthat made
them anxious. However, they only talked about this - about Destiny Church, about the
anxiety - to say how unimportant it was. As soon as the anxiety becameconscious,through
talk, it was immediately dismissed. The judge's talk showsjust what this anxiety is about.
Doogue talks of a difficult balancingact but not of how it should be done. Alarmingly, she
suggeststhat this will lead to disenfranchisement.However, Dooguedoesnot specifywhen only ýometimes- leaving the anxiety generalisedand unpredictable. That is, it is an anxiety
about family - about the dual role of the family-held-sacredand the family-as-abuser.The
marcherswent to Parliamentlike children protestingto their parents. JudgeDooguetalks like
a parent worriedly passingjudgement on her children - worried that she may be damaging
them.
This is an initial and tentativeanalysisto demonstratethe possibilities of CPDA. This
is not by locating anxiety, or any other psychodynamics,within an individual. Two very
different texts where used here to show that this is not a straightforward psychoanalytic
interpretation. No one is author of the anxiety, not even the texts. Like a discourse,the
psychodynamicsare considered as sociocultural resources. The implication is that in
developinga methodologyfor DVPI researchCPDA will help explore this anxiety aboutthe
43 2004, p. I
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family. This could be done by both exploring discoursearoundthe family as well as a more
detailed exploration of the discursive construction of psychodynamicsin these, and other
DVPI, texts. The hope is that any such analysis will avoid the dualism in romantic
subjectivity.
Conclusion
Wilde's now classic works, in talking about a romantic subjectivity, are a readingof
sex and genderin Wilde's own times. This paperhasconsideredthree contemporarymethods
for reading sexand genderin legal andpolitical contexts. In particular, it hasarguedthat both
the critical discourseanalytic and psychoanalyticapproachesassumea romantic subjectivity,
where a core elementof the person is under the control of anotherpart of themselves.For a
leave
intervention,
domestic
this
would
us challengingthat
of
politics
violence perpetrator
which is not only assumedbut essential:it leavesus challengingmen who beg to be excused
responsibility for their violence while underpinning that challenge on romanticism. CDA
does enable criticism of discourse and psychoanalysis makes possible alternative
subjectivities. CPDA is offered as a third, alternative, method that should allow for the
benefits of both the CDA and psychoanalytic approacheswhile moving beyond the
assumptionof a romantic subject: where there is a core personwho is under the control, but
cannot control, anotherpart of themselves. Changesto legislation and practicethat are to be
brought aboutby the currentBritish Labour Governmentinvite questioningand CPDA canbe
used to raise questions,such as the about the role family is given within DVPI, that might
otherwisebe overlooked.
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Abstract

'Changing the Subject' (Henriques,Hollway, Urwin, Venn, & Walkerdine,1984)
first
for
The
this
turning
two
was a critiqueof the
paper.
offered
main
points relevant
assumptionsin psychologyaroundthe understandingof what it is to be a person:that
is, subjectivity. In particular, they looked at what this assumedsubjectivity implied,
for example, in combating racism. The second presented a critically reworked
psychoanalyticapproachfor theorising an alternativesubjectivity. This paperargues
that we need to continue to ask how subjectivity is reconstructed,especiallyin
institutions that govern responsesto men's violences. Aotearoa/New Zealandhas
for
intervening
Act,
Violence
legislation,
Domestic
1995
the
with male
specific
perpetrators of violence against women. More recently, the Aotearoa/New Zealand
Labour Government has used a collaborative approach with a number of non-
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government organisations to develop a national strategy for tackling what they call

family violence. This is somethingthat will changepracticesacrossthe country andas
it
in
the
this
the
will
and
practices
put
place invite
policy
such
subjectivities
discursive
This
a
critical
psychoanalytic
approachto
outline
papershall
consideration.
in
Aotearoa/New
Zealand
the
the
subjectivities
of
policy, 'Te
reading
construction
Rito: New Zealand Family Violence Prevention Strategy' (2002). This is a method,

taken from Parker (1997), that is understoodhere as a merging of critical discourse
analysis' scepticism of any truth outside language and psychoanalysis' ability to
theorisea multifacetedpsychosocialsubjectivity. The analysispresentedwill focuson
the psychodynarnics(re)constructedbetweenthe author and the policy text. This will
be turned to the questions it raises about the domestic violence perpetrator
interventions the Aotearoa/New Zealand Govenu-nent intends to implement
nationwide.
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DECONSTRUCTING UK DOMESTIC VIOLENCE POLICY: A PSYCHODISCURSIVE ANALYSIS OF SAFETY & JUSTICE

Introduction
This paperprovidesan analysisof theway in which domesticviolenceis
document
Safety
Justice
UK
key,
the
and
policy
contemporary
constructedwithin
(S&I; HomeOfflce, 2003). Interrogatingtheconstructionof domesticviolence
in
implications
for
S&J
has
is
important
document
the
way
which
this
as
within
Our
domestic
treated.
analysiswill also
are
of
violence
and
victims
perpetrators
demonstrate
the utility of a methodcombiningdiscursiveandpsychoanalytictheory
(Billig, 1999;Parker,1997a);a subjectof debatewithin UK socialpsychologyin
recentyears(Billig, 2002a;2002b;Frosh,2002;Frosh& Emerson,2005;Frosh,
Phoenix,& Pattman,2003;Gough,2004;Hollway, 1989;Hollway & Jefferson,
2005a;2005b;Henriques,Hollway, Urwin, Venn,& Walkerdine,1998;Spears,2005;
Wetherell,2003;2005).
domestic
(2003
SafetyandJustice:the Government's
a)
violence
on
proposals
is a key policy for the UK LabourGovernment.Sinceits publicationby the Home
Office,S&J hasinfluencedthe developmentof theDomesticViolence,Crimeand
Victims Act (2004),catalysedthe appointmentof a NationalDomesticViolenceCoordinatorin the Departmentof Health(DoH) andthe inclusionof the Integrated
DomesticAbuseProgramme(IDAP; Pence& Payrnar,1993)asan antiviolence
interventionin ProbationServices(TheCorrectionalServicesAccreditationPanel,
2004). The UK accededto the UN Conventionfor the Eliminationof all formsof
DiscriminationAgainstWomen(CEDAW) in 1986(Office of the High

Commissionerfor HumanRights,2004)and,in their fifth reportto the UN on their
actionsto implementCEDAW, S&I is documented
asa strategyto help reduce
discriminationagainstwomen. On a local level,thedevelopmentof initiativessuch
asthe HarrogateandDistrict DomesticAbuseForum,in Yorkshire,UK, havebeen
basedon S&J policy co-ordinatingwork acrossthedistrictto reducedomestic
trainingdaysfor front line
violence. This hasresultedin, for example,awareness
workers,suchasmidwivesandpoliceofficers,anda panelto improvecommunication
betweenagenciesfor high risk cases.S&J is a materiallyeffectivepolicy, changing
practicesacrossthe UK, linked to civil rights initiativesacrossthe globe. This
influencemakesit importantto understandthe way in which domesticviolenceis
presentedwithin S&J.
Subjectivity & Domestic Violence
The importance of considering the construction of domestic violence in policy
has been recognisedin an extensive researchprogrammein Aotearoa/New Zealand
(A/NZ). The Domestic Holence Interventions and ServicesResearch Programme
(Morgan, 2005) has taken the introduction of the A/NZ Domestic Violence Act
(DVA; 1995) as a starting point for psychosocialresearchover the last decade.
Primarily utilising interviews, this has focused on the prbVidersand users of the
services influenced by the DVA (1995). DVISRP has included attendeesat men-fornon-violence programmes (Morgan & O'Neill, 2001), the facilitators running the
programmes(ibid), as well as women with a partner attending such programmes
(Towsey, 1996), lawyers and their female clients (Pond, 2003), general practitioners
(Aldridge, 2000), and police officers (Oliver, 200 1; Pinkus, 1996) with plans
underway to interview judges.
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It is in the contradictionbetweentwo maindiscoursesfound in the A/NZ
DomesticViolenceInterventionsandServicesResearchProgrammethat we seethe
importanceof subjectivityfor domesticviolencepolicy. First, domesticviolenceis
constructedas a rationalact committedby an offenderwith the intention,consciousor
not of controlling their victim. Termedthe instrumentalpowerdiscourse(ONeill,
1998),this placesthe responsibilityfor violencewithin the individual abuser.Second,
thereis the discourseof expressivetension(ibid) wheredomesticviolenceis
by the offender. Consequently,
the
constructedasthe enactmentof angerexperienced
to bebeyondtheir control,allowingthem
abuser'soutwardaggressionis considered
to elideresponsibility. The implicationis that socialpolicy caneitherchangean
abuseror hold themresponsible,but not both. Thesubjectof instrumentalpowerhas
autonomyto be violent that is beyondthecontrolof policy. In the expressivetension
discourse,the individual is subjectto the structureof society,etc.,which areopento
changethroughpolicy. For example,pro-arrestpoliciesfor incidentsof domestic
violencemay help createa societyin which victimsarenot isolatedbut instead
the expressivesupportedby the criminal-justicesystem.Consequently,
it
is
to bea person
to
theorising
tensiorLrinstrumental-powcr
what
problematicattends
in society.
A critique of the ANZ DVA would point out that it attempts to
simultaneously construct the perpetratoras active and passive, blameworthy and
innocent. This resonateswith debatesin social psychology around understandingsof
subjectivity (e.g. Henriques et al., 1998;Hollway, 1989). More specifically, agency
in subjectivity has been taken up with discussionof psychosocial methods and the
appropriatenessof including psychoanalytictheory. In an outline of the principles of
the Centre for Psychosocial Studies(CPS), Birbeck College, Frosh (2003) stressesthe

importanceof attemptingto theorisethehumansubjectas a socialentity. Hence,
'psychosocial'combinesboththe individualsubjectandthe socialin oneterm,
attemptingto theorisethe individualandsocietyas a "seamlessentity... intimately
connectedor possiblyeventhe samething" (ibid., p. 1547). While Froshpropounds
methodologicalpluralismasa principleof theCPS,a small body of work hasfocused
on whetheror not psychoanalysis
enablesthetheorisationof a psychosocial
subjectivity(Billig, 2002a;2002b;Frosh,2002;Froshet al., 2003;Froshet al., 2005;
Gough,2004;Hollway & Jefferson.,2005a;2005b;Spears,2005;Wetherell,2003;
2005).
PsychosocialMethods
The debateon includingpsychoanalysis
asa psychosocialmethodtypically
startswith discourseanalysisasmethodological
andtheoreticalbase.Broadly,within
psychologythereare two differentschoolsof discourseanalysisandit is the
limitationsof eachthat suggestthe additionof psychoanalytictheory. First,thereis a
focuson symbolicresources(Parker,1992),which aretissuesof meaning,the
that is, bodiesof practices,institutions,
regularitiesof which areknownasdiscourses:
agents,conversations,
etc.,unitedby a commonalityrunningthroughthem. A subject
is understoodto be constructedin andthroughsuchsymbolicresources.However,
this fails to explainhow discourses
arebroughttogethdrto constructany single,
individual. Indeed,the focuson symbolicresourcesimplies subjectivityis a blank
spaceto be filled by discourses(Parker,1997a).Anotherapproachto discourse
analysisfocuseson symbolicpractices(Potter& Wetherell,1987);how an individual,
to constructparticular,often contradictory,
or group,makesuseof symbolicresources
subjectpositions. Here,a subjectconstructsthemselveswith differentsymbolic
practices,implying a strategicallymotivatedlanguageuser(Madill & Doherty,1994).
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Hence,the blank subjectis replacedby anuncomplicatedsubjectivity(Parker,1997a)
that fails to explaina subject'smotivationto presenthim/herselfin particularways.
Wetherell(1998)doessuggestthat thesetwo approaches
to discourseanalysiscanbe
combinedand hasattemptedto theorisea reflexiveactor(Wetherell,2005);a
contradictory,fragmentarysubjectivitythat is both constructedby, andconstructs
itself through,discourse.Nevertheless,
this still fails to accountfor individual
investmentin particularsubjectpositions(Hollway & Jefferson,2005b). An
to discourseanalysisis that subjectivity
additionalproblemwithin bothapproaches
may not be limited to what is narratable.Specifically,Frosh(1999;2001)is at pains
beyondwhatis saidor written andthat discourse
to arguethat thereareexperiences
analysislacksa frameworkto theorisethem.
Psychoanalysis
may be a usefuladditionto discourseanalysisthat may
providea theory of the speakingsubject;connectingindividualandsocialto explain
investmentin, andexperiencebeyond,discourse.The freeassociationnarrative
interviewmethod(Hollway & Jefferson,2000)is a prominentexamplein which
discourseanalysisandKleinian psychoanalysis
arecombined.Gadd(2000;2002)has
utilisedthis methodto exploremen'sinvolvement(asclientsor therapists)in anantiviolenceprogrammein the UK. In anexampleGaddgives,Garytalks abouthow his
partner,Rebecca,would get in a'Panicwhenhermumwascomingto visit. Gary
explainedthat Rebeccareceivedhis help(telling herto calmdown)ashim "havinga
go at her" (2000,p. 435). GaddusesKleiniantheoryto suggestthat Garyis splitting
off andprojectingontoRebeccahis anxietiesaboutfailing to fulfil patriarchical
expectationsfor a white, heterosexual
maleto be in control. Anxiety is theorisedas
the key psychosocialdynamicthat is unspokenandexperiencedindividuallybut

understandable
only with referenceto, in this case,patriarchyasa socialsystemthat
could explainwhy Garywouldbeanxiousaboutlosingcontrol.
A problemwith thewaythatpsychoanalyticanddiscursivetheoryhasbeen
combinedis that it hasbeendonein a way that not only recoversbut privilegesthe
psychologicaldimension.First the researchmaterialsused(largelyinterviews)leave
openthe possibilityof theanalysisbeingindividualised.Returningto the above
example,thereremainquestionsaboutwhy Gary respondedto his anxietywith
It would
splitting andprojection,ratherthan,for example,depressivehelplessness.
seemthat the answercouldbefoundfurtherwithin Gary's biography.As such,the
analysisfails to fully theorisea psychosocial
subjectivity. Second,the useof
psychoanalytictheoryin a psychosocial
analysisis opento the chargeof essentialism.
For example,in Kleinianpsychoanalytic
theory,anxietyis theorisedasanentitythat
the individual needsto defendagainst.In the caseof Gary,above,it couldbe argued
that his anxietyis constructedsociallyby patriarchy,but that Garyneedsto manageor
defendagainstthis anxietyis takenfor granted.The difficulty posedby combining
discursiveandpsychoanalytic
theoryhaveled othersto turn elsewherefor theoriesof
subjectivity. For example,to personalconstructpsychology(Burr & Butt, 1992)and
(Butt & Langdridge,2003). However,thereis still the potentialfor
phenomenology
combinationsof the psychoanalytic
anddiscursivethat avoidsprivilegingeitherthe
psychologicalor the social.
Two theoristshave,arguably,avoidedtheseproblems,albeitwith contrasting
to combiningpsychoanalytic
approaches
anddiscursivetheory. First,Parker(I 997b)
hasshownthat psychoanalysis
is a symbolicresourceutilised in suchcultural
productsas films andbooks. Analysisof suchtextualmaterialshouldallow us to
providea psychosocialanalysisthatdoesnot risk being individualised.Second,Billig

in discourseby payingclose
(1999)hasattemptedto groundpsychodynamics
attentionto discursivepracticesin writtentexts. For example,repressioncouldbe
further
discussionof
in
by
not
only
avoids
change
subject,
which
achievedsocially a
the previoussubjectbut replacesit with somethingelse(ibid.; moreon this below).
Focusingon symbolicpracticesshouldallow us to provideclearargumentsfor
conceptsassociallyconstructedratherthan
understandingpsychoanalytic
essentialised
entities.
focusingon, firstýsymbolicresources
The two discourseanalyticapproaches,
and,second,symbolicpracticescanbe broughttogetherinto ananalysisthat
considersthe discursivepracticesin a text so asto build up anaccountof how
actsasa discursiveresource.We shallcall this approachpsychopsychoanalysis
discursive(Wetherell& Edley, 1999). In the remainderof this paper,we wantto
developthis argumentby meansof an analysisof S&J. ýike otherresearchon
domesticviolence(e.g. Batsleeret al., 2002;Morgan,2005),we arguethatS&J
constructscomplexrelationsbetweengenderandviolencewhile sustaininga
patriarchicalheterocentricism.
Method
Two differentunderstandings
of domesticviolenceareconstructedin S&J.
The first construesdomesticviolenceoccurringwithout discrimination,to or by
domestic
The
influence
is,
has
on
violence.
second
that
that
anyone;
socialcontext no
is
that
domestic
customarily
something
as
violence
understanding
construes
insinuates
This
by
that menareactive,women
against
women.
perpetrated men
is
heterosexual.
between
that
the
and
victim
perpetrator
passiveand
relationship
Thesetwo understandings
shallbe calledthe context-neutraldiscourseandthe
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discourserespectively.The following extractsindicativeof
patriarchical-heterosexual
thesediscourses
aretakenfrom the Foreword,Summary,andthe main text of S&J.
Extract 1: "Although such violence can occur irrespective of background and

circumstance,
sexualityor gender,it ispredominantlywomenwho suffer.
Oneinfour womenexperience
someformof violenceftoma partner in
their lifetime. Everyweektwo womendie as a result of if' (HomeOffice,
2003,p. 5).
Extmct2: "Domesticviolenceoccursacrosssociety,regardlessofage, gender,race,
sexuality, wealth andgeography. However, it is predominately women
who suffer as a resule' (Home Office, 2003, p. 6).
Extract 3: "Domestic violence occurs across society, regardless ofage, gender, race,
sexuality, wealth andgeography. But thefigures show that it is
predominantly violence by men against women" (Home Office, 2003, p.
9).
Each extract could be a repetition of the other. Indeed the first sentencein
Extracts 2 and 3 are identical. They have beenselectedas the only instanceswhere
S&Jexplicitly writes about the issue of defining domestic violence. Despite their
brevity and infrequency - or rather, becausetheir scarcity places them on the margins
(Derrida, 1982)- we shall argue that these extractsare important for the framing of
domestic violence throughout the policy document and hencefor the implementation
of the policy. Theseextracts succeedin using three different, but overlapping,
symbolic practices. On the basis of thesethree symbolic practices we argue that a
psychodynamic (the phallus) is (re)constructed. Thesewill be articulated during the
four successivesteps in the following analysis. In terms of method, steps one and two
utilise discourseanalysis, step three combinesthis with a psychoanalytic concept
(repression),and step four draws mainly on psychoanalytictheory. In terms of
content, step one demonstratesthe dilemma betweencontext-neutral and

of domesticviolencein the text. Stepstwo
patriarchical-heterocentric
constructions
andthreeshowhow the text ultimatelymarginalisesthe context-neutralaccount
throughdiscountingandrepression.Thefinal stepthenbringsthe first threetogether
to suggestthat the patriarchical-heterocentric
accountis insufficientto dominate
understandings
of domesticviolence.
Analysis

Dilemmas
The extractspresenttwo possiblepicturesof domesticviolencewhich are
partly contradictionsof eachotherandthereforeserveto constructa dilemma.
Characteristicof a dilemmais that it is morecomplexthana simplechoice. As Billig
of conflictingvalues",producingmore
pointsout, dilemmas"imposeanassessment
thanone"ideal world". eachwith their own "arrangement
of power,valueand
interest"(Billig et al., 1988,p. 163). An exampleBillig et al. (1988)give is
individuality asa westernliberalidealwhereit is takenasfact that individualsareall
differentandthis differenceis to bevalued. This canbe contrastedwith the continual
useof genderasa socialcategory,which obscuresthe individualdifferencesassumed
by individuality. Billig et al. (ibid.) providean exampleof five femaleuniversity
studentstalking aboutthe lack of womenin scientificjobs wherethey vacillate
betweenindividuality ("It isn't possibleto generalizeat all", p. 128)andgender("the
peoplewho wereactuallybestat it [science]weregirls funnily enough",ibid.). The
ignored
be
individuality
taken-for-granted
can
neither
gender
means
and
natureof
thereis no choicebetweenthem- rather,theymustrathercoexistasalternateideal
worlds.
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is a contemporaryideologicaldilemmathat has
Indeed,individuality/gender
similaritieswith the two understandings
of domesticviolencein S&J. The contextneutraldomesticviolencein theextractspoint to policy deliverythat recognisesall
possiblemanifestationsof domesticviolence,specifically,"age,gender,race,
sexuality,wealthandgeograph)P(Extracts2& 3). The implicationis that, for
example,violencewithin a homosexual
relationshipwill begivenequalresourcesand
considerationas violencewithin a heterosexual
relationship.In contrastto this, the
discourseof domesticviolencewithin the extractspoint to
patriarchical-heterocentriq
an understanding
of domesticviolenceasonemanifestationof maleviolenceagainst
womenand,thereforepresumes
relationship.The distinctionbetween
a heterosexual
the context-neutralandpatriarchical-heterocentric
possibilitiesfor policy is an
impositionof assumedcategories(genderandsexuality).Context-neutraldomestic
violencewill be recognisedregardless
of the socialcategoriesinherentin the
situation,whereaspatriarchical-heterocentric
violencerequiresandreconstructsa
male-femalebinary;an importantsocialcategoryin someway influencingthe
occurrenceof domesticviolence.
Discounting
The analysisnow moveson to demonstrate
the way in which context-neutral
andpatriarchical-heterosexual
constructionsof domesticviolenceare presentedin a
hierarchicalrelationto eachother. Discounting(Speer& Potter,2000)allows both
but in sucha way asto reducethe valueof one
aspectsof a dilemmato be presented
aspectrelativeto the other. SpeerandPotter(ibid.) give the exampleof a
heterosexual
of a gayclub. Ben sayshe "had
man,Ben,talking abouthis experience
a bloodygoodtime" but despitethis emphaticremarkhe reportsthreetimesthatthe
experience"didn't really botherhim" (p. 549). First,Benpresentshimselfas not
10

havingany difficulty with homosexuality
andthereforeasnot heterosexist.Second,
Benthen distanceshimselffrom anysuggestionthat he may havehomosexualdesires
with suchrepetitionasto underminethe importanceof his anti-heterosexism.
in domesticviolencepolicy is presented
In eachS&J extract,context-neutral
first but alongside discontinuity markers Calthough','but', etc.; seeDrew, 1995). In
Extract 1, the first sentence,on equality, begins with 'Although' signalling the
importance of what is going to come afterwards. In Extracts 2 and 3, the second
sentencesstart with 'However' and 'But' respectively, highlighting again the
importance of the second,patriarchical-heterosexual,statement. As such, S&J
constructs policy as being able to account for context-neutral and patriarchicalheterosexualunderstandingsof domestic violence, but underminesthe importance of
context-neutral relative to the patriarchical-heterosexual.
The British Association for Counselling and Psychotherapy(BACP) published

2003)in which the deputychief executive
a letterin responseto S&J (Jamieson,
proteststhe lack of referenceto parentandelderabuse.However,includingthe
context-neutralaccountimplicitly protectsS&J from the criticismthat it is a policy
that marginalisesvictims who do not sufferat the handsof an adultmalewithin a
heterosexual
relationship(see;Billig, 1987).That is, by acknowledgingcontextneutralunderstandings
of domesticviolence,S&Jappearsto anticipate,andtherefore
preclude,accountsthat someunderstandings
of domesticviolenceareexcluded.
Indeed,the context-neutralaccountis constructedbeforethe patriarchicalheterosexual
approachsuggestingthat domesticviolencethat doesnot fit within the
discourseis somethingthat needsaddressing.However,as
patriarchical-heterosexual
the context-neutralaccountis indeedsubtly,
our analysisof discountingsuggests,
marginalised.

A discursiveanalysisof the constructionof a dilemmaandthe discountingof
the argumentative
natureof languageuseand
one aspectof the dilemmademonstrates
how this manifestsin the text of S&J (Billig et al., 1988).Nevertheless,
asBillig also
risks ignoring
notes(1988,footnote42, p. 51),directingattentionto argumentation
ways in which argumentis avoided.An overlappingapproachto readingS&J, which
providesan accountof argumentavoidance,is to drawon thetheoryof repression.
Repression
Repressionwould suggestthat not only is oneaspectof a dilemmadevalued,
but that any discussionor explorationof that aspectis avoided.Repressionis a term
often associatedwith Freud(Laplanche& Pontalis,1983)but this paperdraws
specifically on the concept'susein Billig's work (1999),in which he analyseshow
repressionis achievedin language(ratherthanbeingan invisibleprocessof the
mind). For example,Billig arguesthat Freud'scasestudyof Dora(1905a)represses
considerationof the oppressionunderwhich Jewslived in Austriaat the time. In the
casehistory, FreudmentionsthatDorahaddifficulty explainingwhy shespenttwo
hourslooking at Raphael'spaintingof Madonna.A footnotein the casestudyis used
by Freudto offer an interpretation,which emphasises
that theexampleis not
importantfor the mainthemeof thetext. In addition,thefootnotefocuseson the
sexualaspect(virgin mother)of the Madonnaviewing. Billig pointsout thatthe
exampleis of a Jewishgirl lookingat an imageof the Christianswho would have
been,in the nameof Christianity,oppressingalmosteveryoneDora (andFreud)knew
at the time. Consequently
repressionof anti-semitismis achieveddiscursively,
throughminimisationof relevantmaterial(to a footnote)andthenavoidance.
Repressionin S&J is very similarto the explanationof discountingasan
argumentativeresource,asthe discontinuitymarkers,'Although', 'However' and
12

'But', are alsoreadassignalsof repression.In the S&J extracts,the discontinuity
of domesticviolencemarkersconstructcontext-neutral
asa possibleunderstanding
violencethat canbeenactedandsufferedby anyone- but the discussionis presented
asonethat will not bepursuedin S&J. Discountingandrepressionaresignalledby
the useof discontinuitymarkersbut the conceptof repressionprovidesgreater
opportunityfor the analysisto movebeyondthe extracts.Discontinuityfocuseson
the value of the two sidesof the dilemmarelativeto eachother;the hierarchical
betweencontext-neutralandpatriarchical-heterosexist.
As
relationshipconstructed
such,discountingis concerned
with presence.That is, how bothpartsof a dilemma
canbe included,accountedfor, andthen onepart implicitly marginalised.
Repression,in addition,describesthe processof makingabsent.S&J could have,for
of domestic
example,includeda lengthydiscussionof possiblemanifestations
violencethat do not rely on heterosexual
relationshipsandstill managedto discount
context-neutral.Indeed,S&J includesprovisionto changelegislation,now setout in
the DomesticViolence,CrimeandVictims Act (2004),sothat non-molestation
and
occupationordersincludenon-cohabitingandsamesexcouples.However,the
understandings
are
extractsincludedin this papershowthat wherecontext-neutral
presentin the text, the policy pushescontext-neutralasideto turn to patriarchicalin repressingboth contextheterosexistunderstandings.
S&J succeeds
Consequently,
andpatriarchicalneutraland the dilemmaticrelationshipbetweencontext-neutral
heterosexualaccountsof domesticviolence.
The discursive use of dilemma and discounting has shown the complexity of
what is being achieved in thesethree extracts from S&J. In addition, the use of
repression shows how S&f managesto avoid greater internal conflict and complexity.
In particular, it avoids a discussionof how an understandingof domestic violence as a
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form of maleviolenceagainstwomencanbe reconciledwith, for example,violencein
homosexualrelationships,or whenmenarevictims andwomenareperpetrators.
Thesetwo examplesshowthe concreteimplicationsfor policy delivery. In both
examples,men couldbethevictims of domesticviolencewith little appropriatestate
or voluntaryrefugeavailable.
Thesethreestepsin the analysishavefocusedon thecontext-neutral
aspectof
S&J. The first two stepswerediscursiveandthethird is a discursivepsychoanalysis.
As such,thesethreestepsconstitutea predominatelydiscourseanalyticpsychodiscursiveanalysis.Theproblemis that the analysis,by focusingon context-neutral,
becomesa miffor imageof thepolicy; context-neutralis thedominantfocuswith
genderand sexualityrepressed,
avoided. Indeed,the aim of ananalysiscould be to
engagein the conflict underdiscussion,returningit in reverseform to undothe
marginalisationanddisturbthe hegemony.However,endingtheanalysisherecould
andpatriarchical-heterocentric
reify a dilemmabetweencontext-neutral
Onefinal analyticstepwill drawtogetherthemarginalisationof
understandings.
context-neutralwith theprecariousdominanceof genderandsexualityin the
discourse.
patriarchical-heterosexual
Phallus
This final stepin the analysismovestowardsa greateruseof psychoanalysis
in this psycho-discursive
approachto arguethat genderandsexualityareconstructed
asthe phallus. This bringsthe analysisto focuson genderandsexualitywhile also
includingthe marginalisationof context-neutral.Thepoint is thatparticular
areconstructedas
constructionsof gender(patriarchy)andsexuality(heterosexual)
dominantbut that this dominanceis precariousandopento critiqueby the very thing
it marginalises(Foucault,1998):context-neutraldomesticviolence.
14

In classical psychoanalysis,the phallus is a symbolic representall'Onof the
penis and not the penis itself As such, the phallus is a symbol but one that is not
reducible to the penis. Rather, the meanings assignedto the penis, such as virility or
strength, are what constitute the phallus (Laplanche et al., 1983). For example,
reviewing male pin-ups, Dyers concludes; "[m]uscularity is the sign of power natural, achieved, phallic" (1982, p. 68). Freud usedthe conceptof the phallus as a
_
term in one of his stagesof development(the phallic stage/phase;1905b) but it
becomescentral in Lacan's work (Laplanche et al., 1983). This paper offers a very
specific reading of the phallus, which will be explained in two stages.

Ile first stagein understanding
the constructionof theconceptof the phallus
is to considerthe symbolicsystemin which thephallusworks. In this step,the
phallusis absentin the sameway that genderandsexualityarepushedout of a
definition of domesticviolenceascontext-freein the extractsfrom S&J. This will
becomeclearerbelow. Thefocusin this stepis on wheretheS&J extractsstate,
"violencecanoccurirrespectiveof... " and"domesticviolenceoccursacrosssociety,
regardlessof... ". At this point,the psychoanalyticanalysistakesa theoreticalleapto
contrast'society' with whatcouldbe takenasLacan'ssymbolicorder.
The order, or structure, of the symbolic is not much more than Saussurian
serniotics (Saussure,1972). A sign consists of a signifier and a signified, but the link
between a signifier and its signified is arbitrary. As such, languageconsists of
meaninglesselements(signifiers). Meaning is createdthrough the relation between
these elements, i. e. betweensignifiers. Consequently,language- the symbolic -is a
fluid system of signifiers. It is the structure of the symbolic at any moment that
constructs meaning. Reading 'social' as the symbolic then allows this analysis to
consider the social as a structure with the power of defining meaning. This would be
is

the meaningof gender,sexuality,or age,etc. Again, genderandsexualityaredistinct
from the social;they aremerelypossibilitiesthat may occurshouldthe specific
structureof the socialat anyonetime allow them. It is importantto keepin mind the
of the phallus.
powerof the symbolicin thenextsteptowardsan understanding
The secondstagein understanding
the phallusis to considerhow it works
within the symbolic. In describingthe symbolicorderasa genderless
andasexual
linguisticsit still lacksa distinctelementthat Lacan
systembasedon Saussurian
would add:the mastersignifier (Segal,1997).Themastersignifier is a signifierthat
takesprominencein determiningmeaningin the chainof signification. Lacanuses
the conceptofpoints de capitonto expandon this (1977;Parker,2005). Theseare
quilting pointswherethe stitchingbringseithersideof the quilt together.The
analogysuggeststhat relationsof signifiersarebroughttowardsthe samemeaningby
how a
a commonsignifier (the stitching),althoughit is difficult to understand
commonsignifier canaffect the meaningof a chainof significationwhenit is the
that constructmeaning.
relationbetweensignifiers,andnot the signifiersthemselves,
Nevertheless,
the chainof significationandthe mastersignifier canbe understoodas
Lacan'stheoryof the symbolic.
As such,with S&J, genderandsexualityareconstructedas a mastersignifier.
This is donenegativelythroughthe discountingandrepressionof context-neutral.A
context-neutral
understandingof domesticviolenceis presentedassomething
of domesticviolenceand
understanding
contradictoryto a patriarchical-heterocentric
thencontext-neutralis devaluedandfurtherdiscussionof it avoided. Consequently,
patriarchyandheterosexualityareleft asa combinedsignifier to dominatein the
constructionof the meaningof domesticviolence. Or rather,S&J givespatriarchical
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heterosexuality
the powerto define. For example,in writing an exampleof past
attitudesto domesticviolence,S&J focusesexclusivelyon the heterosexualcouplet:
"Attitudestowardsdomesticviolencehavechangedin recentyears. For
example,it usedto bethecasethat societythoughta manwas entitledto beat
his wife - that it washis responsibilityandright to control her, and using
violencewasan acceptedwayofdoing so. Fewconsideredit a crime" (Home
Office, 2003,p. 8)
Therearethreeaspectsto genderandsexualityin the S&f extractsunder
detailedanalysishere. First, womenarethe passiveobjectsof domesticviolencein
all threeextracts.Second,menarethe activesubjects,beingviolent, but presentin
only oneof the threeextracts.Third, the inclusionof activemenalongsidepassive
womenin the last extractalsosuggestsheterosexual
relations.Hence,the various
the extractssuggestdomesticviolencemaytakein societycometo be
occurrences
Theconceptof the 'phallus' is not only
shapedby patriarchical-heterosexuality.
limited to this ability to dominatemeaning(mastersignifier)but refersto a gendered
(male)andsexual(heterosexual)
patriarchical-heterosexuality
power. Consequently,
not only dominatesthe meaningof domesticviolencein S&J but doesso by assigning
the masculineasactiveandthe feminineaspassive.
Thekey point of this final stepin the analysisis to arguethat genderand
sexualityarenot sufficientto dominateunderstandings
of domesticviolence. This
argumentrequiresincludingthe previousanalyticstepswherecontext-neutralwas
shownto bemarginalised,or, specifically,discountedandrepressedbut also
discourse.
presentedin a dilemmaticrelationshipto the patriarchical-heterosexual
Context-neutralandpatriarchical-heterosexual
understandings
of domesticviolence
arepresentedalongsideeachother,ascontradictions.Thatis, the patriarchicalheterosexual
accountconstruesdomesticviolence,in contradictionto a context17

neutralaccount,as somethingthat doesnot occurregardless
of genderandsexuality.
As suck genderandsexualityarebeingconstructedalongsidetheir contradiction.
This canbe betterconsideredby lookingat an examplewherethereis greater
discussionof genderin domesticviolence. In the British MedicalJournalthereare
two letters(Carlsten,2002;Homer,2002)written in responseto two researcharticles
(Bradley,Smith,Long,& O'Dowd,2002;Richardsonet al., 2002)andoneeditorial
(Jewkes,2002). As Carlsten'sletterpointsout (2002),the articlesandthe editorial
usethe gender-neutral
andsexuality-neutralterm 'domesticviolence'suggestinga
context-neutralapproachto domesticviolence. However,thethreepapers
consistentlyfocuson maleviolenceagainstwomen;specificallyon identifying
(passive)femalevictims in generalmedicalpractice.Carlstenarguesthat this is
evidenceof a biastowardswomen,which resultsin femaleviolenceagainstmen
beingignored. Homer'sletterprovidesan examplesuggestingthe biastowardsmale
violenceagainstwomenhasled to a malevictim beingfurthervictimisedby the
police:
"On apersonal level it leads to the situation I encounteredrecently in
my localpolice statiom A man with quite severe injuries after an attack by his
former (female)partner was in the cellsfor breach ofthe peace" (Homer,
2002, p. 44).
Feder and Richardson (2002) replied to thesetwo letters in a BMJ Rapid
Response' to argue that, while researchon female violence against men is legitimate,

1Thesearepublishedonlineonly. However,die BMJ did haveFederandRichardson'sreply,
asFederandRichardsonnote,but chosenot to print it alongsideCarlstenandHomey's letters.
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it is not their priority. The precedencegiven to male violence against women by
Feder and Richardson is justified by an argument, as noted in the responsetitle, that
the "effects of domestic violence are far greater for women than men" (2002). This
debatejumps betweenfocusing on women to arguing that the focus should not
exclude men. Nevertheless,no consideration is given to how this should be done or
even why it is so problematic. Each author's responsegravitatestowards
patriarchical-heterocentric understandingsof domestic violence, with an additional
hint that there should be an understandingthat is context-neutral. The BMJ debate
shows the same patriarchical-heterosexualunderstandingthat is in S&J being
majoritised while, at the sametime, undermined by understandingsthat would have
been included in context-neutral. Including this debatefrom BMJ highlights that the
phallus is both dominant and unstable. That is, in S&J, the patriarchical-heterosexual
discourse frames understandingsof domestic violence but its dominance is always
precarious as it is continually undermined by the context-neutral discoursewhich is
constructed alongside it.

Conclusions
The main point of the analysispresentedhereis to arguethat a patriarchicalheterosexualdiscourse,despiteits relativeabsence,implicitly framesthe meaningof
domesticviolencein a key contemporary
domesticviolencepolicy document.Using
threeextractsfrom S&J, we arguedthat two discourseof domesticviolencewere
However,
constructedasdilemmatic:context-neutral
andpatriarchical-heterosexual.
context-neutralunderstandings
werediscursivelydiscountedandrepressed.As such,
the patriarchical-heterosexual
approachis giventhe powerto dominatemeaning.
However,like a phallus,that poweris precariousandcanbe contestedby a contextneutralperspective,which is the dilemmaticcounterpart.
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The fourth stepof the analysisprovidedan exampleoutsideof S&J wherea
debatein the BMJ centredon thecontext-neutral/patriarchical-heterosexuaI
dilemma
with a biastowardstheheterosexual
couplet. This debatefocusedon researchabout
identifying femalevictimsof domesticviolencein generalmedicalpracticeandS&J
presentedincreasedidentificationof victims in healthsettingsasgovernmentpolicy.
As such,the BMJ debatecanbeunderstoodaslinkedto governmentpolicy andthe
text analysedin this paper.Indeed,the genderandsexualityneutralterm 'victim
discourse.
identification' couldbeunderstood
The analysis
the
context-neutral
within
is a symbolicresource
presentedherewould suggestthatpatriarchical-heterosexuality
that would framesuchcontext-neutral
asvictim identification.This is the
statements
casewith the BMJ debatewherethe researcharticles(Bradleyet al., 2002;
Richardsonet al., 2002)understood
the policy to be identificationof femalevictims of
maleviolence. Hence,the interestof the context-neutraYpatriarchical-heterosexual*
dilemmalies notjust with S&Jbut with domesticviolencepolicy generally.This is
especiallyso with policy tied to civil rights initiatives,suchasCEDAW,where
equalityof rightsmay drawupona context-neutraldiscourse.
term drawn
The phallus- unstablemasculinepower- is the psychoanalytic
discourse.The
thedominanceof the patriarchical-heterosexual
uponto conceptualise
psycho-discursive
approachusedin this paperpresentsthe phallusasdiscursively
leaving
constructed.In S&J, thecontext-neutral
approachis discountedandrepressed
discourseto framethe meaningof domesticviolence
patriarchical-heterosexual
(power). Thepatriarchical-heterosexual
discourseconstructsmenasactiveand
womenaspassive(masculinepower). However,the powerto framemeaningis open
discourseis
to be contested(unstablepower)becausethe patriarchical-heterosexual
in
dilemmatic
In
constructedwith context-neutral
addition,
counterpart.
asa
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conductinga psycho-discursive
analysisour aim wasto avoidprivilegingthe
individual. The context-neutral/patriarchical-heterosexuaI
dilemmais a psychosocial
issue,relevant,for example,for individual abusersandvictims affectedby S&J policy
framingof
whoseexperienceis marginalisedby the patriarchical-heterosexual
domesticviolence. Policy couldtakea centralrole by initiating discoursearound
context-neutralunderstanding
of domesticviolenceso that currentlymarginalised
forms of domesticviolencearerecognisedas such.
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Appendix 10

10) Conference Abstract Leicester (May, 2006)

Branney, P., Gough, B., & Madill, A. (2006,3 rd-5th May). Phallic policy: a
psycho-discursive analysis of LTK domestic violence polic . In B. Gough (convenor),

the marginalization of gender categories,identities and communities. Qualitative
Research& Marginalisation, Schoolof Psychology,University of Leicester,UK

Abstract

Peter Branney uses conceptual tools from discursive psychology and
psychoanalytictheory to foster a critical analysisof genderwithin a recentLJKpolicy
text on domestic violence: Safety & Justice. The analysis demonstratesthat while
attention is very much focussedon diversity i. e. anyonecan be a perpetratoror victim
of domestic violence, the male aggressor/femalevictim couplet insinuatesitself into
the text. The marginalisationof other forms of domesticviolence is then discussed.
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Appendix 11

11) Conference Abstract Mexico (June, 2006)

Branney, P., Gough, B., & Madill, A. (2006,21"-23d June). A psychosocial
Colloquium
Studies
II
International
domestic
UK
of
on
analysis of
polic
violence
.

Men and Masculinities: Violence: A game for men?, National Congress of the
Mexican Academyof GenderStudiesof Men, University of Guadalajara,Mexico.

Abstract

This paper takes issue with the minoritization of understandingsof domestic
The
domestic
key
UK
in
(S&J;
2004),
Safety
&
Justice
violence
policy.
a
violence
domestic
diverse
deal
is
S&J
to
of
representations
that
with
main argument
appears
heterocentric,
but
in
homosexual
a
relationship,
violence, such as violence
a
domestic
This
implicitly
frames
the
discourse
violence.
of
meaning
patriarchical
argument is made by using a four step psychosocialanalysis; steps that moves
increasingly from Billig's conversation analysis (1999) to Parker's critical use of
dilemma
between
details
first
the
(1997).
The
of
a
construction
psychoanalysis
step
two understandingsof domestic violence; there is the context-neutralunderstanding
is
by
there
be
happen
to
also a
anyone
whereas
where violence can
perpetrated
and
specific patriarchical understandingwhere domestic violence is one form of male
is
discounted
diversity
how
The
and the
violence againstwomen.
secondstep shows
third step moves towardspsychoanalysisto suggestdiversity is repressed.The fourth
is,
has
That
fragile
is
being
gender
a
that
as
a
phallus.
step argues
constructed
gender
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dominance; a dominance that can be disturbed by the return of diversity.
Consequently,the analysis helps to build up the argumentto show that there is a
complex relationship between the minoritization of context-neutral and the
majoritization of patriarchicalunderstandingsof domesticviolence. This paperthen
concludesby drawing on a debatein the British Medical Journalto show the relevance
of this analysisbeyondS&-J.
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Appendix 12
12) Publication:Book review

Branney, P. (2006). A review of 'Doing Qualitative ResearchDifferently: Free
Association, Narrative and the Interview Method' by Wendy Hollway and
Tony Jefferson(2000a). Qualitative Researchin Psychology,3(l), 73-74.

LXXIII

Book reviews 73
Hollway W, Jefferson T. 2000: Doing qualitative research differently: free association,
narrative and the interview method. London: Sage.

This is a thorough methods textbook with a
core theoretical argument. It focuses on
their ESRC project, 'Gender difference,
anxiety, and the fear of crime', to outline
limitations of quantitative and qualitative
research in this area and to introduce the
FANI method. Separate chapters cover
approaches to interviews, analysing data
(which is shown to be more than just the
transcript), ethics and generalizability.
Rather than providing a conclusion, Hollway and Jeffersondraw the book togetherat
the end to present a FANI case study.
Readers familiar with the now seminal
works Changing the subject and Subjectivity and method in psychology (Henriques
et 61., 1998; Hollway, 1989) will recognize
the critique of the assumedunitary, rational
subjectivity (in Fear of Crime research) to
present relational, psychoanalytic (specifically, Kleinian-defended) subjectivities as
an alternative. Reading Doing qualitative
research differently as an undergraduate,it
brought to me an excitement about possibilities for projects in psychology. Indeed, I
would argue that the book will be an
essential resource for students and researchersbecauseit extensively and coherently explains how to change the subject of
psychology: how to conduct research that
how
and
assumesalternative subjectivities
to shift the focus of academic psychology.
Gadd is a researcherwho is apposite here,
having developed his career upon FANI.
His doctoral thesis considered the notion
of the defended subject in masculinities
and male violences against known
women (Gadd, 2000a; see, 2000b; 2002;
2003) and he has continued to draw

upon this as a research and analytic
tool (e.g., Gadd & Farrall, 2004).As I want
to suggest that this book is, and will
coatinue to be, important in designing
and conducting research, I want to make
two points: about the applications of
such research and its own assumed
subjectivity.
First, the book does suggest that FANI
will have practical implications but to
consider these the reader will have to look
elsewhere. The acknowledgements show
that this method resulted in part from a
project on Fear of Crime, which was funded
under the ESRC research programme on
Crime and Social Order. The ESRC is a
government-funded research council and,
for me, there is a connotation that FANI
may feed into how crime and social
disorder is governed. In the afterword,
Hollway and Jefferson are explicit that
FANI will make visible, to policy-makers,
layers of meaning and experiencethat have
hitherto remained hidden. Yet it is left
unclear what difference seeingthese layers
will make to policy. It could be that in
challenging assumptions around Fear of
Crime, this particular research will, for
example, dispel the myths that make this
a policy concern. However, I cannot help
but feel that in their metaphor of vision
(making visible) Hollway and Jeffersonare
hinting at much more. They may be suggestinga psychoanalytic policy gazeor new
ways of being and doing policy. Researchers
and students alike will frequently find that
they are called to justify their work, and it is
appealing to be able to suggest practical
applications. The reader will find that they
have to go beyond this book to have a clear
idea about how this can be done.
Secondly, there is the danger that using
this text will lead to researchthat replaces
one hegemonic.subject(ivity) with another.I

74

Book reviews

would suggestthat the book can be understood as evidencing a paranoid -schizoid
splitting of subjectivity. The rational, unitary subject is bad, 'a depleted product of a
depleted method', whereas the defended
subject is good, offering 'an enriched, more
complex, nuanced and, arguably, more
humane and ethical view' (p. 155). One
subjectivity is demonized and split off,
open to the critical gaze of the researcher.
The other is idealized and free to be introjected as a new hegemony in research.
Again, readerswill recognize in this criticisms that were made of Changing the
subject and Subjectivity and method in
psychology (seerespectively, Soendergaard,
2002; Widdicombe, 1992). The point
should be that the defended subject, like
the unitary, rational subject, is a historical
discursive construction; if FANI can be
used to question our relation to, or assumptions about, Fear of Crime, then we
should not neglect to consider our relations to psychoanalysis. I would argue
that failing to do so is no more, or less,
ethical than continuing with the rational
subject.
Consequently,Doing qualitative research
differently is a text that will continue to help
many throughout their research.It is accessible, easy to read and draws upon a common researchthread, Fear of Crime, to make
clear the use of the FANI method and to
continue the argumentto changethe subject
of psychology.For help with its allusion to
possibilities for policy change and the
idealization of psychoanalysis, the reader
and researcherwill have to turn to other
sources.
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13) Publication: Seminar review

Branney,P. (2006).

Showcasingqualitative psychology: seminarreview: "Methods

dilemmas"
by
Jonathan Potter (March I 01h 2006).
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and practices:
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Qualitative Methods in PsychologySectionNewsletter, 1,2-5.
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Appendix 14

14) Publication:Overseas Fieldwork

Branney, P. (2006). Overseasfieldwork: supervisors,funding, and ingenious
16(7),
433.
The
Psychologist,
pigs.

LXXIX

Associate Editor: Nicola Hills
Short articles (around600 words),news,tips,quotes,cartoons and other contributionsof particularrelevanceto studentsare most
com
welcome.Sendto: Nicola Hills,c/o the Society'sLeicesteroffice.E-mail:Nicola-Hills@hotmaii.

-

Overseas fieldwork ý Supervisors,
funding and ingenious pigs
T is hard to believe I was so amazed.
Standing on the main streetin
PalmerstonNorth, Aotearoa/New
Zealand, I had to figure out how to get
around and find the psychologydepartment
at Massey University. That really is not that
taxing (at least, not comparedto keeping a
pig in a field - but more on that later).
However, I stood for a moment
absolutely astonished,astoundedthat I had
actually made it all the way from the
University of Leeds.It is almost as if the
simplicity of the task of map readingmade
me wonder if I had actually left England.
Nevertheless,I had madeit; I had
persuadeda funder that this was a valuable
part of my doctoral research.The
experienceof getting funding was difficult,
particularly as I did not know anyonewho
had successfullydone so before.So this
article is a reflection on becominga
travelling postgraduatewith two points I
would make to anyonecontemplating
attempting the samething.
But first it is worth consideringwhy a
student would want to travel to do research.
For thosepostgraduatestudentswith
dependants,travel could offer more hassle
than benefits.If anything,the money
offered through funding is unlikely to cover
any additional costs.Indeed,evenfor the
footloose and fancy free, the money will
cover very little.
Nevertheless,travelling will open up the
possibility for researchand training
opportunities that may not be offered at the
institution at which the postgraduateis a
student.This could be accessto technology,
expensiveequipment,or alternative

juý 2006

BY PETE

Massey University,

New Zealand

populations for sampling.In my case,it
provided the opportunity work with a senior
academicwho had, for sometime, led a
team of postgraduatestudentsin the
substantivetopic of my researchand who
was also awareof relevantwork outsideof
academia.The possiblebenefitssought
should be kept in mind when searchingfor
an academicto conduct overseasfieldwork
with.
First, a good host supervisorcanbe
found by e-mail. That is, supervisorscan
be found through contactsin your present
department,or by looking at the authorsof
key articles in your area.However,if you
are to travel the globe to spendonly a short
time in a departmentthen a good host
supervisorwill be one that will be prepared
to give you plenty of their time. Academics
may find e-mails to be the baneof their life,
so thoseacademicsthat respondquickly
and frequently to e-mails aboutideasfor a
postgraduatestudent'sresearcharelikely to
be good supervisors.When I first met my
host, Dr Mandy Morgan, in her office in
New Zealand I had neverspokento or met
had
her before.All our correspondence
beenvia e-mail, and Mandy was always
prompt and interestedin my work, and
proved to be an extremely helpful and
consideratehost supervisor.
Second,a successfulfunding application
for overseasfieldwork will needa
watertightjustification. I put togethermy
first formal application for funding with the
BPS Study Visits Scheme.In a three-page
cover letter, I outlined personalbackground
details relevantto the research,the

proposedresearchandjustificationsfor the
travel. Unfortunately,the BPS application
was unsuccessfulbut as a recipientof an
ESRC studentshipI could still applyto the
ESRC for funding for up to threemonths.
However, the ESRC applicationleft space
for a mere 300 words in which to argue
that the trip was essentialto the applicant's
training. On reflection, the secondfunding
application containsthe clearestargument
that I have so far written during my Phl).
As in other areasof writing, lessis
sometimesmore: the restrictionsforceda
reconsiderationof the applicationanda
more coherentargumentemerged.
Now that my third PhD yearhasstarted
and I entertain thoughtsof writing a thesis,
the time in New ZealandseemsEkea
distant memory.As an exercisein career
developmentit was an extremelyproductive
experience.More generally,beinga
travelling PhD studentofferedthe
opportunity to experienceboth a different
psychology departmentand a different
supervisor,to meetresearchers
andother
professionalsrelatedto the PhD project(in
my case,policy makers),andto managea
small budget,which includesnegotiations
with the parentdepartmenton how any
funding is spent.
Perhapsmore interestingly,the overseas
researchwas also a time to havesomefun.
For example,living on a small hobbyfarm
for a month I had to contendwith a hairy
pig that was also an escapeartist.Map
reading was a lot safer.
n Peter Branney is with the Institute'of
PsychologicalSciences,Universityof
Leeds.

www.thepsychologist.org.uk
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Appendix 15

15) Publication:Researchin Focus

Branney, P., Gough, B., Madill, A., & Morgan, M. (in press). Domestic violence
policy in the UK and Aotearoa/New Zealand: a psychodiscursive analysis. NE Branch

Bulletin, British PsychologicalSociety.

LXXXI

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE POLICY IN THE UK AND AOTEAROA/NEW ZEALAND:
A PSYCHODISCURSIVE ANALYSIS

Two contradictorydiscoursespervadepsychotherapeutic
interventionsfor male
violenceagainstwomen. First, a romanticliberal-humanistdiscourseconstructsviolence
asa rational and functionaldecisionof the abuser.Second,an expressivetension
discourseconstructsviolenceasthe resultof a biological drive that is deemedto be
outsideof the abuser'scontrol. For example,clientsin an antiviolenceprogrammeare
oftenaskedto useaggressionrating (from 1, nausea,flushedcheeks,etc. to 10,actual
violence)asa techniqueto preventviolence. The theoryis that this allows themto
recognisethat they may becomeabusiveandthat they shouldcall a timeout. As such,
they aregiven control to chooseto continuetowardsviolenceor to preventit happening.
However,the aggressionthey arerating is presentedasa bodily response;somethingthat
is controllingtheir actionsandso it is difficult to hold themresponsiblefor theresulting
violence. The liberal-humanistdiscoursedoesallow for interventionsthat offer the
possibilitythat an abusermaketakeresponsibilityandchange.Nevertheless,the
discourseof expressivetensionis so perniciousin the lives of abusersthat it cannotbe
simply ignored.
Unfortunately,pointing out the dilemmabetweenthesediscourseswithin
domesticviolenceinterventiondoeslittle to providea solution. The UK Labour
Government'spolicy for domesticviolence(HomeOffice, 2003)setsout
interventionswhich continueto reconstructthe two discoursesasthe
psychotherapeutic
only way to preventoffendersre-offending. Indeed,Leedsprobationservicehasbeen
developinga stoppingviolenceprogrammewhich will soonbecomecommonpractice

throughout the country. However, Parker (1997) does offer us a theoretical concept,
complex subjectivity, and a methodology, critical transformative psychoanalytic
discourse analysis (CTPDA), that should enable analysis of government policy while
moving beyond the dichotomy of 'out of control' or 'in control' abusers. As such, this
researchproject was started in September2003, shortly after the (June 2003) publication
of the UK domestic violence policy and has two interlinked aims. The first is topical; to
explore the construction of subjectivities in UK domestic violence policy. The second
is methodological; to assessthe utility of CTPDA.

Analysesto date:
1. The meaningof consultation:constructionof 'discourseof the analyst'
Wherethe UK policy writes about'consultation',this analysisarguesit is
constructingthe Lacanianpsychoanalyticconceptof discourseof the analyst. In
inviting
framing
that
the
policy
as
government,although
particular,we argue
document
For
does
the
policy
example,
responses.
not encourage
consultation,
to be sentit but the title of the document,Safetyand
endsby askingfor responses
Justice: the government'sproposalson domesticviolence,suggeststhe aim is to
that the directionof domesticviolence
explicitly define policy. This suggested
policy had alreadybeenset.
domesticviolence:dilemmas,discounting,
2. Diversity and genderin understanding
repressing, and the phallus
This analysis argues that UK policy constructs a dilemma between domestic
violence that can happen to anyone (diversity) and domestic violence that
predominately occurs to women at the hands of men (gender). However, diversity

is discounted (devalued in relation to a gendered understanding) and repressed
(where the focus turns to something else, in this case gender). Last, gender is also
constructed as a phallus; this is a psychoanalytic construct of something that is
given the power to define the meaning language takes and comesto dominate the
meaning of domestic violence. Specifically, domestic violence is understood as
something that predominantly occurs in heterosexual relationships, in which
women are the passive objects of violence and men are the active perpetrators of
violence. While the phallus doeshave the power to define this is only ever a false
power (akin to a self-fulfilling prophecy: true only as long as it is allowed to be).
Consequently, a dominant genderedunderstanding is a shaky one that cannot
account for those imagined through an understanding that domestic violence can
happen to anyone. The suggestionis that policy hints that it is applicable to all
possible manifestations of domestic violence but then pushesout of conscious
awarenessany that are not heterosexual,where women are victims and men
abusers.
3. Aotearoa/New Zealand domestic violence policy: the violent family manifest as
policy
Aotearoa/New Zealand broadly follows the pro-arrest policy agendathat the UK
was turning towards in the Labour policy document and has been doing so for at
least 10 years now. Policies will have had longer to take effect and therefore
reflection on what has been achieved is enabled. An analysis of the key ANZ
policy (NZ Ministry of Social Development, 2002) arguesthat the multiplicity of
people and organisations involved in developing the policy are constructedas a

violent family. That is, they present themselves as an ideal family and hide the

conflict within. For example,they write aboutpartnershipbetweengovernment
andnon-governmentagenciesandthat continuingtheserelationshipsis essentialto
achieving the policy aims. Yet one group writes, in a separatepublication, about
disagreementsin the use of a term, disagreementsthat are hidden in the ANZ
policy.

Initial Conclusions
Returningto the two aims,eachanalysissucceedsin exploringdomesticviolence
policy. However,the analysesdo not refer to subjectivityexplicitly. It may be that the
conceptof subjectivity is redundant,although,this involvesdetailedtheoretical
that will be exploredfurther. In addition,eachanalysisdemonstrates
the
considerations
utility of the methodology,CTPDA,to developuseful critical comment.Whatremainsis
a considerationof how sucha methodologycouldbe extendedfrom documentanalysisto
includematerialscollectedthroughinterviews,casestudies,focusgroups,etc.
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Appendix 16

16) List of training undertaken

Teaching

North-East Postgraduates
who Teach or Tutor Network Workshop,Institute
of PsychologipalSciences,University ofýLeeds,12'hMay 2006.
Assessing Student Coursework,Staff & DepartmentalDevelopmentUnit,
University of Leeds,March 2004.
Effective Teaching& Learning Methods in Small Groupsin Arts & Social
Sciences Disciplines, Staff & Departmental Development Unit,
University of Leeds,January2004.
Tutorial Teaching SeminarSeries, Philosophy Department,University of
Leeds,October2003- January2004 & October2002- January2003.
Small Group Teaching, Staff & Departmental Development Unit,
University of Leeds,September2003.

Research

ESRC StudentDay at the Home Office, Home Office, February2006.
Writing Research Grants, Practice & Professional Issues, Institute of
PsychologicalSciences,University of Leeds,May 2006.
Ethical Issuesin Researchwith Animals, School of Psychology,University
of Leeds,November2003.
Structural Equation Modelling & Meta-Analysis, North West Consortium
for PostgraduateTraining in Psychology, University of Central
Lancashire,October2003.

Information
Technology

Word for Report Writing, Information Systems Services,University of
Leeds,June2005.
Touch Typing; Passin OCR Level 2 Certificate in Text Processing:Text
Production (Intermediate), Park Lane College, Leeds, November
2003 - April 2004.
ReferencingSoftware& Endnote,Library, University of Leeds,June2003.
Computing, Mevel (Grade B), Wyggeston & QueenElizabethI College,
Leicester,October1996- June 1998.
Information Technology, GCSE (Grade A), Rowley Fields Community
LXXXVH
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College, October1994- June 1996.
Communication

Introduction to Effective Poster Presentations, Staff & Departmental
DevelopmentUnit, University of Leeds,May 2004.
New ResearchersMedia Training Day, ESRC, March 2004.
Networking, Practical & Professional Issues in PostgraduateResearch,
School of Psychology,University of Leeds,March 2004.
Giving Presentations,Staff & DepartmentalDevelopmentUnit, University
Leeds,
June
2003.
of
ý

Professional
Development

Research Council's GraduateSchool Programme, Penrith, University of
Central Lancashire,March 2005.
Time ManagementDuring your Research Degree, Staff & Departmental
DevelopmentUnit, University of Leeds,March 2004.
Starting a ResearchDegree, Staff & Departmental DevelopmentUnit,
University of Leeds,October2003

Topic Specific

Too Close to Home: An information and awarenessraising day, Harrogate
& District Domestic Abuse Forum, Harrogate, West Yorkshire,
February2005.

Health & Safety

Fire Warden Course A, Safety Advisory Services, University of Leeds,
November2003.
Fire Lecture, Leeds General Infirmary, Leeds Teaching Hospitals NHS
Trust, June2004& January2005.
CPR, NHS Professionals,West Yorkshire Medical Ambulance Service
NHS Trust, June2003& December2004.
Lifting & handling patients,NHS Professionals,West Yorkshire Medical
AmbulanceServiceNHS Trust, June 2003 & December2004.
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